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 Resumen 
 
Esta Tesis Doctoral se ubica en el contexto del estudio teórico y computacional de 
catalizadores, tanto homogéneos como heterogéneos, para la fijación de moléculas pequeñas, 
en concreto N2, O2, CO, NH3, HCOOH e hidrosilanos, empleando DFT. Estos procesos 
presentan un gran interés en investigación química, ya que un conocimiento en profundidad 
de los mismos facilitaría el diseño racional de nuevos catalizadores más activos y respetuosos 
con el medio ambiente. A continuación se presenta un resumen de los procesos estudiados. 
En el campo de la catálisis homogénea, se estudiaron cuatro procesos químicos diferentes, 
catalizados por complejos organometálicos de Rh e Ir: 
i) Fijación de amoniaco mediante complejos de Ir con ligandos de tipo pincer. En 
particular, se estudiaron los factores cinéticos y termodinámicos que afectan a la 
actividad del catalizador. Para ello, se emplearon diferentes métodos para el estudio del 
enlace químico, como IQA y la ELF. 
ii) La sililación de enlaces C–H aromáticos mediante un complejo bien definido de Ir(III)–
NHC. Se propuso un mecanismo de reacción completo mediante cálculos 
computacionales. Asimismo, se realizaron una serie de experimentos que apoyan dicho 
mecanismo. Los resultados obtenidos revelaron el papel clave de los grupos directores 
presentes en el sustrato en el control de la selectividad del proceso. 
iii) El empleo de hidrógeno molecular como vector energético. En particular, se estudió el 
proceso de deshidrogenación de ácido fórmico para generar H2 catalizado por un 
compuesto de Rh–NHO muy activo. Los estudios computacionales permitieron proponer 
un mecanismo de reacción plausible, que está de acuerdo con las barreras energéticas 
determinadas experimentalmente. 
iv) La alcoxicarbonilación de alcoholes y aminas con CO para preparar carbamatos. El 
proceso está catalizado por un complejo de Rh y requiere le acción de un oxidante  
(KHSO5). El estudio teórico realizado permitió proponer un mecanismo de reacción y 
determinar el papel clave del oxidante. 
Con respecto a la catálisis heterogénea, se abordó la propuesta de nuevos descriptores de la 
actividad catalítica basados en las propiedades magnéticas del catalizador y los reactivos. Los 
diferentes procesos estudiados se resumen a continuación: 
v) Las reacciones de reducción de oxígeno (ORR) y de evolución de oxígeno (OER) 
catalizadas por materiales basados en perovskitas. En concreto, es analizaron las 
propiedades magnéticas de diferentes catalizadores derivados de LaMnO3. Los 
resultados mostraron la importancia de tener en cuenta la entropía electrónica y la fase 
magnética del catalizador. Basándonos en estos resultados, se propusieron una serie de 
reglas para el diseño de nuevos catalizadores heterogéneos derivados de óxidos 
metálicos magnéticos para ORR y OER. Finalmente, estas reglas se emplearon en el 
diseño de un nuevo catalizador para OER basado en la perovskita LaFeO3. 
vi) Los principios previamente presentados se ampliaron al estudio de procesos de fijación 
de N2 catalizados por nitruros de Mo. Los resultados muestran la validez de la aplicación 
del momento magnético del molibdeno como descriptor de la actividad catalítica. 
  
 Abstract 
 
This Ph.D. Thesis is devoted to the theoretical and computational study of homogeneous and 
heterogeneous catalysts for the activation of small molecules, namely N2, O2, CO, NH3, 
HCOOH and hydrosilanes, using DFT methodologies. These processes have a great interest 
in current chemical research, as their in-depth knowledge paves the way to the rational design 
of new environmentally respectful and active catalysts. A summary of the different reactions 
considered is presented below.   
Within the field of homogeneous catalysis, four different chemical processes catalysed by 
Rh- or Ir-based organometallic complexes were considered: 
i) Ammonia fixation by Ir-complexes that bear different pincer ligands. In particular, we 
studied the thermodynamic and kinetic factors that can affect the catalytic activity. For 
that, different methods for the study of chemical bonds, such as IQA and the ELF, were 
applied. 
ii) The silylation of aromatic C–H bonds by means of a well-defined and highly active 
Ir(III)–NHC catalyst. A detailed computational study of the reaction mechanism was 
performed. This mechanism was experimentally supported by different stoichiometric 
experiments. The results revealed the key role of the directing groups in the substrate for 
controlling the reaction selectivity. 
iii) The use of molecular hydrogen as an energy vector. In particular, we considered the 
formic acid dehydrogenation process to yield H2 catalysed by a very active Ir–NHO 
complex. The performed studies allowed to propose a plausible reaction mechanism that 
is in agreement with the activation energy experimentally determined.  
iv) The alcoxycarbonylation of alcohols and amines with CO to yield carbamates. The 
process is catalysed by a Rh-complex and requires the presence of an oxidant (KHSO5). 
The theoretical study allowed to propose a reaction mechanism, as well as to unravel the 
role of the oxidant. 
With respect to heterogeneous catalysis, we addressed the proposal of novel catalytic 
descriptors on the basis of orbital physics and the magnetic properties of the catalyst and the 
reagent. The considered processes are the following. 
v) The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) 
catalysed by perovskite-based materials. Specifically, the magnetic features of different 
catalysts based on LaMnO3 were analyzed. The results showed the importance of taking 
into account the electronic entropy and the catalyst magnetic phase. On the basis of these 
results, a set of rules for the design of heterogeneous catalysts for ORR and OER based 
on magnetic metal oxides was proposed. Finally, these guidelines were applied to the 
design of a novel catalyst for OER based on a LaFeO3 composition.  
vi) The previous principles were extended to N2 fixation catalysed by different Mo-nitrides. 
The results provided strong evidence on the application of the Mo magnetic moment as a 
descriptor for the catalysts activity towards N2 fixation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Current chemical research is not only based on chemical intuition and trial-error 
approaches for the design and synthesis of novel molecules and materials. On the 
contrary, increasingly sophisticated methodologies have been developed to help the 
efficient and sustainable development of novel chemical processes. Within this new 
way of proceeding, Theoretical and Computational Chemistry (TCC) has become a 
popular discipline, as it is able to provide rigorous models and concepts that allow to 
understand, design and control novel experiments and complex syntheses, thus going 
beyond extrapolation and induction from empirical data.1 
The main goal of Theoretical and Computational Chemistry is the 
understanding of the inherent link between microscopic properties and observable 
chemical behaviour.2,3 As previously stated, the knowledge of this relation is not only 
important from an academic point of view, but also from a practical way. As Kurt 
Lewin said, “There is nothing more practical than a good theory”. The in-depth 
understanding of the relationship between the chemical structure and the macroscopic 
behaviour holds the key for the rational design of new synthetic routes leading to 
compounds with target properties in good yields and from an environmental-friendly 
point of view.4,5 Due to its valuable contributions and its enormously high potential in 
chemical research, during the last decades, TCC has spread to all the branches of 
knowledge related to Chemistry, as Physics, Materials Science and Biochemistry.6 
One can consider that Quantum Mechanics were born between 1925 and 1927, 
when Schrödinger, Heisenberg and Dirac proposed (independently) a novel theory for 
studying the behaviour and dynamics of microscopic systems. In this way, they set a 
new paradigm for the treatment of “very small” systems, of the size of electrons and 
individual atoms; overcoming, at least partially, the limitations of classical mechanics. 
Nonetheless, the equations that arose presented a great complexity, and could only be 
solved analytically for the hydrogen atom. For that reason, some approximated 
methods for solving them were developed, the best known probably being the Hartree-
Fock one.7 During the next decades, following the successive developments of more 
efficient and increasingly powerful computers and mathematical methods, Quantum 
and Computational Chemistry enormously grew up, becoming more and more 
powerful in the study of increasingly complex chemical systems.8 
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Probably, the most celebrated milestone of TCC took place in the 1960s, when 
Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham proposed their well-known theorems, in which they 
proved that the external potential, and hence the total energy, of a given non-degenerate 
system is a functional of the electron density, (r). Consequently, energies and other 
properties of the system can be directly obtained from the electron density, leading to 
the development of Density Functional Theory (DFT).9 Thanks to it, the application of 
Quantum Mechanics extended from a dozen of atoms to much bigger systems.  
In principle, DFT is an exact theory. However, the analytical expression of the 
functional that links the electron density with the external potential is only partially 
known, as it lacks the exchange-correlation term Exc[]. For that reason, different 
approximate methodologies with increasing complexity have been developed, leading 
to the appearance of Density Functional Approximations (DFA),10 which will be 
further explained in the Methodology chapter. As expected, the mathematical 
complexity and the computational cost increases when increasing DFAs quality and 
thus the accuracy of the expected results. This process is exemplified by different rungs 
in the Jacob’s ladder, as proposed by Perdew and co-workers (see Figure I.1).11  
 
Figure I.1. Schematic representation of the Jacob’s Ladder and examples of each 
Density Functional Approximations. 
Nonetheless, a recipe for systematically improve the results accuracy while 
maintaining the computational cost reasonable remains unknown. These methods, in 
conjunction with other milestones of TCC, such as the development of hybrid QM/MM 
approaches, highly efficient molecular dynamics (MD) simulations or novel solvation 
models, have made a huge impact in current chemical research.12 As a consequence, 
TCC has been awarded the Nobel Prize in several occasions, the last one being the 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2013 to Karplus, Levitt and Warshel “for the development 
of multiscale models for complex chemical systems”. 
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As previously stated, the working framework of TCC allows for obtaining data 
at an atomic level. This information is, in most cases, not accessible experimentally. In 
particular, we can predict molecular spectra, characterize non-covalent enzyme-ligand 
interactions, and compute activation and reaction energies, among many others.1 
Within this context, Theoretical and Computational Chemistry has proven to be 
especially useful in the field of Catalysis.12 
Catalysis can be defined as the process whereby a chemical reaction is 
accelerated due to the participation on it of a substance known as “catalyst”. This 
species produces a change in the reaction mechanism, reducing the activation energy, 
and is recovered unaltered at the end of the reaction (see Scheme I.1). Catalytic 
processes usually classify attending to the relative phase of the reagents with respect to 
the catalyst. When they are in the same phase, we talk about homogeneous catalysis. 
On the contrary, when they are in different phases, we have heterogeneous catalysis; 
the chemical reaction happening at the interface in between. Since enzymatic catalysis 
has some points in common with both types of catalysis (the global system is 
homogeneous as far as the solvent influence is involved, while the reaction takes place 
in the interface determined by the protein active site), it is usually considered as an 
independent category.13 In general terms, the main advantages of homogeneous 
catalysis with respect to heterogeneous one are its greater activity and selectivity, in 
conjunction with the requirement of softer reaction conditions. Besides that, and 
contrarily to what usually happens in heterogeneous catalysis, the catalytic active 
centres are generally well known, enhancing the facility of modulating their properties. 
Nonetheless, the separation and recycling of the catalyst is much more complicated for 
homogeneous catalysts. 
 
 
Scheme I.1. General reaction profile for a given chemical reaction with (orange) and 
without catalyst (blue). 
The two main properties of a given catalyst are its activity and selectivity. The 
activity accounts for the increase in the reaction rate achieved by the catalyst. There 
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are many different manners of expressing it. Probably, the most used in the chemical 
community are the “turnover number” (TON) and the “turnover frequency” (TOF).14 
With respect to the selectivity, one can consider that the main goal of synthetic 
chemistry is being able to manipulate the reagents in such a way that any functional 
group could be installed at the desired position of a molecule or material in the presence 
of other potentially reactive functional groups.15 In this sense, catalysis plays a 
fundamental role, as it allows to modulate chemical reactivity, favoring a given product 
over all the other possible ones. In addition, catalysis allows, in some occasions, to 
obtain the least thermodynamically stable isomer, which could not be obtained 
otherwise.16,17 
Taking into account the scope of the previous concepts, it is not surprising that 
catalysis is one of the fundamental supports of Green Chemistry.18 In particular, it is 
especially useful for the rational design of chemical processes that reduce the use of 
hazardous substances, so that we can simultaneously synthetize the desired products 
with broad economic benefits from an environmentally respectful perspective. It also 
reduces the energy requirements for a given process to take place, increasing the 
selectivity and decreasing the necessity for separation steps (especially in 
heterogeneous catalysis). In addition, it limits the number of by-products, and reduces 
the economic cost, since only catalytic amounts of the catalysts are need.19 
Within this context, Theoretical and Computational Chemistry has proven to be 
one of the key components of catalysis research; being especially suitable for reaction 
mechanism investigations, and, subsequently, for catalyst design.12 In this way, current 
computational approaches, mainly DFT-based ones, are well-sited for performing 
chemical reactivity studies, predicting chemical kinetics of catalytic processes and, in 
general, investigating complex reacting pathways, thus providing an in-depth insight 
on the factors that determine why a given chemical process is favoured over all the 
potentially possible ones.20 
These outstanding results have been possible thanks to the development of DFT 
methodologies that provide accurate results while maintaining the required 
computational effort reasonable. Specifically, modern TCC approaches provide 
computational tools able to achieve “chemical accuracy”, that is, an absolute error 
lower than 4 kJ/mol, for relatively simple and small systems.21 However, the enormous 
complexity of real catalytic systems makes necessary the use of different 
approximations and simplifications. For that, it is of great importance to make an 
adequate valance between the model systems and the characteristics of the real system, 
so that computational results are representative of the system.20 In this regard, 
computational schemes based on optimizations carried out using standard functionals 
like B3LYP, in conjunction with double-zeta basis sets as well as dispersion and 
solvent corrections, with subsequent energy refinement using larger basis sets have 
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proven to be efficient for molecular systems.22 With respect to calculations in periodic 
systems, required for heterogeneous catalysis modelling, approaches based on GGA+U 
approximations (especially the PBE functional), with Hubbard U values selected so as 
to reproduce experimental data, and empirical dispersion corrections are generally 
suited.23 
Nonetheless, for the case of complex reactions, DFT studies alone may not be 
enough to provide an accurate description of the reaction mechanism. This way, it is 
possible to compute an apparently correct reaction mechanism that does not correlate 
with the experimental data. For that, if there is no possibility to test the theoretical 
results, there is no absolute certainty that they are correct.24 This feature shows the 
importance of benchmark studies that correlate experimental and computational data, 
and the comparison between different computational approaches, so that we can make 
sure that the obtained results are “chemically meaningful”.25,26 
 This Doctoral Thesis is located within the previously explained context of 
Theoretical and Computational Chemistry applied to the understanding of catalytic 
reaction mechanisms, finding descriptors for predicting the catalytic activity and, in 
general, catalysts design. It covers the study of both, homogenous and heterogeneous 
catalysts for the activation of small molecules, namely hydrosilanes, ammonia, carbon 
dioxide, alcohols, oxygen and nitrogen. The obtained results are divided into two 
different chapters.  
Chapter 1 focuses on the study of homogeneous catalysis mediated by Ir or Rh 
organometallic complexes bearing different kinds of ancillary ligands. The chapter is 
structured into four different sections, which are schematically presented in Scheme 
I.2, and are briefly presented below. 
  
A. Ammonia activation by Ir(I)-PXP complexes. In this section, we address the 
analysis of the electronic factors governing NH3 activation by means of five different 
Ir(I)-(PXP) complexes. The main goal of the performed analyses is the rational 
development of novel Ir(I) complexes bearing pincer ligands for ammonia activation. 
Results corresponding to this section are included in the following article: 
Munárriz, J.; Velez, E.; Casado, M. A.; Polo, V. Understanding the reaction 
mechanism of the oxidative addition of ammonia by (PXP)Ir(I) complexes: the role of 
the X group. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2018, 20, 1105–1113. 
 
B. Ir(III)-NHC catalysts for the silylation of aromatic C–H bonds. This section 
is devoted to the understanding of the reaction mechanism of aromatic C–H bonds 
silylation by means of a Ir(III)-NHC catalyst (see Scheme I.2). Special attention is 
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payed to unravelling the importance of directing groups in the catalyst selectivity. 
Results discussed in this section are published in: 
Rubio-Pérez, L.; Iglesias, M.; Munárriz, J.; Polo, V.; Passarelli, V.; Pérez-
Torrente, J. J.; Oro, L. A. A well-defined NHC-Ir(III) catalyst for the silylation of 
aromatic C–H bonds: substrate survey and mechanistic insights. Chem. Sci. 2017, 8, 
4811–4822. 
 
C. Ir(III)-NHO catalyzed solventless dehydrogenation of formic acid. This 
section is located within the context of molecular H2 as an environmentally friendly 
energy vector. In particular, the Ir(III)-NHO catalyst presented in Scheme I.2 is able to 
efficiently dehydrogenate formic acid to release H2 and CO2, opening the door to novel 
routes for H2 transport. A detailed reaction mechanism study of this process is 
performed with the aim of in-depth understanding the process and being able to design 
new catalysts. Results corresponding to this section are published in:  
Iturmendi, A.; Iglesias, M.; Munárriz, J.; Polo, V.; Passarelli, V.; Pérez-
Torrente, J. J.; Oro, L. A. Highly Efficient Ir-Catalyst for the Solventless 
Dehydrogenation of Formic Acid: The Key Role of an N-heterocyclic Olefin. Green 
Chem. 2018, 20, 4875–4879 
 
D. Unveiling the role of organic oxidants on oxidative carbonylations. A 
detailed investigation of the reaction mechanism of the synthesis of carbamates by 
means of Rh(I)-catalyzed oxidative carbonylation of different alcohols and aromatic 
amines is performed. The reaction requires an oxidant; in particular, we selected Oxone 
(KHSO5). In addition to proposing a reaction mechanism, especial efforts are made so 
as to clearly identify the effect of the oxidant within the process. The results presented 
in this section correspond to the following article: 
Iturmendi, A.; Iglesias, M.; Munárriz, J.; Polo, V.; Pérez-Torrente, J. J.; Oro, 
L. A. Efficient preparation of carbamates by Rh-catalysed oxidative carbonylation: 
unveiling the role of the oxidant. Chem. Commun. 2017, 53, 404–407. 
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 Scheme I.2. Schematic representation of the different chemical processes and catalysts 
considered in each section of Chapter 1.  
  
Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of heterogeneous catalytic reactions 
involving small molecules, namely, O2 and N2. The main goal of this chapter is the 
determination of the importance of magnetic effects in the catalytic performance and 
their application to derive physically meaningful descriptors for the design of novel 
materials. Specifically, two different families of systems are studied. In the first section, 
oxygen evolution and reduction reactions (OER and ORR) catalysed by perovskite-
based materials are addressed. In the second one, we explore the application of the 
descriptors derived from magnetic properties to explain the catalytic activity of Mo-
based nitrides towards nitrogen fixation reactions to produce ammonia. The processes 
discussed in both sections are exemplified in Scheme I.3. 
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Scheme I.3. Schematic representation of the different chemical processes and catalysts 
considered in each section of Chapter 2. 
 
The two sections and the three articles that constitute Chapter 2 are briefly 
described below. 
 
A. Oxygen Reduction and Evolution Reactions. The main goal of this section 
is the in-depth investigation of the magnetic effects on Oxygen Evolution and 
Reduction Reactions. For that, we first analysed the effect of magnetic entropy on the 
catalytic performance of highly active LaMnO3-based catalysts towards the Oxygen 
Reduction Reaction. Then, general rules for predicting the relative activity of oxide-
based catalysts for OER and ORR are presented. Finally, a working example of the 
application of the previous rules for catalyst design is presented. Results corresponding 
to this section are included in the following papers: 
Gracia, J.; Munárriz, J.; Polo, V. Sharpe, R.; Jiao, Y.; Niemantsverdriet, J. W. 
H.; Lim, T. Analysis of the Magnetic Entropy in Oxygen Reduction Reactions 
Catalysed by Manganite Perovskites. ChemCatChem 2017, 9, 3358–3363. 
 
Gracia, J.; Sharpe, R.; Munárriz, J. Principles determining the activity of 
magnetic oxides for electron transfer reactions. J. Catal. 2018, 361, 331–338. 
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B. Nitrogen fixation. Within this part, we analysed the influence of magnetic 
structure on Mo-based nitrides for N2 fixation, namely: Ni2Mo3N, Fe3Mo3N, Co3Mo3N 
and FeCo2Mo3N. In particular, the main goal is investigating the possibility of the 
application of the same principles that worked for OER and ORR to nitrogen fixation. 
The results presented in this section are contained in the following article: 
Munárriz, J.; Polo, V.; Gracia, J. On the Role of Ferromagnetic Interactions in 
Highly Active Mo-based Catalysts for Ammonia Synthesis. ChemPhysChem. 
2018, 19, 2843–2847. 
 
 This way, the thematic unit of this Doctoral Thesis is the theoretical and 
computational study of catalytic systems bearing transition metals towards the 
activation and functionalization of small molecules. 
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES  
 
As previously introduced, the results that constitute this Doctoral Thesis are 
divided into two chapters. The results corresponding to the study of homogeneous 
catalysis are presented in Chapter 1, whereas those involving heterogeneous catalysts 
are included in Chapter 2. The main research objectives are the following: 
The main goal of Chapter 1 is the understanding of the reaction mechanism of 
different chemical processes catalysed by Ir and Rh complexes, with special focus on 
the electronic factors that determine the reaction selectivity and the catalyst activity. 
The different processes studied and the main objectives of each study are explained 
below: 
A. Ammonia activation by Ir(I)-PXP complexes. The main goal of this section 
is the understanding of the electronic features that determine the kinetics 
and thermodynamics of ammonia activation processes catalysed Ir(I)-PXP 
complexes. 
 
B. Ir(III)-NHC catalysts for the silylation of aromatic C–H bonds. The main 
objectives of this section are: i) unrevealing the reaction mechanism of the 
silylation of aromatic C–H bonds catalysed by an Ir(III)-NHC catalyst; ii) 
explaining the effect of the directing groups of the substrate in the reaction 
selectivity. 
 
C. Ir(III)-NHO catalyzed solventless dehydrogenation of formic acid. The 
main goal of this section is proposing a feasible reaction mechanism for the 
dehydrogenation of formic acid to yield H2 and CO2, catalysed a Ir(III)-
NHO complex. 
 
D. Unveiling the role of organic oxidants on oxidative carbonylations. The 
main objectives of this section are: i) the determination of the reaction 
mechanism for the synthesis of carbamates by means of the oxidative 
carbonylation of alcohol and amines with CO and an oxidant, catalized by 
a Rh(I) organometallic complex; ii) explaining the exact role of the oxidant 
required in these kind of processes.  
Research objectives 
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The main research objective of Chapter 2 is the understanding of the influence 
of magnetic interactions in heterogeneous catalysis. In particular, this dissertation 
focuses on chemical processes that involve the O2 and N2 molecules catalysed by 
magnetic oxides and Mo-based nitrides, respectively. The different systems under 
study and the specific goals are presented below: 
A. Oxygen Reduction and Evolution Reactions. The main objective of this 
section is: i) the in-depth investigation of the influence of magnetic 
interactions in the catalytic activity of magnetic metal oxides (with especial 
focus on perovskites) towards the oxygen reduction and evolution reactions 
(ORR and OER); ii) the proposal of physically meaningful descriptors able 
to predict the relative activity of this kind of materials; iii) Apply these 
descriptors for the rational design of new materials with improved activity 
towards ORR and OER. 
 
B. Nitrogen fixation. The main goal of this section is expanding the previous 
physical principles to the N2 fixation reaction to produce ammonia catalysed 
by a set of Mo-based nitrides. 
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METHODOLOGY 
 
 
A. The Schrödinger equation 
 
The evolution in time of a given chemical system is determined by the 
Schrödinger equation (eq. M.1), which constitutes the cornerstone of quantum 
mechanics.  
 ݅԰Ψሺݍ, ݐሻ ൌ 	ܪ෡Ψሺݍ, ݐሻ  (M.1) 
Within eq. M.1,	Ψሺݍ, ݐሻ is the system wavefunction, which contains all the 
accessible information about the system, and H෡ is the time-dependent Hamiltonian 
operator. This operator is expressed as the sum of two terms, the kinetic and the 
potential operators, and altogether, they account for the system total energy. If the 
system is in a stationary state the Hamiltonian does not depend on time, and the spatial 
and temporal parts of the wavefunction can be separated. In this way, the time-
independent Schrödinger equation is obtained (eq. M.2).  
 ܪ෡߰ሺݍሻ ൌ ܧ߰ሺݍሻ (M.2) 
However, the great complexity of this equation makes impossible its analytical 
resolution, making necessary the use of different approximations and the application 
of numerical methods.  
Probably, the most common simplification is the so-called Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation. It is based on the fact that nuclei mass is much higher than that of 
electrons. As a consequence, the kinetic energy of the nuclei can be neglected with 
respect to that of electrons. Their motion scales are different and both movements can 
be separated and studied independently. In particular, one can consider that the 
electrons follow the movements of the nuclei, adapting instantaneously to each nuclear 
configuration. Moreover, during each electron movement, the nuclear configuration is 
fixed. Thus, the nuclear repulsion term is constant, avoiding the need for calculating 
the integrals for nucleus-nucleus interactions. Within this framework, the Schrödinger 
equation is solved for each nuclear configuration, leading to the appearance of the 
concept of Potential Energy Surface (PES).1 
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In spite of the usefulness of this simplification, the exact solution of the 
Schrödinger equation (within this approach) is only possible for one-electron systems, 
such as the H2+ molecule. For many electron systems, such as molecules and solids, 
electron-electron interactions have to be evaluated, and represent a very difficult task 
since the interaction of N-electrons cannot be expressed as a sum of N one-electron 
integrals. As a result, further approximations are required.  
In this regard, there are two different approaches, Density Functional Theory, 
which constitutes the working framework of this dissertation and will be explained 
below, and ab initio methods.2,3 The latter aim to solve the Schrödinger equation by 
means of the computation of an approximate wavefunction for the system under study.4 
Unfortunately, these methods are quite computationally expensive and are only 
affordable for relatively small systems, of the order of 40 atoms, or even lower if metal 
atoms are included.  
 
B. Density Functional Theory 
 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) methods constitute a good compromise 
between accuracy and computational efficient, allowing for the study of systems 
bearing transition metals, bulky ligands and/or the consideration of periodic systems, 
such as the ones considered in this dissertation. In addition, electronic and steric effects 
are crucial in the determination of catalytic properties in transition metal catalysis; then, 
the use of small model systems is severely discouraged.5 
Density Functional Theory was proposed by Hohenberg and Kohn in 1964.6 
This method is based on the so-called Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, which state that the 
ground state energy of a given system can be univocally derived from the system 
electron density, ߩሺݎԦሻ. Noteworthily, this approach enormously simplifies the 
complexity of the problem: the electron density only depends on the three spatial 
coordinates, independently of the number of electrons; while the wavefunction of a 
system of N electrons has dimension 3N.7 Within the DFT framework, the total energy 
of the system is expressed as a functional of the electron density (see eq. M.3). 
 ܧሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ ൌ ܨሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ ൅ ׬ߩሺݎԦሻܸሺݎԦሻ݀ݎԦ (M.3) 
 In eq. M.3, ܸሺݎԦሻ is the nucleus-electron potential and ܨሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ is a functional of 
the electron density. A manner for calculating ܨሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ was proposed by Khon and 
Sham in 1965.8 This approach consists on the replacement of the multi-electronic 
system of interacting electrons by a fictitious one composed of non-interacting 
electrons in which an effective potential, ௘ܸ௙௙ሺݎԦሻ, is applied in such a way that the 
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electron density of both systems is the same. Such a system can be described by a single 
Slater determinant, since electrons do not interact with each other.  
In such situations, eq. M.3 can be further decomposed into different terms as 
shown in eq. M.4. 
 ܨሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ ൌ ௌܶሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ ൅ ܬሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ ൅ ܧே௘ሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ ൅ ܧ௑஼ሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ (M.4) 
 Where ௌܶሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ is the kinetic energy of the electrons in the non-interacting 
system, ܬሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ is the Coulomb electron-electron repulsion energy, ܧே௘ሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ is the 
nucleus-electron interaction and ܧ௑஼ሾߩሺݎԦሻሿ is the exchange-correlation energy. The 
latter term contains the kinetic energy of the interacting electrons, as well as exchange 
and correlation energies; and is the only unknown of the theory. Moreover, since 
electrons in the fictitious system are non-interacting, the system Hamiltonian can be 
expressed as a sum of one-electron Hamiltonians, yielding the Khon-Sham equations 
(see eqs. M.5). 
 ݄௜௄ௌ߰௜ ൌ ߝ௜߰௜  ݄௜௄ௌ ൌ ׏
మ
ଶ ൅ ௘ܸ௙௙ሺݎԦሻ (M.5) 
In eq. M.5, ݄௜௄ௌ is the Kohn-Sham one-electron Hamiltonian, ߰௜ represents the 
one-electron Kohn-Sham orbitals and the values of ߝ௜ are their energies. The effective 
potential can be calculated according to eq. M.6. 
 ௘ܸ௙௙ሺݎԦሻ ൌ ܸሺݎԦሻ ൅ ׬ ఘሺ௥Ԧᇱሻቚ௥Ԧᇲି௥Ԧቚ ݀ݎԦ′ ൅ ௑ܸ஼ሺݎԦሻ (M.6) 
Where ௑ܸ஼ሺݎԦሻ is the exchange-correlation potential, which can be computed 
following eq. M.7. 
 ௘ܸ௙௙ሺݎԦሻ ൌ ఋா೉಴ሾఘሺ௥Ԧሻሿఋఘሺ௥Ԧሻ  (M.7) 
The set of equations presented in eq. M.5 have a strong resemblance with the 
Hartree-Fock (HF) ones. They are interrelated in the sense that each one depends on 
the others. Then, they can be resolved in a self-consistent way starting from a trial 
initial guess.  
Within this framework, the only unknown of the theory is the computation of 
the exchange-correlation potential, ௑ܸ஼ሺݎԦሻ. As a result, approaches for estimating it 
have been proposed, leading to the appearance of different Density Functional 
Approximations (DFA). In the following lines, a brief explanation of the most common 
ones is provided. 
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Local Density Approximation (LDA) 
This is the simplest approach, and assumes that the density can be treated locally 
as a uniform electron gas.6 The most common functional of this type is the one 
developed by Vosko and co-workers.9 This model works reasonably well for solids, 
but fails in systems in which the electron density changes rapidly; such as molecules. 
On balance, energies are quite inaccurate and LDA is not usually enough for the 
majority of chemical systems. 
Generalised Gradient Approximation (GGA) 
This method adds the electron density gradient to the calculation of the 
exchange-correlation potential so that it depends on the electronic density at each point 
(local) and on the values of nearby regions. This kind of functionals are usually split 
into a correlation and an exchange parts, as shown in eq. M.8.  
 ܧ௑஼ீீ஺ ൌ 	ܧ௑ீீ஺ ൅ ܧ஼ீீ஺ (M.8) 
There exist different approaches for calculating the terms in eq. M.8. Some of 
them include parameters derived from experimental or high level theoretical 
calculations. In particular, BP86, BLYP, B97D, PBE and PW91 are examples of widely 
used GGA functionals are.10-15 These functionals have proven to perform well for 
geometries and frequencies, among other properties. In particular, solid state 
calculations performed in this Doctoral Thesis employed the PBEsol functional,16 that 
is, the PBE functional revised for solids. This decision was made on the basis of its 
ability to accurately reproduce experimental parameters of periodic systems, while 
keeping the computational cost reasonable.17 
Meta Generalised Gradient Approximation (m-GGA) 
These approaches also use the Laplacian of the electron density in the 
computation of the exchange-correlation potential. Among these functionals we can 
highlight the TPSS one.18 However, any of this functionals was employed in this 
dissertation, as results do not improve much with respect to GGA for the kind of 
systems under study, while the computational effort increases significantly. 
Hybrid Functionals 
The “exact” exchange energy can be obtained from HF theory. This is the basis 
of hybrid methods, which add a percentage of the HF exchange energy to GGA scheme 
using an adiabatic connection method. There exist a wide number of hybrid functionals 
depending on the amount of HF exchange. Probably, the most popular is the B3LYP 
one, which is obtained as a combination of HF with LDA exchange-correlation, B88 
exchange and LYP correlation functionals.19 This functional has proven to be efficient 
in the calculation of molecular properties, and was the one used in the molecular 
calculations performed within this Doctoral Thesis. Other examples of common hybrid 
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functionals are wB97XD,20 TPSSh21 and the Minnesota suite (M06, M06-2X, M06-L 
and M06-HF).22 In spite of their success in molecular systems, hybrid functionals 
usually underperform for solids, while the computational cost of computing HF exact 
exchange with plane wave basis is very high. For that, hybrid functionals were not 
applied in the periodic calculations performed as part of this Thesis. 
The Hubbard Model 
GGA methodology has limitations for the description of some chemical 
properties, such as the underestimation of the band gap in semiconductors, as a 
consequence of the DFT delocalization error. One possibility for improving the quality 
of the results is the use of hybrid functionals. In this case, the mixing of HF exchange 
(which tends to overestimate the band gap) with GGA may cancel the error and provide 
accurate results. However, periodic-HF methodology is prohibitively expensive when 
combined with plane-waves. Then, for strongly-correlated electrons, the simplest and 
most pragmatic approach to treat the strong on-site Coulomb interactions of localized 
electrons of d and f shells is the use of the so-called Hubbard approximation.23 This 
approach is based on the addition of a term, the so-called Hubbard U, which acts as a 
penalty function that favors fully occupied or fully unoccupied energy levels. This way, 
the delocalized solutions are relatively destabilized with respect to the localized ones, 
with the aim of cancelling the delocalization error. Nonetheless, the choice of the U 
value is not universal, and the quality of the results critically depends on it. As a result, 
an adequate selection of the U for the systems under study is fundamental for obtaining 
accurate results.24 In this dissertation GGA+U methodology was used for the study of 
periodic systems. 
 
C. Basis sets 
 
Wavefunctions in molecular systems are generally expressed as linear 
combinations of the elements of a given basis set. A minimal basis set is the minimum 
number of bases functions that are necessary to describe all the electrons of each atom 
that forms part of a given system. However, for an accurate description of complex 
molecules, the inclusion of a set of polarization functions is required. These are 
additional functions with higher angular momenta that provide more flexibility to the 
mathematical description of the system. Moreover, the addition of extra diffuse 
functions, helps improve results in systems with big and polarizable atoms. These are 
smooth functions, usually Gaussians, which describe the tail of the orbitals in regions 
that are far away from the nuclei. 
In the molecular DFT calculations performed in Chapter 1, def2-SVP and def2-
TZVP Ahlrichs basis sets were used.25 They are Gaussian basis sets of split valence, 
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double zeta and triple zeta valence quality; that is, the valence shell is described by two 
and three sets of functions, respectively. In addition, they include a set of polarization 
functions. Moreover, the inner electrons are considered by means of electron core 
potentials (ECPs, which will be explained in the next section). The choice of these basis 
sets was made because these basis are defined for all the atoms, and because def2-SVP 
usually provides qualitatively correct results, whereas def2-TZVP allows to refine the 
energy results, being quite close to the DFT basis set limit.26 
 
D. Periodic calculations 
 
 Bloch Theorem 
The solution of the Schrödinger equation of a solid-state material is enormously 
more difficult than that of a molecule. If the system magnitude is, for example, of the 
order of magnitude of a mole, the computational problem will be enormously more 
demanding than that derived from any molecular system we can imagine; and the 
extremely high computational resources required are not available nowadays. 
However, one can use the translational symmetry of the system to reduce its 
complexity. In this regard, the Bloch Theorem is enormously useful, as it allows to 
reduce the problem dimension to that of a single unit cell.27  
In particular, the Bloch Theorem utilizes the system translational symmetry to 
generate the wavefunction. This wavefunction is composed of crystal orbitals, which 
are also referred to as electronic bands. In an idealized perfect (i.e. infinite and without 
any impurity) periodic system, the electronic potential at a given point, ܸሺݎԦሻ, has the 
same periodicity as the crystal lattice (represented by the lattice vector, ܶሬԦ), see eq. M.9.  
 ܸሺݎԦ ൅ ሬܶԦሻ ≡ 	ܸሺݎԦሻ (M.9) 
Specifically, the Bloch Theorem states that for a given wavefunction, ߰൫ሬ݇Ԧ, ݎԦ൯, 
there exists a vector ሬ݇Ԧ, such that translation by a lattice vector ሬܶԦ is equivalent to 
multiplying the wavefunction by a phase vector, as shown in eq. M.10.  
 ߰൫ሬ݇Ԧ, ݎԦ ൅ ሬܶԦ൯ ൌ 	 ݁௜௞ሬԦ ሬ்Ԧ߰൫ሬ݇Ԧ, ݎԦ൯ (M.10) 
As a result, the knowledge of ߰൫ሬ݇Ԧ, ݎԦ൯ at a particular point allows for 
determining its value for all the symmetry equivalent positions. However, the price for 
this simplification (the consideration of an entirely periodic potential) is the newly 
introduced quantum number ሬ݇Ԧ. 
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The crystal orbital ߰൫ሬ݇Ԧ, ݎԦ൯ can be further rewritten in terms of localised atomic 
orbitals, ߶௝, that are centred at atomic positions, (see eq. M.11).  
 ߰൫ሬ݇Ԧ, ݎԦ൯ ൌ ∑ ߶௝௝ ݁௜௞ሬԦ௥ണሬሬሬԦ	 (M.11) 
 Instead of using localized atomic orbitals, it is possible to expand the crystal 
wavefunction in terms of plane-waves, which is the approach used in the calculations 
performed in this dissertation (see eq. M.12). 
 ߰൫ሬ݇Ԧ, ݎԦ൯ ൌ ∑ ܽ௚ሬԦ,௞ሬԦ௚ሬԦ ݁௜ሺ௞ሬԦା௚ሬԦሻ௥ണሬሬሬԦ (M.12) 
 Where Ԧ݃ represents the set of k-vectors that lie in the so called first Brillouin 
zone. Since this representation is set in the reciprocal space, ݁௜௚ሬԦ௥Ԧ	= 1, and ݁௜௚ሬԦ௥Ԧ has the 
periodicity of the real lattice. ܽ௚ሬԦ,௞ሬԦ  are the plane-wave coefficients, which satisfy the 
relation Ԧ݃ ൉ ݎԦ ൌ 2ߨ݉, were ݉ is an integer. Since the number of plane-waves included 
in the expansion has to be finite, it is necessary to cut the expansion at some point. For 
that, a cutoff value is defined in such a way that plane-waves with kinetic energy higher 
than that of the cutoff are discarded. The kinetic energy of a given plane-wave is 
defined according to eq. M.13. 
 ܧ௖௨௧ ൌ ԰
మ
ଶ௠೐ หሬ݇Ԧ ൅ Ԧ݃ห
ଶ
 (M.13) 
The Reciprocal Space 
The mathematical study of periodic structures is much easier upon 
consideration of the reciprocal space. This space accounts for the wave-vectors that fit 
the symmetry of the periodic structure.28 In particular, the reciprocal-space basic 
vectors can be constructed from the direct-space ones, as shown in eq. M.14.  
 ݃పሬሬሬԦ ൌ 2ߨ ௔ണሬሬሬሬԦ൉௔ೖሬሬሬሬሬԦ௔ഢሬሬሬሬԦ൉ሺ௔ണሬሬሬሬԦ൉௔ೖሬሬሬሬሬԦሻ (M.14) 
 Where ܽపሬሬሬԦ and ݃పሬሬሬԦ are the direct-space and reciprocal-space primitive lattice 
vectors, respectively. The primitive cell in the reciprocal space constitutes the so-called 
first Brillouin zone, also referred to as the Wigner-Seitz cell. Even though the ሬ݇Ԧ vector 
is infinite, calculations can be restricted to a discrete set of vectors in the irreducible 
Brillouin zones. This way, the complexity of the problem is significantly reduced. 
Pseudopotentials 
 As previously stated, plane-waves can be used as robust and straightforward 
basis functions for periodic calculations. However, rapid oscillations of electrons close 
to the nucleus are very difficult to model by smooth plane-waves, and, as a result, the 
number of plane-waves required for an accurate description of these regions is 
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prohibitively high. Nonetheless, as long as these oscillations are suppressed, plane-
waves constitute the ideal choice for periodic-boundary-conditions calculations.  
 Within this context, an approximation that has proven to be suitable for dealing 
with core oscillations is the use of pseudopotentials. The main idea behind this 
approach is getting rid of the nucleus oscillations by replacing the strong-electron 
potential by a much weaker pseudopotential. This theory is supported by two physical 
arguments. On the one side, it is well known that the nuclear charge that effects the 
valence electrons is highly screened by the core electrons. On the other side, valence 
electrons cannot enter the core region as a consequence of the Pauli Exclusion 
Principle. Then, this two opposite effects (nuclear attraction of valence electrons and 
Pauli repulsion between core and valence electrons) partially cancel, and as a result, a 
weak pseudopotential is left.29 In addition, core electrons are not directly involved in 
chemical bonding. Hence, contrarily to what happens for valence electrons, considering 
that their electronic structure is invariant with respect to a reference calculation is a 
good approximation. This way, the wavefunctions of the core regions are substituted 
by fixed pseudo-wavefunctions that reproduce the all-electron calculations behaviour. 
Notice that pseudopotentials are also referred to as effective core potentials. 
 There are different schemes for constructing the pseudopotentials, such as the 
augmented plane wave (APW)30 and the full-potential linearized augmented plane 
wave (FP-LAPW).31 In this dissertation, the projector-augmented wave method (PAW) 
developed by Blöchl was selected32 on the basis of its good performance in solid state 
quantum chemistry. Within this method, the pseudopotential immediately adapts to 
changes in the valence electrons as it is calculated on the fly, for each electronic 
configuration; thus avoiding transferability problems. 
 
E. Dispersion interactions 
 
Even though there is no doubt of the usefulness of DFT in chemical research, 
and especially in reactivity studies, it presents some drawbacks that one should know 
before applying it to a given system. In this regard, probably, the main problem that 
derives from current approximations to the exchange-correlation potential is the 
incomplete treatment of van der Waals (dispersion) interactions. This is especially 
relevant for large systems, such as the ones considered in this dissertation. In particular, 
bulky ligands can modulate the catalyst selectivity via steric hindrance or non-covalent 
interactions.33  
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In order to overcome this limitation, different approaches have been proposed.34 
One of them consists on the development of DFT functionals with parameters fitted to 
experimental data so as to account for dispersion interactions. Within this way of 
proceeding, the set of M06 functionals developed by Truhlar and co-workers is the 
most used approach.35 Alternatively, Grimme proposed to add an energy term 
accounting for dispersion corrections, ܧ஽, to the DFT-computed energy (see eq. 
M.15).36 This was the selected scheme applied in this dissertation. 
 ܧ஽ி்ି஽ ൌ 	ܧ஽ி் ൅ ܧ஽ (M.15) 
 There are different approaches for calculating ܧ஽. Among them, we selected the 
DFT-D3 scheme, in conjunction with the recently proposed BJ damping.37 Within this 
methodology, the dispersion contribution, ܧ஽ଷ஻௃, is computed according to eqs. M.16 
and M.17. 
 ܧ஽ଷ஻௃ ൌ 	∑ ܵ௡௡ୀ଺,଼ ∑ ௖೙
೔ೕ
ோ೔ೕ೙ାሺ௙೏೘೛ሺோ೔ೕሻሻ೙
ே௜,௝வଵ  (M.16) 
 ௗ݂௠௣൫ܴ௜௝൯ ൌ ߙଵඨ௖ఴ
೔ೕ
௖ల೔ೕ
൅ ߙଶ	 (M.17) 
 Where ܵ௡ is a nth-order scaling factor (orders n = 6, 8) that depends on the 
functional, ܿ௡௜௝ is a dispersion coefficient between atoms i and j, N is the total number 
of atoms in the system and ܴ௜௝ is the interatomic distance.  ௗ݂௠௣ሺܴ௜௝ሻ is a damping 
function that rapidly decays when  ܴ௜௝ decreases (see eq. M.17), so that not to include 
“ordinary” bonds. The terms  ߙଵ and ߙଶ are adjusted constants. 
 In all the DFT calculations performed in Chapter 1, Grimme D3BJ corrections 
were added (in both, single point and gradient calculations) to the DFT energy obtained 
by means of B3LYP functional. 
 
F. Solvation effects 
 
Solvent effects may play a key role in chemical reactivity. In particular, 
interactions between the reagents (or catalysts) and the solvent molecules can 
enormously affect the kinetics and selectivity of the catalytic processes.38 A rigorous 
treatment of these interactions would require the use of hybrid QM/MM approaches, 
as well as molecular dynamics. However, these methodologies are computationally 
expensive and thus they are not affordable for the systems under study. There are two 
main approaches for addressing the solvation effects in computational catalysis in a 
more economic way. The first method consists on including explicit solvent molecules 
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in the calculation, so that specific interactions between these molecules and the reagents 
are considered. Nonetheless, the number of molecules required for modelling real 
catalytic conditions may be very high, making the calculations unaffordable for DFT 
methodologies. The second approach, which is the one considered in this Doctoral 
Thesis, is the use of implicit solvation models. Within these models, the solute is 
studied by means of quantum mechanics, whereas the environment is considered to be 
a polarizable continuum dielectric. More specifically, the model considers the 
formation of a cavity in a continuum solvation medium whose dielectric constant is 
that of the solvent. The solute is placed into this cavity, and determines its shape. Solute 
electrostatic interactions with the solvent polarizes the cavity, and vice versa. The 
process takes place iteratively until mutual polarizations reach self-consistency, this is 
the reason why this methodology is referred to as Self-Consistent Reaction Field 
(SCRF).39 The total solvation energy is computed as shown in eq. M.18. 
 ∆ܩ௦௢௟ ൌ ∆ܩ௘௟ ൅ ∆ܩ௖௔௩ ൅ ∆ܩ௥௘௣ ൅ ∆ܩௗ௜௦௣ (M.18) 
Where ∆ܩ௘௟ accounts for the aforementioned solute-solvent electrostatic 
interactions; ∆ܩ௖௔௩ is the energy required for the cavity formation; ∆ܩௗ௜௦௣ are the 
solvent-solute dispersion interactions and ∆ܩ௥௘௣ is the solvent-solute repulsive term.  
Different implicit solvation models have been proposed in the literature. Among 
them, in this dissertation, the Polarization Continuum Model (PCM)40 was chosen. In 
particular, this model applies the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the definition of the 
cavity, and is specially adequate for solvents with low dielectric constant that are non-
coordinating and do not stablish specific interactions, such as hydrogen bonds, with the 
reagents. 
 
G. Thermochemistry 
 
Thermodynamic properties of the molecular systems under study were 
computed by means of an ideal-gas statistical thermodynamic model.41 This model 
assumes that the molecules do not interact with each other and that the concentrations 
are those of an ideal gas under a pressure of 1 atm.  
Within this framework, the total system partition function, ݍሺܸ, ܶሻ, is expressed 
as a product of translational (ݍ௧), rotational (ݍ௧), vibrational (ݍ௩), and electronic (ݍ௘ሻ 
partition functions, as shown in eq. M.19.  
 ݍሺܸ, ܶሻ ൌ ݍ௧ݍ௥ݍ௩ݍ௘ (M.19) 
Entropic and internal energy contributions are derived from the partition 
function corresponding to each kind of motion. In general, within the field of 
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homogeneous catalysis, the model performs satisfactorily well for rotational, electronic 
and vibrational contributions.42 However, the translational entropy (see eqs. M.20 and 
M.21) is largely overestimated. As a result, the model fails when there is a significant 
entropy variation, that is, when the molecularity of the process is not maintained, as it 
is common in the calculation of catalytic cycles.43 
 ݍ௧ ൌ ቀଶగ௠௞ಳ்௛మ ቁ
ଷ/ଶ ܸ (M.20) 
 ܵ௧௥௔௡௦ ൌ ܴሾlnሺݍ௧ሻ ൅ 5/2ሿ (M.21) 
 There exist different schemes that attempt to improve translational entropy 
description. Among them, we can cite the one proposed by Martin and co-workers,44 
which determines the pressure required for reproducing the solvent density and applies 
it in the calculation, instead of the standard pressure (1 atm).  
In this dissertation, we applied the approach proposed by Morokuma et al.45 
This approximation is based on the fact that the molecular movement in solution will 
be much lower than in the gas phase. As a consequence, one can consider that 
translational movement is “quenched” in solution, and, as a result, it is possible to 
assume that it is very close to zero and thus, we can neglect it. Even though this is a 
very simple approach, it has proven to be adequate for computing reaction 
mechanisms.46 
 
H. Chemical Bonding 
 
Two main tools for the study of chemical bonding were applied in this Thesis, 
the Electron Localization Function (ELF) and Interacting Quantum Atoms (IQA) 
energy decomposition scheme.  
 
H.1 Electron Localization Function 
The Electron Localization Function was introduced by Becke and Edgecombe 
as an attempt to measure the probability of finding an electron in the surroundings of 
another electron with the same spin, and thus identify “localized electrons in atomic 
and molecular systems”.47 Since then, it has proven to be very useful in the 
understanding of chemical systems. Specifically, its applications range from analysing 
reaction mechanisms48 to aromaticity evaluation49 and predicting solid state 
properties,50 among many others. 
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One of the main strengths of the ELF is that it can be easily associated with 
chemical intuitive interpretations, being especially remarkable the one suggested by 
Savin et al.51 It identifies the ELF core, χ, with a local measure of electrons local kinetic 
energy excess relative to the homogeneous electron gas. Then, the ELF is defined 
according to eq. M.22. 
 ߟሺݎԦሻ ൌ 	 ଵଵାఞమ (M.22) 
As shown in eq. M.22, it has the shape of a Lorentzian function whose values 
range from 0 (χ→∞), to 1, (χ→0). This way, maxima are associated with covalent 
bonds, lone pairs, internal atomic shells (and electron pairs in general), which 
correspond to situations in which local electron kinetic energy excess is minimal, and 
thus the ELF is maximum. 
The gradient vector of the ELF, ׏ߟሺݎԦሻ, allows to divide the Euclidean space in 
basins of attractors where electrons are localized. This partition generates a set of non-
overlapping regions called basins. The number of connections between a given valence 
basin and the surrounding core basins determines the synaptic order. A monosynaptic 
basin corresponds to a lone pair, a disynaptic one is associated with a two-centre bond 
and polysynaptic basins are associated with multi-centre bonds.52 
Basin properties can be determined by integrating over the volume associated 
with each basin. Hence, for obtaining electron populations, ܰഥሺΩ௜ሻ, the electron density, 
, has to be integrated over the corresponding basin, Ω௜ (see eq. M.23). 
 ഥܰሺΩ௜ሻ ൌ ׬ ߩሺݎԦሻ݀ݎԦஐ೔   (M.23) 
It is interesting to highlight that this model recovers the Valence Shell Electron 
Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) picture of molecules and solids,53 as the system is represented 
Lewis entities: core regions connected by bonds and lone pairs. 
 
H.2 Interacting Quantum Atoms 
Interacting Quantum Atoms (IQA) was introduced in 2005 as a useful tool for 
partitioning the total molecular energy into different components with chemical 
sense.54 This approach was designed in such a way that atoms and functional groups 
retain their identity. In addition, the partition is rigorous and is solely derived from the 
system wavefunction. Hence, the results accuracy only depends on the quality of the 
wavefunction. On balance, IQA is a physically rigorous method, though 
computationally expensive.  
The method has proven to be suitable for the study of chemical bonds. For 
example, it has been successfully applied to the study of halogen and hydrogen 
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bonding,55 molecular interactions in metallic complexes,56  steric repulsions57 and 
delocalization indices.58 
Specifically, IQA follows the classical QTAIM scheme for partitioning a 
molecule into topological atoms. The different contributions to the total energy are 
calculated using the first and second order density matrices, obtaining the total Born-
Oppenheimer system energy, as shown in eq. M.24. 
 ܧ ൌ 	∑ ஺ܶ஺ ൅ ௘ܸ௘஺஺ ൅ ௘ܸ௡஺஺ ൅ ∑ ௘ܸ௡஺஻ ൅ ௡ܸ௘஺஻ ൅ ௡ܸ௡஺஻ ൅ ௘ܸ௘஺஻஺வ஻   (M.24) 
As shown in eq. M.24, the total energy is divided into two different 
contributions. The first summation corresponds to the intra-atomic contribution of each 
atom, ܧ௜௡௧௥௔஺  (see eq. M.25). 
 ܧ௜௡௧௥௔஺ ൌ ஺ܶ ൅ ௘ܸ௘஺஺ ൅ ௘ܸ௡஺஺ (M.25) 
Where ஺ܶ is the kinetic energy of electrons in atom A, ௘ܸ௘஺஺ is the electron-
electron repulsive potential energy and ௘ܸ௡஺஺ is the electron-nucleus attractive potential. 
The second summation in eq. M.24 corresponds to inter-atomic energy between 
atoms A and B, ܧ௜௡௧௘௥஺஻  (see eq. M.26). 
 ܧ௜௡௧௘௥஺஻ ൌ ௡ܸ௡஺஻ ൅ ௘ܸ௘஺஻ ൅ ௘ܸ௡஺஻ ൅ ௡ܸ௘஺஻  (M.26) 
It includes the nucleus-nucleus, ௡ܸ௡஺஻, and electron-electron, ௘ܸ௘஺஻, repulsive 
energy, as well as the attractive interaction between electrons in atom A and nucleus in 
atom B, ௘ܸ௡஺஻, and electrons in B with nucleus in A, ௡ܸ௘஺஻. Electron-electron interaction 
can be further divided into a classical Coulombic electrostatic interaction, ௖ܸ௢௨௟஺஻ , and 
an exchange-correlation contribution, ௑ܸ஼஺஻. This way, the inter-atomic interaction 
energy can be divided into a classical electrostatic energy term, which accounts for 
nucleus-nucleus, electron-nucleus, nucleus-electron and Coulombic interactions (see 
eq. M.27) and a quantum exchange-correlation energy term, ௑ܸ஼஺஻ (see eq. M.28). 
 ௘ܸ௟௘௖஺஻ ൌ ௡ܸ௡஺஻ ൅ ௘ܸ௡஺஻ ൅ ௡ܸ௘஺஻ ൅ ௖ܸ௢௨௟஺஻   (M.27) 
  ܧ௜௡௧௘௥஺஻ ൌ ௘ܸ௟௘௖஺஻ ൅ ௑ܸ஼஺஻ (M.28) 
At this point it is important to highlight that the original IQA computation of 
the Coulombic term worked only within HF wavefunctions. However, it was recently 
improved so that it could support also B3LYP level density functional theory.59 
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I. Computational Details 
 
The computational details for the different theoretical calculations performed 
along this Thesis are presented below. 
 
I.1 Molecular calculations 
 All the DFT molecular calculations performed in Chapter 1 have been 
performed using the Gaussian09 program package.60 The B3LYP functional19,61 has 
been employed including the D3 dispersion correction scheme developed by Grimme 
using the Becke-Johnson damping28 for both, energies and gradient calculations, in 
conjunction with the “ultrafine” grid. The def2-SVP basis set has been selected for all 
atoms for geometry optimizations, performing single point calculations with the def2-
TZVP basis set to refine energy results.24 Solvent effects were included by means of 
the PCM model, as implemented in the Gaussian09 package.62 In particular, the 
solvents considered in the different sections were: tetrahydrofuran (section B), formic 
acid (section C) and toluene (section D). 
The nature of the stationary points has been confirmed by analytical frequency 
analysis, and transition states were characterized by calculation of reaction paths 
following the intrinsic reaction coordinate. 
For chemical bond analyses in Section A, the ELF study was performed with 
TopMod program63 using the corresponding monodeterminantal B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-
SVP wavefunctions; in a tridimensional grid of 200 points in each direction. ELF plots 
of molecular structures were represented using Chimera software.64 The IQA and 
QTAIM analyses were performed using the AIMAll package.65  
 
I.2 Periodic calculations 
All periodic calculations presented in Chapter 2 were performed using periodic 
density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulations 
package (VASP).66 The PAW method developed by Blochl was used to represent 
interactions between core and valence electrons.30 The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 
exchange-correlation DFT functional revised for solids was used for all calculations.67 
A plane wave cutoff of 400 eV was used for all the elements. In order to properly 
describe on-site Coulomb interactions of localised d electrons, DFT+U methodology 
was used;68 unless otherwise mentioned, all elements had a U value of 0. Specific 
details for each studied system are provided below. Images were produced with 
VESTA.69 
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With respect to materials studied in section A, a k-points grid of (7x7x5) was 
employed in the calculations of LaMnO3 and CaMnO3. A value of U equal 5.5 was 
used for Mn3+ octahedrons in LaMnO3 and 3.0 for Mn4+ octahedrons in CaMnO3. For 
intermediate compositions, which present vacancies and substitution of Ca and La by 
other atoms (Sr and Pb), a 2x2x1 supercell was constructed; and the U for Mn was set 
to 4.0. For LaFeO3-based catalysts, we used a k-points grid of (4x5x3), in conjunction 
with U values of 4.0 for Fe and 8.0 for Nd, as reported in the literature.70,71  
For Mo-based nitrides considered in Section B, k-points meshes of (11x11x11) 
were used in all cases. U values for Co and Fe are set to 2.0 and 4.0; respectively.36
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CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
The applicant contribution to each of the articles that constitute this Doctoral Thesis is 
explained in the two following chapters. As previously introduced, the results and discussion 
corresponding to homogeneous catalysis are in Chapter 1, while those involving heterogeneous 
catalysts correspond to Chapter 2.  
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Chapter 1:  
HOMOGENEOUS CATALYSIS 
 
A. Ammonia activation by Ir(I)-PXP complexes 
 
A.1 Introduction and objectives 
 One of the topics of most interest in state-of-the-art chemical research is the 
development of novel organometallic complexes for effective ammonia N–H bond 
activation. Such a milestone would open the door towards new processes allowing the 
efficient synthesis of nitrogenated compounds, such as fertilizers and drugs.1 
Nonetheless, it is a difficult task since ammonia tends to coordinate to metallic centres 
by the lone pair (forming stable Werner complexes) instead of by the N–H bond, thus 
hindering the activation process. For this reason, it is not surprising that the number of 
ammonia activation processes reported in the literature is scarce.2 In spite of this 
situation, some Iridium-based complexes bearing PXP pincer ligands in conjunction 
with Ir(I) metallic centres, Ir(I)-(PXP) (X = CH, Ph, and SiMe), able to carry out the 
oxidative addition of ammonia have recently been described (see Scheme 1A.1).3 This 
promising results show that the correct combination of ligands and metal centres can 
activate ammonia via oxidative addition. As a result, the partner amido compounds, 
M–NH2, are obtained, as shown in Scheme 1A.1. 
(PXP)Ir NH3 (PXP)Ir
H
NH2
(PXP)Ir NH2
H
(PXP)Ir
H
NH2+
PtBu2
HC
PtBu2
-
PtBu2
PtBu2
-
C
PCy2
MeSi
PCy2
-
PXP:
A B C
1-N 2-NH
 
Scheme 1A.1. Oxidative addition of ammonia to Ir(PXP) complexes and proposed 
pincer ligands. 
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Given this situation, the in-depth understanding of the electronic factors 
controlling oxidative addition is of great importance for the synthesis of novel 
complexes able to effectively activate ammonia N–H bond. In this regard, some authors 
have proposed that thermodynamics and kinetics of oxidative addition are favored by 
the use of ligands with strong electron-donating properties.4 On the contrary, others 
have proposed that electron-withdrawing ligands are better for this kind of processes.5 
In this line, Goldman et al. recently reported that sigma donation of X groups in trans-
(PH3)2IrX complexes disfavors the thermodynamics of oxidative addition of C–H and 
N–H bonds.6  
Within this context, this section of the Doctoral Thesis focuses on the 
understanding of the electronic principles governing the kinetics and thermodynamics 
of oxidative addition of ammonia N–H bond to different Ir(I) complexes bearing pincer 
ligands with different functional groups in the position trans to the NH3 molecule (see 
Scheme 1A.2). 
 
Scheme 1A.2. Oxidative addition processes and Ir(I)-PXP complexes studied. 
 
Different theoretical approaches are available for this kind of studies. Among 
them, we can highlight the study of the Electron Localization Function (ELF), which 
allows for the identification of electron pairs, thus recovering “Lewis entities” as lone 
pairs and two-electron chemical bonds from a Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion 
Theory perspective.7 Integration of the electron density inside the different ELF basins 
allows for the quantification of the number of electrons belonging to each lone pair or 
bond. Moreover, the study of the ELF along a reaction pathway, known as Bonding 
Evolution Theory (BET), is especially suited for the identification of electronic 
rearrangements that take place as the chemical reaction proceeds. In this way, 
representative and chemically intuitive “curly arrows” diagrams can be drawn.8 Over 
the years, this methodology has proven to be very useful when elucidating reaction 
mechanisms for organic,9 organometallic10 and biochemical11 reactions. Then, the BET 
allows for identifying the main chemical events happening along ammonia activation, 
such as N–H bond breaking and the formation of Ir–H and Ir–N bonds. 
The previous approach was complemented by an analysis of the interaction 
between Ir and the X group. For that, we chose Interacting Quantum Atoms (IQA) 
energy decomposition scheme in its extension to B3LYP.12,13 This method divides the 
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total energy into different components from the topological partition defined by the 
Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM), as explained in the Methodology 
chapter. In addition, an analysis of Molecular Orbitals (MO) was performed in order to 
determine the importance of the trans-effect in the stability of the reagents and hence 
on the thermodynamics of the process.6 We accomplished these results by means of 
Natural Bond Orbitals (NBO) charge analysis and Wiberg Bond Order (BO) 
determination. 
This way, this section of the Doctoral Thesis focused on: 
(i) Unravel the electronic rearrangements that take place along the reaction 
pathway of N–H bond oxidative addition into Ir(I)-(PXP) complexes. 
(ii) Determine the role of the X group on the process kinetics and 
thermodynamics.  
 
A.2 Results and Discussion  
 The different analyses performed in this part of the dissertation are presented 
below. 
 
A.2.1 Activation and reaction energies for Ir(I)-(PXP) complexes towards NH3 
 For the sake of simplicity, the five Ir(I)-(PXP) complexes considered in the 
study were numerated from 1 to 5, as shown in Scheme 1A.3. 
 
Scheme 1A.3. Nomenclature applied to the complexes under study. 
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 Analysis of the DFT computed activation and reaction energies for N–H 
oxidative addition clearly showed the critical role played by the X group in both, 
reaction kinetics and thermodynamics. Energy values for the different complexes, as 
well as some selected distances and BO are presented in Table 1A.1. 
 
Table 1A.1. Relative energy with respect to the reagent (in kcal·mol-1), geometric 
distances, NBO atomic charges and Wiberg bond order indexes for, reagents (R), transition 
structures (TS) and products (P) for complexes 1-5. 
complex structure E (kcal·mol-1) d(Ir–N) d(Ir–X) q(Ir) q(X) 
BO 
 Ir–N 
BO  
Ir–X 
1 
(X=B) 
R 0.0 2.382 2.023 -0.76 0.65 0.21 0.88 
TS 27.4 2.183 2.059 -0.68 0.61 0.57 0.89 
P -9.9 2.015 2.027 -0.67 0.72 0.80 0.89 
2 
(X=CH) 
R 0.0 2.267 2.124 -0.62 -0.42 0.29 0.56 
TS 21.9 2.18 2.134 -0.5 -0.46 0.57 0.56 
P -4.8 1.998 2.145 -0.51 -0.34 0.87 0.70 
3 
(X=N) 
R 0.0 2.185 2.072 -0.55 -0.68 0.37 0.53 
TS 18.2 2.174 2.049 -0.46 -0.68 0.54 0.54 
P -1.1 1.981 2.131 -0.39 -0.66 0.91 0.62 
4 
(X=O) 
R 0.0 2.089 2.164 -0.39 -0.55 0.52 0.33 
TS 29.9 2.036 2.173 -0.31 -0.56 0.78 0.32 
P 5.2 1.922 2.244 -0.25 -0.56 1.10 0.27 
5 
(X=SiH) 
R 0.0 2.309 2.322 -0.88 1.10 0.26 0.82 
TS 25.5 2.17 2.366 -0.78 1.06 0.57 0.76 
P -6.8 2.011 2.323 -0.83 1.26 0.84 0.75 
 
Interestingly, the activation energies range from values that are affordable at 
room temperature, 18.2 kcal·mol-1 for X = N and 21.9 kcal·mol-1 for X = CH, to others 
that would require higher temperatures, 25.5 kcal·mol-1 for X = SiH, 27.4 kcal·mol-1 
for X = B and 29.9 kcal·mol-1 for X = O. These results show that the Lewis acid 
character of the X group do not correlate with the activation energy, since the two 
stronger Lewis acids, X = N and X = O have the lowest and the highest activation 
energy, respectively. 
Results presented in Table 1A.1 also demonstrate that the thermodynamics of 
the oxidative addition is strongly influenced by the nature of the X group. Some 
processes are exothermic, with E = -9.9 kcal·mol-1 for X = B, -6.8 kcal·mol-1 for X = 
SiH, and -4.8 kcal·mol-1 for X = CH. On the contrary, others are endothermic, with E 
= 1.1 kcal·mol-1 for X = CH and 5.2 kcal·mol-1 for X = O. Complex 4 (X = O), the only 
cationic one, presents the largest activation and reaction energies. However, when one 
compares neutral complexes, it is noteworthy that the ones having the largest activation 
energy (1 and 5) are also those that have the most favorable thermodynamics. This 
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feature suggests that the oxidative addition reaction follows an anti-Hammond behavior 
and that the transition structure and the product are very dissimilar. 
 
A.2.2 Analysis of trans-influence 
 The differences in the reaction thermodynamics of the different complexes 
were analyzed by means of the evaluation of the trans-influence exerted by the X 
group. Following the previous work of Goldman et al.6 the Ir–N distance in the reagent, 
that is, the one in trans to X, was employed as a descriptor for evaluating the trans-
influence exerted by this group. As previously proposed, longer distances were 
obtained for less electronegative groups (X = B and SiH), pointing towards a higher 
trans-influence exerted by less electronegative ligands. These results are in agreement 
with the more exothermic character of the reactions involving complexes 1 and 5 (X = 
B and SiH). Since the trans-effect in the reagent for these complexes is higher, they are 
more destabilized and, as a consequence, the reaction is more favorable. Interestingly, 
we found a good linear correlation (R2 = 0.980) between the Ir–N distance in the 
reagent and the reaction energy, as shown in Figure 1A.1. This fact confirms the use of 
the Ir–N distance as a descriptor for the trans-influence.  
 
Figure 1A.1. Representation of the reaction energy (in kcal·mol-1) as a function of the 
Ir–N distance in the reagent. Linear regression fitting is shown in red. 
 
 Besides, the previous findings are in agreement the previous results reported 
by Ziegler et al.14 On the basis of molecular orbital analysis of d8-square-planar 
complexes, they proposed that there is an inverse relation between the electronegativity 
of the X atom and the stability of the reagent (see Scheme 1A.4). According to this 
analysis, the HOMO of the square-planar complex would be the mainly formed by the 
combination of the HOMO of ammonia and the LUMO of the fragment that results 
from the de-coordination of NH3. Within this fragment, the main contributions to the 
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LUMO come from the 5dz2 atomic orbital of Ir and the 2pz of X (3pz for X = SiH). 
Hence, more electronegative atoms, as X= O, and N, would present more stable LUMO 
orbitals in the fragment, and thus the mixture with the HOMO of ammonia would be 
higher, yielding more stable complexes. 
NH3
X Ir
[(PXP)Ir] NH3NH3[(PXP)Ir]
LUMO
HOMO
E
NH3
X Ir  
Scheme 1A.4. Molecular Orbital representation for the (PXP)Ir–NH3 interaction. 
 
 Moreover, Ir–N distances substantially decrease when going from the reagent 
to the transition structure, and even more in the product. This results points towards 
some degree of double bond, Ir=N, in the product. This is also supported by high 
Wiberg Bond Orders in the product, of the order of 0.8–1.1 for all complexes, (see 
Table 1A.1). They are similar to those reported for metal carbenes, [M=C].15 On the 
contrary, the Ir–X distance barely changes along the reaction.  
 
A.2.2 Analysis of Ir-X classical electrostatic interaction 
 As previously explained, IQA approach expresses the total energy as the sum 
of atomic contributions, as defined by the QTAIM topological partition. In particular, 
the total system energy is provided as a sum of intra-atomic (ܧ௜௡௧௥௔஺ ) contributions for 
each atom plus the inter-atomic interaction energy between each pair of atoms (ܧ௜௡௧௘௥஺஻ ). 
This contribution is further divided into a classical electrostatic interaction term ( ௖ܸ௟஺஻) 
and a non-classical exchange-correlation one ( ௑ܸ஼஺஻), which addresses for quantum 
mechanical effects.12,13 These two terms can be associated with the character of ionic 
and covalent bond, respectively. Hence, the relative magnitude of both terms can be 
used for characterizing a given chemical bond.  
 Following the previous scheme, IQA was used for evaluating the magnitude 
and the characteristics of Ir–X interaction for the five metallic complexes. Results show 
that the energy term that most significantly changes along the oxidative addition 
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process is the classical electrostatic one ( ௖ܸ௟ூ௥ି௑). The value of ௖ܸ௟ூ௥ି௑ for reagent (R), 
transition structure (TS) and product (P) for each system is provided in Figure 1A.2. 
 
Figure 1A.2. ௖ܸ௟ூ௥ି௑ interaction energy values (in a.u.) for reagent (R), transition 
structure (TS) and product (P) for the five complexes under study.  
 
 These results can be used to rationalize the difference in the process kinetics for 
the five complexes under study. Noteworthy, there are two well-differentiated trends. 
On the one hand, the groups bearing more electronegative atoms, (X = N and O, 
complexes 3 and 4), present ௖ܸ௟ூ௥ି௑ values that are increasingly negative (more 
stabilizing) as the reaction proceeds. This way, classical electrostatic stabilization in 
the TS is higher than that in R. This feature is in agreement with the lower energy 
barrier obtained for these complexes, as the transition structure is stabilized with 
respect to the reagent. On the contrary, for the least electronegative groups, (X = B and 
SiH, complexes 1 and 5) the magnitude of ௖ܸ௟ூ௥ି௑ reduces upon going from R to TS. 
The transition structure is thus destabilized with respect to the reagent and the energy 
barriers are higher. In the middle, we find the case of complex 2 (X = CH), with 
classical electrostatic contributions very similar for the reagent and the transition state, 
and an intermediate energy barrier. 
 Inspection of atomic charges supports these findings (see Table 1A.1). Within 
complexes 1 and 5 (X = B and SiH), the X atoms have a neat positive charge, whereas 
the Ir has a significantly negative charge in R; this charge being much lower in absolute 
value in the TS as consequence of oxidation. Then, the classical electrostatic 
interaction, which is strongly dependant on atomic charges, reduces as the reaction 
proceeds. On the contrary, Ir atoms have a neat positive charge for complexes 2, 3 and 
4, while X groups have a negative charge that barely changes when evolving from R to 
TS. This way, ௖ܸ௟ூ௥ି௑ is more favourable in the transition structure than in the reagent. 
This fact is the reason why the energy barrier is lower for these complexes. These 
results further support the findings derived from the BET, which points towards the 
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metal oxidation takes place before the transition state. This analysis will be explained 
in the following section. 
 
A.2.3 Bonding Evolution Theory analysis 
The ELF was used for analysing the electronic structure of the stationary points 
(reagent, transition structure and product) of the different systems from a Lewis-like 
perspective. In all cases, similar results were obtained, hence, discussion will be made 
on the basis of complex 2 (see Figure 1A.3). The ELF analysis revealed that initially, 
the Ir–N bond, V(Ir,N), can be characterized as a single bond (with a population of 1.88 
e-). As the reaction proceeds, this population significantly increases, being 3.27 e- in 
the transition structure and 3.65 e- in the product (~4 e-). This result, in conjunction 
with the planarity of the Ir-NH2 moiety, points towards the presence of, at least, some 
double bond character in Ir–N bond. Hence, the Ir(III) product would be better 
described as the combination of two resonance forms involving a single and a double 
Ir–N bond, as shown in Scheme 1A.5. 
 
Figure 1A.3. ELF representation (isovalue = 0.8) and electron density integrated along 
the ELF basins of the reagent (R), transition structure (TS) and product (P) for complex 2, X = 
CH. Core basins are shown in purple, hydrogenated in blue and disynapthic in green. Some 
hydrogen basins have been omitted for the sake of simplicity. 
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Scheme 1A.5. Proposed resonance forms for the oxidative addition product. 
 
It is also important to note that the N–H bond in ammonia, V(N,H) with 1.98 e, 
breaks to form a Ir–H bond, V(Ir,H), with 1.77 e- (corresponding to a single bond). 
Another relevant feature is that the population in the monosynaptic Ir basin, V(Ir), 
sharply decreases from R (15.66 e-) to TS (14.78 e-), while it keeps almost constant 
from TS to P (14.37 e-). This fact provides strong evidence that the metal oxidation 
takes place before the transition state. Finally, it is worth mentioning that V(Ir,X) and 
both V(Ir,P) basins decrease their population as the oxidative addition proceeds, as 
expected due to their donor properties. 
 In order to obtain more insight into the electronic rearrangements that take place 
in ammonia oxidative addition into Ir(I)-(PXP) complexes, the evolution of the ELF 
topology and the integrated basin populations were analyzed by means of Bonding 
Evolution Theory. Similar qualitative results were obtained for all complexes. As a 
consequence, the discussion is performed in terms of complex 2 (X = CH); the most 
relevant differences with other complexes will be explained afterwards. The evolution 
of ELF basins and populations along the reaction pathway for complex 2 is shown in 
Figure 1A.4a.  
The first turning point, i.e. a change in the ELF topology, corresponds to the 
break of the N–H bond, as shown by the first vertical line in Figure 1A.4a. As a result, 
the V(N,H) basin transforms into a monosynaptic V(H) basin carrying an electronic 
population of ~2 e-. This fact indicates that the hydrogen atom is transferred as a 
hydride and the process takes place before reaching the transition state. The second 
turning point in the ELF topology also happens before the transition state. It 
corresponds to the merging of the V(H) basin with the iridium monosynaptic V(Ir) one, 
to yield a disynaptic (hydrogen) V(Ir,H) basin. This process represents the formation 
of the Ir–H bond. Noteworthy, within this structure second stability domain (SSD), 
SSD-II, the oxidation of the metal centre from Ir(I) to Ir(III) takes place. This 
observation is supported by the sudden decrease in V(Ir) population at the begging of 
SSD-II. Along SSD-III the geometrical reorganization of the complex occurs. All the 
relevant chemical events (Ir oxidation, N–H bond breaking and Ir–H bond formation) 
happen before the transition state, as exemplified in Scheme 1A.6. 
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Figure 1A.4. Integrated electron populations within more relevant ELF basins along 
the reaction pathway of a) X= CH, complex 2, and b) X = B, complex 1. Bifurcation points 
separating different structure stability domains are shown by the presence of vertical lines. 
Basin populations is expressed in electrons; V(Ir) values being shown in the right axis.  
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Scheme 1A.6. Representation of the proposed electronic rearrangements taking place 
in the oxidative addition of ammonia to Ir(I)-(PXP) complexes. 
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Even though the chemical events for all the complexes under study are 
qualitatively similar, there are some relevant differences for complexes 1 and 5, (X = 
B, SiH). They can be exemplified by comparison with the BET results for complex 1, 
see Figure 1A.4b. First of all, the V(P,Ir) population remains almost constant along the 
whole process in for complex 2 (X = CH, Figure 1.4a), whereas in complex 1 (X = B, 
Figure 1.4b) this population reduces from ~2.5 to ~1.5 e- along SSD-III. At the same 
time, V(Ir) population significantly increases for complexes 1 and 5, whereas it keeps 
roughly constant in SSD-III for the other systems. This fact is explained by the highest 
-donor character of PBP and PSiP ligands, since they are able to donate electron 
density to the oxidized metal. 
 
A.3 Summary 
 In this section, the electronic factors that govern ammonia N–H bond activation 
by means of oxidative addition to five different Ir(I)-(PXP) complexes have been 
studied. The main findings are summarized in the following key points: 
(a) Oxidative addition of ammonia into Ir(I)-(PXP) complexes does not follow 
the Hammond postulate. This is due to the fact that the chemical events 
taking place in the proximities of the transition state are very dissimilar, as 
pointed out by means of Bonding Evolution Theory analysis. 
 
(b) The BET revealed that there are two main chemical events within this kind 
of processes; both taking place before the transition state. The first one is 
ammonia slippery and N–H bond activation. The second one corresponds to 
hydrogen transfer (as a hydride) to the Ir centre, forming the Ir–H bond upon 
metal oxidation from Ir(I) to Ir(III). It is also remarkable to note that for 
better -donor ligands (the ones bearing less electronegative groups, X = B 
and SiH), there is significant electron density transfer from the Ir–X bond 
to Ir electron pairs. 
 
(c) There is a correlation between the trans-influence exerted by the X group 
in the reagent and the thermodynamics of the process. In particular, less 
electronegative groups present a greater trans-influence, thus destabilizing 
the reagent and presenting more favorable reaction energies. 
 
(d) Activation energies strongly depend on the type of pincer ligand. In 
particular, more electronegative ligands have lower activation energies. 
This feature was rationalized in terms of IQA energy decomposition 
analysis and atomic charges evaluation.  
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B. Ir(III)-NHC catalysts for the silylation of aromatic C-H bonds 
 
B.1 Introduction and objectives 
The synthesis of organosilicon compounds, that is, organic derivatives bearing 
Si atoms, is at the forefront of current chemical research. This situation is a 
consequence of their highly desirable properties, being very useful in different branches 
of chemistry and technology. Moreover, silicon reactants are non-toxic, relatively 
cheap and can be easily functionalized into a variety of derivate molecules by means 
of a number of organic transformations.16 More concretely, they are important in 
modern organic synthesis, especially as building blocks for complex molecules and as 
monomers for silicon polymers.17 Conjugated organosilicon compounds have even 
more interest, since they are also attractive per se, owing to their numerous and 
promising applications in organic electronics and photonics.18,19 
 From a clean and sustainable perspective, the synthesis of organosilicon 
compounds by the catalytic silylation of C–H bonds represents a highly atom- and step-
efficient alternative. Given this situation, the silylation of (hetero)arenes is an 
especially promising process, not only due to their widespread presence in nature, and 
thus its inexpensive character; but also to the high interest of the organosilicon-
derivative products. These reactions are typically divided into two groups: 
intermolecular and intramolecular. The former requires the prefunctionalization of the 
arene, to yield an intermediate in which a hydrosilane group is incorporated into the 
molecule. Then, through a second reaction step, the C–H bond silylation happens, 
yielding the final product.20 Intermolecular reactions can be further classified into 
directed and undirected. Catalytic directed processes need for the presence of a 
coordinating group in the substrate that is able to coordinate to the catalyst.21 This 
interaction should leave a C–H bond in the proximities of the active site, thus favoring 
the silylation of this bond over the others. Within this type of processes, the selectivity 
is easier to modulate, since rational election of the substrate can be used to select the 
C–H bond to be silylated.22 On the contrary, non-directed reactions employ substrates 
that do not present any coordinating group able to interact with the metal centre. As a 
consequence, the selectivity is much more difficult to control. 
Quite surprisingly, the majority of the processes described in the literature for 
the catalytic silylation of C–H bonds employ commercial precursors to generate the 
catalysts “in situ”; and very little attention has been paid to the development of well-
defined catalysts.23 In this regard, it is also remarkable the small number of catalysts 
for deshydrogenative silylation bearing ancillary NHC ligands reported hitherto;24 
especially taking into account the enormous success of this kind of ligands in 
homogeneous catalysis.25 
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 Within this context, this section of the Doctoral Thesis focuses on the study of 
the reaction mechanism of a recently reported NHC-Ir(III) complex for the catalytic 
silylation of aromatic C–H bonds, synthesized in the research group. The complex, 
[Ir(H)2(IPr)(py)3][BF4] (py = pyridine, IPr = 1,3-bis-(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-
2-ylidene), constitutes a well-defined catalyst (see Scheme 1B.1) that is able to 
efficiently and selectively catalyze intermolecular silylation reactions involving 
substrates with directing groups. In particular, the catalyst proved to be adequate for a 
wide range of (hetero)arenes, as well as with a number of hydrosilanes, including 
Et3SiH, Ph2MeSiH, PhMe2SiH, Ph3SiH and elusive (EtO)3SiH. Besides, the catalytic 
reaction worked with and without the presence of a hydrogen acceptor (norbornene, 
NBE). For the sake of simplicity, the catalyst, [Ir(H)2(IPr)(py)3]+, will be referred to as 
1, as shown in Scheme 1B.1; all the other reaction intermediates and transitions 
structures will be named by following the number sequence. 
 
Scheme 1B.1. Schematic representation of the C–H silylation reaction, catalyst under 
study (1) and experimental conditions. 
 
 Mechanistic studies of these kind of processes are scare, being mainly limited 
to the experimental one reported by Hartwig et al.26 on a Rh(I) catalyst for the silylation 
for the C–H bond in arenes and the theoretical work of Murata et al.27 on a Rh catalyst 
for the silylation of C(sp3)–H bonds. Another relevant mechanistic proposal is that of 
Mashima and co-workers,24 who studied a similar process using a Ir(III)-complex. 
Nonetheless, the proposed mechanism was made just on the basis of NMR 
measurements and author’s chemical intuition. 
This situation encouraged us to perform an in-depth DFT mechanistic study of 
the aforementioned catalytic cycle. Theoretical calculations were performed by means 
of state-of-the-art DFT, as explained in the Methodology chapter. The main aims of the 
computational studies were:  
(i) Unravel the reaction mechanism for the proposed process. 
(ii) Determine the rate- and selectivity-determining steps. 
(iii) Evaluate and understand the effect of directing groups for reaction 
selectivity. 
(iv) Quantify the importance of the hydrogen acceptor for the reaction 
kinetics and thermodynamics. 
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B.2 Results and Discussion 
 Theoretical calculations were performed using Me3SiH as a model for the 
hydrosilane, and 2-phenylpyridine for the heteroarene. For the hydrogen acceptor, we 
employed the experimental reagent, NBE, as well as for the Ir(III)-catalyst (complex 
1). More specific details about the calculations are provided in Methodology chapter. 
Results concerning the different processes under study are to be explained bellow.  
 
B.2.1 Directed reaction in the presence of a hydrogen acceptor 
 The proposed reaction mechanism is presented in Figure 1B.1. The first part of 
the mechanism (intermediates 1 to 4) involves the dehydrogenation of 1 to yield a Ir(I) 
square-planar complex, 4, able to undertake cyclometallation with the organic 
substrate. The first step within this part of the catalytic cycle is the ligand exchange 
between a pyridine in 1 and the hydrogen acceptor, NBE, yielding complex 2. Then, 
this intermediate can undergo a migratory insertion of the olefin double bond into one 
of the Ir–H bonds via transition structure TS23; this requiring to overcome an energy 
barrier of 19.0 kcal·mol-1. As a result, an alkyl intermediate, 3, is formed. The 
remaining hydride ligand in 3 can then undergo a reductive elimination to yield 
norbornane (NBA, the hydrogenation product of NBE) and the corresponding reduced 
Ir(I) square-planar complex, intermediate 4. This process needs to surmount an energy 
barrier of 21.0 kcal·mol-1 (taking 1 as a reference), determined by transition structure 
TS45. On balance, the dehydrogenation process is exergonic, presenting a G of -15.2 
kcal·mol-1. 
 The second part of the catalytic cycle consists on the oxidation of the Ir atom in 
4 from Ir(I) to Ir(III) to recover the original catalyst and yield the organosilicon final 
product. The first step involves the ligand exchange between a pyridine and the 
heteroarene (the organic substrate, 2-phenylpyridine), yielding intermediate 5 (5.1 
kcal·mol-1 higher in energy than 4). Notice that, to the substrate (2-phenylpyridine) has 
a N atom that can coordinate to the metallic centre, acting as a directing group. As a 
result, only one hydrogen atom lies on the proximities of the metal. Then, only this 
position can be silylated, thus explaining the high reaction selectivity towards the 2’-
position; this observation is in agreement with experimental results (see Scheme 1B.2). 
Afterwards, 5 undergoes the oxidative addition of the aromatic C–H bond at the 2’-
position to yield 6 (-27.0 kcal·mol-1), a Ir(III) metallacycle. Noteworthy, C–H oxidative 
addition into the metal centre is a barrierless process, the energy decreases 
homogeneously when approaching the substrate. De-coordination of the pyridine ligand 
and coordination of the hydrosilane yields intermediate 7 (-8.9 kcal·mol-1), which then 
undergoes -complex assisted metathesis (-CAM) between the hydrosilane Si–H 
bond and Ir–C bond in intermediate 7.28  
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Figure 1.B1. DFT calculated Gibbs Energy profile (kcal·mol-1) at 110 ºC for the directed C–H bond silylation of arenes in the presence of a hydrogen acceptor. 
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  This process is determined by transition structure TS78; requiring to surmount 
an energy barrier of 27.2 kcal·mol-1 (from intermediate 6). As a result, de Ir(III) 
dihydride intermediate, structure 8, is obtained. 
Finally, upon de-coordination of the organosilane (the final product), the 
original catalyst (complex 1) is regenerated, closing the cycle. On balance, the process 
is highly exergonic (-32.2 kcal·mol-1); and the effective energy span is 27.2 kcal·mol-
1, according to the model proposed by Kozuch and co-workers.29 This barrier is 
determined by intermediate 6 and transition structure TS78.  
 Alternative mechanisms involving Ir(V) intermediates were explored; however, 
no stationary points for these kind of intermediates were found. Consequently, we the 
existence of Ir(V) species within the catalytic cycle was discarded, as proposed by 
Mashima et al.24 
 
Scheme 1B.2. Experimental yields for the directed silylation of C–H aromatic bonds in the 
2’-position. 
 
B.2.2 Directed reaction without hydrogen acceptor 
 Reaction mechanism for the directed silylation process was also computed in 
the absence of hydrogen acceptor. Results are shown in Figure 1B.2. In this case, the 
only possibility for the dehydrogenation of 1 is the thermic dehydrogenation. This way, 
1 directly transforms into 4’ (equivalent to intermediate 4 in Figure 1B.1) through a 
direct reductive elimination of H2. Noteworthy, the process is very endergonic and no 
transition state was found. The energy landscape between 1 and 4’ being continuous; 
as previously proposed in some catalytic reaction involving similar organometallic 
species.30  
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Figure 1B.2. DFT calculated Gibbs Energy profile (kcal·mol-1) at 110 ºC for the directed C–H bond silylation of arenes without hydrogen acceptor. 
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The second part of the catalytic cycle is formally equivalent to the one proposed 
in the presence of a hydrogen acceptor. However, direct evolution of molecular 
hydrogen instead of NBE hydrogenation results into a significantly less favoured 
process in thermodynamic terms. In particular, G for the acceptorless process is 2.3 
kcal·mol-1, 34.5 kcal·mol-1 higher than that corresponding to the reaction in the 
presence of NBE. 
Interestingly, the reaction energy difference between both processes is 
approximately equal to the hydrogenation enthalpy of norbornane (33.2 kcal·mol-1),31 
this fact proving strong evidence on the consistency of the theoretical results. The 
process kinetics is also affected by the absence of hydrogen-acceptor. In particular, a 
significantly higher energy span was found for the acceptorless process, 34.6 kcal·mol-
1 (7.4 kcal·mol-1 higher than that corresponding to the process in the presence of NBE). 
This result is a consequence of the fact that olefin hydrogenation is more favourable 
than direct H2 reductive elimination; then, in this situation, all the reaction profile is 
displaced to higher energies. However, it does not affect the cycle starting point 
(intermediate 1), as it appears in the cycle before the hydrogenation processes. 
The rate determining transition state remains the same as for the previous 
process (TS78’), while the rate limiting structure is now intermediate 1. The difference 
in kinetics and thermodynamics between both processes is in agreement with the worse 
reaction yields experimentally obtained in the absence of NBE.  
 
B.2.3 Non-directed reaction 
 In order to study the directing group effect in the reaction selectivity, the C–H 
oxidative addition step (5  6 in Figure 1B.1, the selectivity determining step), was 
computed for the de-coordination of the N atom in the pyridine-derived organic 
substrate. Proceeding this way, we simulated the non-directed processes. Results for 
the non-directed oxidative addition of C–H into the metallic centre are reported in 
Figure 1B.3. For the sake of clarity, the energies of the different transition structures 
are computed with respect to intermediate 5.  
Contrarily to directed oxidative addition, the process presented an energy 
barrier in all cases. Specifically, an energy barrier of 5.8 kcal·mol-1 was found for the 
fixation of the C–H bond in ortho (TS-o), 6.8 for the para position (TS-p), and 8.0 for 
the meta one (TS-m). As a consequence of the proximity between transition structures, 
there is an energy difference of only 1.0 kcal·mol-1 between transition structures 
leading to silylation in ortho and para. Then, an energy mixture between both products 
would be obtained in a situation in which the N atom of 2-phenylpyridine does not 
coordinate to the Ir centre. Hence, these results confirm that coordination of the 
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directing group in the substrate is necessary for explaining the high reaction selectivity, 
as previously proposed by Morokuma et al.32 
 
 
Figure 1B.3. DFT calculated Gibbs Energy profile at 110 ºC for the non-directed aromatic 
C–H bond oxidative addition. 
 
B.2.4 Reactivity studies 
 Several stoichiometric reactivity studies were performed for confirming the 
aforementioned catalytic cycle proposal. The different reactions carried out are 
explained in the following lines. 
 Reactivity of complex 1 
 The reaction of the well-defined catalyst 1 at room temperature with 1 
equivalent of different organic substrates, with and without hydrogen acceptor afforded 
the corresponding cyclometalated complex, that is, intermediate 6 (see Scheme 1B.3). 
The straightforward formation of intermediate 6 (the resting state of the proposed 
cycle) in the presence of NBE at room temperature provides strong evidence about the 
validity of the proposed mechanism. On the one hand, the formation of 6 in the absence 
of hydrosilane points towards the fact that this complex is not necessary in the first 
steps of the catalytic cycle. In addition, the high stability and subsequent isolation of 
complex 6 supports the previous result of it being the most stable intermediate in the 
                                                            
 All the complexes resulting from stoichiometric reactions were isolated as air stable solids and 
characterized on the basis of NMR and X-ray diffraction studies. 
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catalytic cycle. Besides, the reaction takes place at room temperature, which is in 
agreement with the energy barrier found for the first part of the catalytic cycle, 21.0 
kcal·mol-1 (see Figure 1B.1, structures 1 – 6).  
 
Scheme 1B.3. Stoichiometric reaction between complex 1 and a heteroarene to yield 
intermediate 6. 
 
Reactivity of cyclometalated complexes 
 The addition of up to three equivalents of Me3SiH to a solution of complex 6 at 
room temperature yielded the starting complex. This observation is in agreement with 
the high energy barrier for the -CAM process (27.2 kcal·mol-1) and the experimental 
requirements of at least 110 ºC for the reaction to take place with good yields. 
Moreover, isolation of 6 (and derivative complexes bearing similar aromatic ligands) 
and subsequent reaction with Me3SiH at 110ºC under the same experimental conditions 
as those employed in catalytic studies, yielded the organosilicon product with good 
yields.  
 Finally, complex 9, which  is structurally related to 1 but bears a non-labile 
PPhMe2 group instead of a pyridine in the trans position to the carbene ligand, was also 
tested as a catalyst (see Scheme1B.4). However, no silylated product was obtained. 
This fact can be explained on the basis of ligand lability; since pyridine is a labile 
ligand, it easily de-coordinates, allowing hydrosilane coordination and ulterior 
activation (6  7 in Figure 1B.1). On the contrary, PPhMe2 does not de-coordinate, 
thus, there is not any vacancy available for the hydrosilane to coordinate to the metallic 
centre.  
 
Scheme 1B.4. Schematic structure of complex 9. 
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Use of deuterated hydrosilanes 
The catalytic reaction was performed using 1 as a catalyst and a deuterated 
hydrosilane, PhMe2SiD. Interestingly, no deuterium was observed in the organosilicon 
product; this observation is in agreement with theoretical predictions. In particular, the 
hydrosilane reacts through a -CAM mechanism in which the Si–H(D) and Ir–C bonds 
break and C–Si and Ir–H(D) bonds form. As a result, the D atom would be transferred 
to the Ir and not to the organic product, as pointed out by the reactivity study. 
 
B.3 Summary 
In this section, the reaction mechanism of a well-defined Ir(III)-NHC catalyst 
for the silylation of aromatic C–H bonds has been studied. A summary of the main 
conclusions is presented below: 
(a) A reaction mechanism consistent with experimental data for the catalytic 
sililation of aromatic C–H bonds by a well-defined Ir(III)-NHC complex 
has been proposed. Theoretical calculations point towards a Ir(III)/Ir(I) 
reaction mechanism in which the lability of pyridine ligands is crucial for 
the silane activation. 
 
(b) Reaction thermodynamics is significantly different depending on whether 
the reaction is carried out with or without a hydrogen acceptor. In particular, 
G values of -32.2 and 2.3 kcal·mol-1 were obtained for both processes, 
respectively.  
 
(c) An energy barrier of 27.2 kcal·mol-1 was obtained for the directed silylation 
in the presence of a hydrogen acceptor; this energy barrier is 34.6 kcal·mol-
1 when no hydrogen acceptor is employed. Moreover, the silane -bond 
metathesis was found to be the rate determining reaction step (for both 
processes). 
 
(d) The high reaction selectivity is explained on the basis of the directing groups 
present in the organic substrates. These groups coordinate to the Ir centre, 
thus leaving only one C–H bond in the proximities of the catalyst active 
centre. 
 
(e) The mechanistic proposal was supported by means of specific reactivity 
experiments. 
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C. Ir(III)-NHO catalyzed solventless dehydrogenation of formic 
acid 
 
C.1 Introduction and objectives 
During the last decades, global energy requirements have enormously increased 
as a consequence of the rapidly growing world population in conjunction with 
extensive industrialization. Within this context, the current energy economy based on 
fossil fuels presents several problems; one of the most important being fossil fuel 
depletion. The use of this kind of fuels also involves a number of environmental 
concerns, especially, climate change associated with CO2 emissions. Given this 
situation, there is an evident need to find renewable, environmentally clean and 
economically beneficial alternative energy generation sources.33 In this regard, 
hydrogen use as an energy vector stands as a very promising alternative energy carrier. 
In particular, it is able to accumulate a lot of chemical energy per mass unit, i.e. 120 
kJ·g-1, about three times that of petroleum;34 being also very abundant on Earth. 
Moreover, there is a number of hydrogen production alternatives, some of them being 
environmentally friendly, such as the use of bio-oil and thermochemical water splitting; 
thus making it a readily accessible product.35 In addition, the chemical energy 
accumulated in the chemical bonds of H2 molecules can be released by means of 
different green processes, such as electrochemical combustion in fuel cells, obtaining 
only water as a by-product.36 
Nonetheless, the use of hydrogen as an energy vector displays several 
drawbacks; the main of them are its storage and transportation. Hydrogen storage 
methods are usually classified into two different categories: physical and chemical. 
Physical methods are those that involve molecular H2, existing three main possibilities 
depending on whether hydrogen is stored as compressed gaseous hydrogen, as liquid 
hydrogen or adsorbed on high-surface-area materials, such as organic polymers and 
zeolites. Unfortunately, this kind of storage is very expensive and inefficient, making 
necessary the search for alternatives.37 In chemical methods, hydrogen is stored as 
hydridic or protonic hydrogen forming part of different compounds. These compounds 
can be solids, such as metal hydride alloys, borohydrides, aminides and ammonia-
borane; or liquids, such as hydrazine, alcohols and formic acid. Then, upon 
transportation, hydrogen is liberated in a second step by thermic or catalysed 
decomposition of the partner carrier.38 These methods have proven to be quite 
promising in hydrogen transport, constituting a strong alternative for avoiding 
problems related with physical storage.39 
In this sense, the use of formic acid (FA) has several advantages: it presents a 
high kinetic stability at room temperature, as well as a low toxicity, especially when 
compared with other alternatives, such as amine-boranes and methanol. In addition, its 
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energy density is higher than that of the majority of the liquid organic hydrogen 
carriers. Moreover, CO2 can be hydrogenated to FA, and then stored for further 
hydrogenation upon H2 release; thus rendering a carbon-neutral cycle of storage.40 The 
solventless dehydrogenation of FA presents additional advantages, since it reduces the 
reaction mixture volume, increasing the process energy density. It also avoids the 
problems caused by volatile organic solvents that can deactivate the electrodes in fuel 
cells.  
Several organometallic active catalysts for catalytic FA dehydrogenation have 
been reported in the literature.41 However, the great majority of these processes take 
place in solution, and the examples of homogeneous catalysts operating in pure FA 
reported hitherto are scarce.42 
Following the previous research line, we proposed a highly active Ir(III)-
catalyst for FA solventless dehydrogenation bearing an N-heterocyclic olefin (NHO) 
ligand. In particular, [Ir(PCP)(COD)]BF4, (PCP = 1,3-bis(2-
(diphenylphosphanyl)ethyl)-2-methyleneimizazoline, COD = 1,5-ciclooctadiene),43 
which will be referred to as complex 1 (see Scheme 1C.1).  
1
N N
IrPh2P PPh2
HCOOH
HCOONa (10 mol%)
HCOOH H2 + CO2
1 (1 mol%)
80 ºC
 
Scheme 1C.1. Studied FA dehydrogenation reaction, experimental conditions and 
catalyst (complex 1). 
 
  Mechanistic investigations on this kind of processes reported in the literature 
has mainly focused on Ru-,44 Fe-,45 Rh-,46 and Ir-based catalysts.47 The key feature of 
the previous mechanisms is the way in which CO2 is released, existing two main 
proposals: -hydride elimination and hydride abstraction, as shown in Scheme 1C.2.48 
 
Scheme 1C.2. Schematic representation of transition states for CO2 release via -
hydride elimination and hydride abstraction in FA dehydrogenation processes.  
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Within this context, we performed an in-depth computational study of the Ir(III) 
–NHO-catalyzed FA dehydrogenation reaction depicted in Scheme 1C.1. Specifically, 
we focused on: 
(i) Proposing a reasonable reaction mechanism. 
(ii) Identifying the way in which CO2 and H2 are released. 
 
C.2 Results and Discussion 
Theoretical calculations were performed using complex 1 as the starting 
structure. Specific details about the calculations are provided in Methodology chapter. 
 
C.2.1 Reaction mechanism for FA dehydrogenation 
The mechanistic proposal for FA dehydrogenation on the basis of theoretical 
calculations is presented in Figure 1C.1. The first step involves a ligand exchange 
between the COD and a FA molecule in complex 1, yielding intermediate 2. 
Subsequently, O–H bond of FA is activated through transition structure TS23. The 
process requires to overcome an energy barrier of 13.1 kcal·mol-1. As a result, the Ir 
centre is oxidized from Ir(I) to Ir(III), yielding a mono-hydride bearing a coordinated 
formate (HCOO-) ligand (intermediate 3) with a relative energy of -2.9 kcal·mol-1. 
Another molecule of FA can coordinate to the vacant left by O–H bond activation, 
producing intermediate 4. This intermediate can further evolve, via deprotonation, to 
intermediate 5, which is 2.0 kcal·mol-1 more stable than 3. The next step is the 
formation of CO2, by means of a -hydride elimination process, via transition structure 
TS36. For reaching TS36, a formate ligand in 5 has to de-coordinate, since an 
additional coordination vacancy is needed for the hydrogen atom of the other formate 
to coordinate to the metal (see Figure 1C.1). As previously stated, two main 
mechanisms for CO2 release have been proposed in the literature: -hydride elimination 
and hydride abstraction.48 Remarkably, in this case, the -hydride elimination was the 
lowest-in-energy possibility, 8.0 kcal·mol-1 more favourable than hydride abstraction.  
As a result, a dihydride intermediate is produced, intermediate 6. This intermediate can 
stabilize (4.1 kcal·mol-1) upon coordination of the formate ligand, yielding intermediate 
7. Notice that this intermediate was experimentally detected and isolated, as it will be 
explained in the next section.  
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Figure 1C.1. DFT calculated Gibbs Energy profile (kcal·mol-1) for FA dehydrogenation at 80ºC. 
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The final reaction step consists on the release of H2 through an intramolecular 
protonation of a hydride ligand in 7. For that, a ligand exchange between a formate 
ligand and a FA is required, yielding intermediate 8, via dihydride intermediate 6. The 
process is dictated by transition structure TS83, and involves the protonation of a 
hydride ligand by the acid hydrogen of FA. Interestingly, intermolecular protonation 
of hydride ligands by FA has extensively been suggested in the literature.48,49 However, 
in this case, the coordination vacancy in 6 allows for the coordination of a FA molecule.  
As a result, protonation proceeds through an intramolecular mechanism. Upon 
H2 release, intermediate 3 is recovered. 
This way, intermediate 3 constitutes the active species that will start subsequent 
catalytic cycles. On balance, G for the whole process (activation and catalysis) equals 
-10.2 kcal·mol-1, this value being -7.3 kcal·mol-1 if only the catalytic cycle is 
considered. The energy span for FA dehydrogenation corresponds to the CO2 release 
step, and is 17.8 kcal·mol-1. This value is obtained by the energy difference between 
intermediate 5 and transition structure TS36. 
Remarkably, even though the starting pre-catalyst is an Ir(I) complex, all the 
catalytic steps are carried out by complexes in which Ir is in a formal oxidation state of 
III. 
  
C.2.2 Reactivity studies 
 Several reactivity studies were performed with the aim of further confirming 
the reaction mechanistic proposal made on the basis of theoretical calculations. The 
different experiments and the derived conclusions are explained below. 
 Intermediates detection and isolation 
 According to the mechanistic proposal (see Figure 1C.1), intermediate 7 is the 
most stable intermediate appearing in the catalytic cycle, constituting a resting state. 
Then, it may be possible to experimentally detect it.  
As an attempt to do so, 1 was dissolved in CH2Cl2 with 4 equivalents of FA at 
50 ºC (lower than the 80 ºC considered in the theoretical calculations) in the presence 
of traces of water. As a result, a dihydride complex is formed, as detected by NMR 
measurements. However, this species decomposed during the isolation process. When 
a large excess of pyridine (ca. 20 equivalents) was added to the previous solution, a 
new dihydride complex, 7’, of stoichiometry [Ir(H)2(PCP)(py)]BF4 was detected. 
This compound could be isolated and its structure was determined by X-ray 
diffraction methods (see Scheme 1C.3). The energy of this intermediate was 
calculated, being 7.5 kcal·mol-1 more stable than intermediate 7 (see Figure 1C.1). 
Moreover, addition of an excess of 3,5-dimethylpirydine to a solution of 7’ yielded 
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the structurally related complex 7’’, illustrating the facile access to this coordination 
site. 
BF4
7'
N
N
N
Ir
Ph2P
PPh2
H
H
HCOOH (4 eq)
Py (excess)
CH2Cl2
- CO2
BF4
7''
N
N
N
Ir
Ph2P
PPh2
H
H
N
BF4
1
N N
Ir
Ph2P PPh2
 
Scheme 1C.3. Synthesis and structure of complexes 7’ and 7’’. 
 
The previous experiment confirms the relatively stable nature of intermediate 7 
and derivative complexes, thus providing strong evidence of it being a resting state in 
the catalytic cycle of FA dehydrogenation.  
Activation energy determination 
 Activation energies were experimentally determined by carrying the reaction at 
different temperatures between 60 and 90 ºC and applying the well-known Arrhenius 
equation (see Figure 1C.2). An activation energy of 19.9 ± 0.8 kcal·mol-1 was obtained 
for reactions taking place in the presence of catalytic amounts of water (30 mol%). The 
activation energy under strictly anhydrous conditions was 24.5 ± 1.8 kcal·mol-1.  
 
Figure 1C.2. Arrhenius plot for the dehydrogenation of FA using complex 1, a) in the 
presence of water; b) in the absence of H2O. A reaction order of 1 with respect to the catalyst 
was considered in the activation energy calculations. 
 
 Remarkably, these values are significantly lower than those reported by FA 
dehydrogenation in the absence of catalyst: about 48.5 kcal·mol-1 and with significant 
formation of CO and H2O.50 This comparison highlights the relevance of the catalyst 
herein reported.  
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 The experimental activation energies are also in qualitative agreement with the 
computationally predicted ones (17.8 kcal·mol-1), taking into account the inherent 
limitations of DFT methodology to quantitatively predict energy barriers. In addition, 
in this particular case, the system under study is particularly difficult to model by static 
calculations, as it can be strongly influenced by the acid-base equilibrium established 
between FA and formate molecules. 
 
 C.3 Future work perspectives  
 As stated in the last section, the presence of catalytic amounts of water has a 
positive effect on FA dehydrogenation rates. Further investigation on the effect of water 
in the reaction rate showed that an increase on water concentration from 0 mol% to 150 
mol% (with respect to FA) resulted in progressive increase in the catalytic activity, 
evaluated by means of the Turnover Frequency (TOF), as shown in Figure 1C.3. In 
addition, the catalyst was stable in water. In this regard, it constitutes, to the best of our 
knowledge, the only catalyst hitherto reported able to work in water and under 
solventless conditions. 
 
Figure 1C.3. Effect of H2O addition on FA dehydrogenation rate, evaluated by means 
of the initial TOF. Quantities of water (in mol%) are referred to FA. 
 
 As depicted in Figure 1C.3, the increment in the water concentration increases 
the reaction rate until a plateau is reached at a concentration close to 30 mol%. Then, 
the catalyst activity keeps constant until 50 mol%, and then, there is a sharp rise on the 
catalytic activity. Then, another plateau appears at a concentration of 100 mol%, and 
no significant rate increase is observed upon further increment of water. We proposed 
this intricate behaviour to be a consequence of the combination of different effects: the 
role played by H2O molecules in the dissociation equilibrium of FA, the stabilization 
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of different reaction intermediates by means of hydrogen bonding, and the effect of the 
different solvation spheres of water in FA and reaction intermediates accessibility.  
However, we were unable to propose an alternative mechanism by means of 
DFT calculations that address the role of water on the reaction rate. In particular, we 
investigated the effect on water molecules as proton shuttles in the rate determining 
transition state (TS36). Nonetheless, it did not lower the energy barrier.  
This way, in future works, we expect to be able to unravel the effect of H2O on 
the reaction mechanism. In particular, we will explore other possibilities such as 
transition state stabilization by means of hydrogen bonding and the cooperative effects 
of several water molecules involved in second-sphere hydrogen bonding.51  
 
C.4 Summary  
Within this part of the Doctoral Thesis, the reaction mechanism of formic acid 
dehydrogenation under solventless conditions by means of a highly active Ir–NHO 
catalyst has been studied. The main conclusions are presented below: 
(a) A catalyst pre-activation step is required. Within this step, the Ir(I) pre-
catalyst is oxidized to an Ir(III) active species.  
 
(b) There is no change in the oxidation state of the metal during the whole 
catalytic cycle, remaining as Ir(III) in all the reaction steps. 
 
(c) The effective energy span of the catalytic cycle is 17.8 kcal·mol-1, and 
corresponds to CO2 release through a -hydride elimination process. This 
value is in qualitative agreement with the experimentally determined one. 
 
(d) A dihydride intermediate was proposed as a resting state in the catalytic 
cycle. This species was experimentally identified and crystallized. 
 
(e) Catalyst activity increased in the presence of water. We proposed this effect 
to be a consequence of hydrogen bonding and solvation effects. However, 
further investigations that take into account the role of the pH in catalysis 
are required for an in-depth understanding of this behaviour. 
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D. Unveiling the role of organic oxidants on oxidative 
carbonylations  
 
D.1 Introduction and objectives 
 Carbamates (R1OCONR2R3) are organic functional groups that formally derive 
from carbamic acid (see Scheme 1D.1). They are very important in current chemical 
research due to their widespread applications in different processes. In particular, they 
are highly relevant as functional groups with interest “per se” in medicinal chemistry, 
drug design and agrochemicals.52 Besides, they have a number of applications as 
auxiliary groups in a variety of chemical transformations. More specifically, they are 
frequently used as protecting groups for amines, thus being important intermediates in 
synthetic chemistry.53 
C
O
OHH2N
Carbamic acid
C
O
ON
H
R1R2
Carbamate  
Scheme 1D.1. Schematic representation of a carbamate as a derivate of carbamic acid. 
 
 Classic procedures for the synthesis of carbamates typically involve the use of 
phosgene or its derivatives as a source of carbon monoxide, in conjunction with the 
corresponding amines and alcohols.54 There also exist other more environmentally 
friendly alternatives that use different stoichiometric reagents such as azides,55 
isocyanates56 and carbonates.57 More recently, some catalytic processes involving the 
use of CO2 as the source of carbon have been reported. However, these approaches are 
still scarce.58 Interestingly, important advances have been achieved in Pd- and Au-
catalyzed preparation of carbamates under carbon monoxide atmosphere.52b,59,60 
Nonetheless, given the excellent performance of Rh catalysts in oxidative 
carbonylation processes,61 it is surprising that they have barely been applied to the 
catalytic synthesis of carbamates. 
This situation motivated us to in-depth study the activity of commercially 
available Rh complexes towards the synthesis of carbamates starting from carbon 
monoxide and a set of amines and alcohols under mild conditions. In order to keep the 
process as environmentally respectful, as well as to investigate the effect of organic 
oxidants in synthetic chemistry, Oxone (potassium peroxymonosulfate, KHSO5) was 
chosen as the oxidant. Different Rh-catalysts were subjected to an initial test, selecting 
[Rh(-Cl)(COD)]2 for further in-depth catalytic studies (see Scheme 1D.2). With 
respect to the reaction scope, good yields were obtained when different aromatic 
amines were subjected to reaction with a variety of primary and secondary alcohols. 
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Scheme 1D.2. Oxidative carbonylation of aniline with different alcohols and 
experimental conditions. 
 
 The mechanistic knowledge of oxidative couplings catalysed by Rh complexes, 
such as the carbamates synthesis presented in Scheme 1D.2, is scarce. Theoretical 
studies are mainly limited to the study of Rh(III) complexes as catalysts and Cu(OAc)2 
as the oxidant.62 More recently, persulfates have also proven to be efficient oxidants 
for the alkoxycarbonylation of C–H bonds when applied in combination with Rh(I) 
catalysts.6 Up to now, two different mechanisms have been proposed for the oxidant 
role within this kind of Rh(I)-catalysed processes (see Scheme 1D.3).64,65 
 
 
Scheme 1.D3. Mechanistic proposals reported in the literature for oxidative 
carbonylation of C–H bonds catalyzed by Rh(I)-complexes. 
 
Encouraged by the lack of knowledge on this type of oxidations, an in-depth 
theoretical study of the reaction mechanism of the aforementioned Rh(I)-catalysed 
synthesis of carbamates was performed. Theoretical calculations payed special 
attention to unravel the role of the organic oxidant (Oxone). More specifically, the goals 
of the study are: 
(i) Determining the reaction mechanism for the synthesis of carbamates 
catalysed by Rh(I) complexes using commercially available alcohols, 
amines and carbon monoxide in the presence of organic oxidants. 
(ii) Establishing the rate determining steps of the catalytic cycle. 
(iii) Revealing the role of organic oxidants in this kind of processes. 
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D.2 Results and Discussion  
 As previously stated, commercial [Rh(-Cl)(COD)]2 pre-catalyst was used for 
the oxidative carbonylation of amines and alcohols. NMR studies showed that when 
this species is put in contact with the reagents (aniline and a alcohol) in a CO 
atmosphere at temperatures up to 50 ºC (the reaction needs about 100 ºC to proceed), 
only [Rh(Cl)(CO)2(aniline)] is observed. As a result, this complex, which will be 
referred to as complex 1, was taken as the catalytic active species for the theoretical 
calculations. Methanol (MeOH) was employed as a model for the alcohol and aniline 
(NH2Ph) for the amine; the oxidant (Oxone, KHSO5) and the catalyst 
([Rh(Cl)(CO)2(aniline)], (1) were considered in their totality. More details about the 
computational details are provided in the Methodology chapter. The proposed reaction 
mechanism will be explained below. 
 
C.2.1 Reaction mechanism and role of the organic oxidant 
According to the performed computational study, the first part of the reaction 
mechanism involves the action of the organic oxidant, oxidizing Rh(I) to Rh(III), in 
agreement with the previous proposal of Li and co-workers (see Figure 1D.1).65  
Two related pathways for the oxidation of 1 were considered, shown with blue 
and red lines, respectively. The first one (blue) involves the direct oxidation of 
([Rh(Cl)(CO)2(aniline)]. For that, in a first step, the oxidant establishes a hydrogen 
bond with one of the hydrogen atoms in the amine, yielding intermediate 2, with the 
same relative energy. Then, the oxidation of the complex takes place through a 
concerted mechanism in which Oxone deprotonates the amine while oxidizing the 
metal from Rh(I) to Rh(III) by transference of a hydroxyl group, via TS23. This process 
requires to surmount an energy barrier of 21.7 kcal·mol-1. As a result, a Rh(III) 
octahedral intermediate, 3, is formed and KHSO4 is liberated. This process is 
significantly favourable form a thermodynamic point of view, with G equals -16.2 
kcal·mol-1. Then, due to the higher basicity of aniline with respect to methanol, there 
is a hydrogen transfer from the alcohol to the deprotonated base (via TS34). This 
process yields intermediate 4, a Rh(III) complex bearing the activated alcohol, with a 
relative energy of -22.8 kcal·mol-1 (6.6 kcal·mol-1 more stable than 3). On balance, the 
process requires to overcome an energy barrier of 21.7 kcal·mol-1, affordable under the 
experimental working conditions (100 ºC).  
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Figure 1D.1. DFT calculated Gibbs Energy profile (in kcal·mol-1) at 100 ºC for the 
first part of the Rh-catalyzed oxidative carbonylation of amines.  
 
Alternatively, the oxidant can deprotonate the alcohol (red lines). For that, there 
has to be a ligand exchange between the amine and the alcohol, yielding 1’, 5.2 
kcal·mol-1 less stable than 1. Afterwards, Oxone forms a hydrogen bond interaction 
with the hydroxylic hydrogen of the alcohol, producing intermediate 2’. Then, the metal 
oxidation from Rh(I) to Rh (III) takes place through a concerted process in which the 
alcohol is deprotonated and KHSO4 is released. This process involves transition 
structure TS23’ (see Figure 1D.2), which is formally equivalent as TS23, but 
deprotonating the alcohol instead of the amine. The energy barrier is lower in this case 
(18.2 kcal·mol-1 vs 21.7 kcal·mol-1). Thus, this pathway is expected to be the preferred 
one. This way, structure 4 is produced without the need for any intermediate 
transformation.  
On balance, the oxidation process is thermodynamically favourable (-22.8 
kcal·mol-1), and the activation energy barrier is 18.2 kcal·mol-1 for the lower-in-energy 
pathway. 
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Figure 1D.2. DFT-optimized structure for transition structure TS23’ and selected 
distances (in Å). 
   
The second part of the catalytic cycle (shown in Figure 1D.3) consists on the 
carbonylation of the activated Rh(III) complex. The presence of the hydroxyl ligand in 
4 allows for the deprotonation of the amine via TS45, surmounting an energy barrier 
of 8.1 kcal·mol-1. The resulting intermediate, 5, bears the two deprotonated reagents 
(the alcohol and the amine), and an aquo ligand. Ligand exchange between the former 
ligand and a CO molecule yields intermediate 6, which is 3.4 kcal·mol-1 more stable. 
This intermediate can easily undergo carbonylation of the amido ligand via TS67, 
requiring to overcome an energy barrier of 11.0 kcal·mol-1. As a result, intermediate 7 
is formed. This process is significantly favorable from a thermodynamic point of view 
(7 is 19.1 kcal·mol-1 more stable than 6).  
The final step is the reductive elimination of the carbamoyl (RNHC(O)–) and 
alkoxo (RO–) ligands in 7 to yield the final product (the carbamate). This process 
proceeds through transition structure TS78, surmounting an energy barrier of 14.3 
kcal·mol-1. As a result, a Rh(I) intermediate, 8, is formed. The substitution of a CO 
ligand by an amine regenerates the original Rh(I) catalyst. Remarkably, this step is 
strongly exergonic, the product being 48.3 kcal·mol-1 more stable than the previous 
intermediate (7). 
On balance, the process is highly exergonic, with G equals -78.2 kcal·mol-1, 
and the energy span is 23.0 kcal·mol-1 (determined by the energy difference between 
intermediate 4 and transition structure TS67).29 
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Figure 1D.3. DFT calculated Gibbs Energy profile (in kcal·mol-1) at 100 ºC for the second part of the Rh-catalyzed oxidative carbonylation of 
amines.
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D.2.2 Reactivity studies 
 The relatively low energy span found for the reaction (23.0 kcal·mol-1) seems 
not be consistent whit the required experimental temperature of 100 ºC. However, we 
believe that the high required temperatures are a consequence of the almost negligible 
solubility of Oxone in toluene (the solvent) at room temperature, making necessary to 
heat the reaction mixture for it to dissolve, at least partially. In order to demonstrate 
this suggestion, the reaction was carried out in the presence of a phase transfer catalyst. 
In particular, 4 mol% of tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate was added, which acts 
as a surfactant that solubilizes Oxone. As a result, the reaction proceeded at 50 ºC (with 
some alcohol oxidation by-products). This fact demonstrates that the reaction rate is 
limited by the oxidant solubility, as proposed on the basis of theoretical calculations.  
 
D.3 Summary  
In this section, the reaction mechanism of the synthesis of carbamates by means 
of oxidative carbonylation catalyzed by commercial Rh(I) complexes has been studied. 
Special attention was paid to the role and way of action of the organic oxidant. The 
main findings are the following: 
(a) Oxidative carbonylation preparation of carbamates proceeds by means of a 
Rh(I)/Rh(III) reaction mechanism. 
 
(b) The organic oxidant (Oxone) plays a dual role. On the one hand it 
deprotonates the alcohol (or the amine) and, on the other hand, it oxidizes 
the metal centre from Rh(I) to Rh(III). This process takes place through a 
concerted mechanism. 
 
(c) The process presents an energy span of 23.0 kcal·mol-1, and is very 
favourable from a thermodynamic point of view, with G equals -78.2 
kcal·mol-1. 
 
(d) The reaction rate was limited by the solubility of the oxidant. 
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Chapter 2: 
HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS 
 
A. Oxygen Reduction and Evolution Reactions 
 
A.1 Introduction and objectives 
The advanced fossil fuels depletion, in conjunction with the need for reducing 
the environmental pollution and constructing a geopolitically stable economy, has 
resulted in great efforts to develop new clean and sustainable energy technologies.1 
Given this situation, oxygen electrocatalysis, i. e. Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR, 
eqs. 2.1 and 2.2, depending on whether water or hydrogen peroxide is obtained) and 
Oxygen Evolution Reaction (OER, eq. 2.3), plays a key role in renewable fuels 
development.2,3 In particular, these reactions are essential in a variety of relevant 
processes, such as water electrolysis,4 direct solar water splitting5 and fuel cells.6-9 
Among the last, bifunctional ORR/OER metal-air batteries are of particular interest. 
Within this kind of devices, oxygen molecules are produced during discharge (ORR), 
while the reverse process takes place upon charge (OER), see Scheme 2A.1.6,10 
 ܱଶ ൅ 4݁ି ൅ 4ܪା ⇌ 	2ܪଶܱ (2.1) 
 ܱଶ ൅ 2݁ି ൅ 2ܪା ⇌ ܪଶܱଶ (2.2) 
 2ܪଶܱ ⇌ ܱଶ ൅ 4ܪା ൅ 4݁ି (2.3) 
 
 
Scheme 2A.1. Schematic representation of a metal-air battery based on a bifunctional 
ORR/OER electrode. 
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Nonetheless, the kinetics of both processes is inherently sluggish, and very 
active catalysts based on noble metals (such as Ir and Pt) are generally required.11,12 
Fortunately, over the last years, different perovskite-based catalysts have proven to be 
highly efficient for both, OER and ORR, reaching activities that are, in some cases, 
superior to those obtained with noble catalysts.13  
Perovskites are mixed metal oxides of general formula ABO3, where A and B 
are the largest and smallest metal cations, respectively. Cation A is usually a 
lanthanide, alkaline or alkaline–earth element, while B is a transition metal with 
partially occupied d orbitals.14 The general structure of a perovskite is shown in 
Figure 2A.1. As depicted in the figure, cation B is 6-fold coordinated by oxygen 
atoms, being in an octahedral environment; whereas A is 12-fold coordinated. One of 
the main features of these materials is the easiness to produce structural changes by 
means of cation substitution and introduction of both, oxygen and cation vacancies. 
This allows for the modulation of physical and chemical properties, such as the 
catalytic activity.15,16 In addition to their rich variety of properties, perovskite-based 
catalysts constitute a promising alternative for energy technologies due to their high 
abundance on Earth, economic price and environmental friendliness.4 
 
Figure 2A.1. Schematic representation of the structure of an ABO3 perovskite. 
Octahedral coordination of cation B is highlighted in blue. 
 
 As previously stated, different materials designed on the basis of perovskite 
structures have proven to be very active for both, OER and ORR, reaching activities 
that are comparable or even superior to those of “gold standard” noble metal oxides, 
such as RuO2 and IrO2.13 Due to these promising properties, several studies have been 
performed with the aim of identifying reactivity descriptors able to guide the design 
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of novel and more active materials.17 Nonetheless, studies that take into account the 
influence of the magnetic state of the catalysts are scarce.18-20 This lack of 
information prompted us to in-depth investigate the effect of magnetism and orbital 
interactions on OER and ORR, as well as their potential use for deriving physically 
meaningful descriptors for the catalytic activity. For the sake of clarity, the most 
frequent magnetic orderings that perovskites present are shown in Figure 2A.2. In 
particular, collinear magnetic structures are generally either ferromagnetic (FM), 
when all magnetic atoms have their spins aligned in a parallel way, or 
antiferromagnetic (AFM), when there are the same number of atoms with spins up 
and down. Notice that AFM structures can present different relative spin orientations: 
AFM-A, AFM-C and AFM-G, as depicted in Figure 2A.2.21 
 
Figure 2A.2. More frequent AFM (A-, C-, and G-type) and FM spin orderings in 
perovskite-based structures. Arrows indicate the relative orientation of spin angular momenta 
in magnetic B-cations. Spin up is depicted in green and down in orange.  
 
The different results and its discussion corresponding to this part of the 
Doctoral Thesis are organized in three subsections. In the first one (section A.2), the 
effect of magnetic entropy and orbital interactions in the catalytic performance of the 
most active LaMnO3-based catalysts for ORR reactions is investiagted. In the second 
(A.3), general rules for the rational design of oxide-based catalysts for OER and ORR 
are derived from the results obtained from the previous study, as well as from others 
reported our research group.18-20 Finally, in the third section (A.4), a working example 
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of the application of the previous rules is provided. Specifically, the main aims of the 
performed studies are: 
(i) Unravel the effect of orbital interactions and magnetic entropy in 
LaMnO3-based catalysts for ORR. 
(ii) Determine the nature of magnetic interactions stablished between the 
reagents (O2) and the catalysts surface. 
(iii) Apply the previous information to propose physically meaningful 
activity descriptors. 
(iv) Extend the previous principles to OER reactions and propose a set of 
rules for enhancing the catalytic activity of perovskite-, and, in 
general, magnetic oxide-based materials. 
(v) Apply these rules to the rational design of more efficient catalysts. 
 
A.2 Analysis of the Magnetic Entropy in Oxygen Reduction Reaction 
 As previously stated, perovskite manganites relative to LaMnO3 have been 
reported to present high ORR activities. Among them, compositions with 
stoichiometry La1–xSrxMnO3 perform particularly well.22 These promising results 
prompted us to investigate the effect of magnetism on this kind of materials. The 
different catalysts under study, as well as their relative activities and other relevant 
characteristics, are shown in Table 2A.1. Notice that the activity of the parent 
compound, LaMnO3, was taken as a reference. 
 
Table 2A.1. Relative catalytic activity, conductivity and Curie temperature of the 
LaMnO3-based catalysts studied. The energy difference between FM and AFM magnetic 
phases have been obtained by means of DFT calculations (see the Methodology chapter). The 
appropriate references for conductivities and TC are provided in the text. 
Material 
Relative Specific Activity Conductivity TC EFM-AFM 
Ref.21a Ref.23 Ref.13d (S·cm-1) (K) (meV/f.u.) 
LaMnO3 1.00 1.00 1.00*  10-5 - 10-6 140 -10 
LaMnO3+ 100.0* 10-2 - 10-3 200-260 62 
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 2.10-2.20 103 370-380 167 
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 0.90-1.00 100 - 101 300 91 
La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 1.10-1.20 100 270 25 
La0.6Ca0.4MnO3 0.70-0.80 100 - 101 270 60 
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 25.4* 100 - 101 225 29 
* Catalyst area was estimated by means of STM measurements. 
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A.2.1 Magnetic structure analysis 
A comprehensive study of the magnetic structure of each compound was 
carried out. The energy difference between the most stable FM and AFM magnetic 
couplings is shown in Table 2A.1. Notice that negative values indicate that the 
magnetic ground state is AFM, while positive ones correspond to FM ground states. 
Stoichiometric LaMnO3 was the least active catalyst. However, it presents a 
moderate activity in absolute terms, despite its reduced bulk conductivity.24 
Remarkably, according to theoretical calculations, this is the only material whose 
magnetic ground state is AFM, with a band gap of 1.0 eV; in agreement with 
experimentally reported results (see Figure 2A.3a and b).25 However, the FM phase is 
only 10 meV less stable per formula unit (f.u.). This result points towards the 
possibility of introducing electronic changes by means of stoichiometric changes in 
the structure. 
 
Figure 2A.3. Right: spin density (yellow: up, blue: down) and left: Total DOS 
(solid), and DOS projected over O (dotted) and Mn (dashed) for a) LaMnO3 (AFM-A ground 
state), b) LaMnO3 (FM), c) LaMnO3.27 (FM ground state) and d) LaMnO3.27 (lowest-in-energy 
AFM ordering). 
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In this regard, LaMnO3+ was analysed in order to evaluate the effect of Mn 
and La vacancies on the magnetic structure. In particular, a supercell with 
La11Mn11O36 (LaMnO3.27) composition was considered. As expected, the structure 
variation resulted in a change in the most stable magnetic ordering. Specifically, a 
half-metal FM ground state, 62 meV/f.u. more stable than the closest-in-energy AFM 
structure was obtained (see Table 2A.1 and Figure 2A.3c and d). Remarkably, the 
electric conductivity of LaMnO3.27 is three orders of magnitude superior to that of 
stoichiometric LaMnO3; this property being in line with the higher catalytic activity 
of LaMnO3+.26 This material has been reported to be an outstanding ORR catalyst, 
with an activity about 100 times that of LaMnO3. Nonetheless, we believe that the 
relative performance is overestimated as a consequence of the non-comparable 
estimation of the surface area (calculated on the basis of STM images). 
 
With respect to alkaline-earth-doped catalysts of stoichiometries La1-
xAxMnO3, the most active materials correspond to compositions with x close to 0.33, 
which also present high conductivities.27 Interestingly, the most active catalyst, 
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO), is also the one that presents the highest conductivity and 
Curie temperature.28 Moreover, it has a half-metal FM ground state (see Figure 2A.4) 
with the highest difference between FM and AFM phases. This result points out the 
influence of magnetism on the catalytic performance, pointing towards FM catalysts 
are especially active.18 Notice that FM orientations involve minimum spin magnetic 
entropy since spin ordering is maximum, as all spins are orientated in the same 
direction. 
 
Figure 2A.4. Right: spin density (yellow: up, blue: down) and left: Total DOS 
(solid), and DOS projected over O (dotted) and Mn (dashed) for LSMO: a) FM ground state, 
b) lowest-in-energy AFM phase. 
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In order to obtain a further understanding of the nature of the interactions 
between the catalysts and the reagents, we computed the adsorption energy of the 
triplet O2 molecule on the (001) surface of the most active material, i. e. LSMO (see 
Figure 2A.4 a).29 Interestingly, O2 shows preferential adsorption in an AFM manner, 
that is, it presents spins in the opposite orientation than those in the FM catalyst. In 
particular, O2 adsorption in an AFM orientation is 0.4 eV (9.2 kcal·mol-1) more 
favorable than FM one. This feature has a positive effect on the catalyst performance, 
since the electrons that are to be transferred from the catalyst surface to * semi-
occupied orbitals of the triplet state O2 have already the correct orientation. Then, 
there is no need for the quantum mechanically forbidden spin flipping to match Pauli 
Exclusion Principle (see Figure 2A.5a). 
 
Figure 2A.4. Spin density of O2 molecule adsorbed on the (001) surface of LSMO: a) 
AFM relative orientation (yellow:  spin up, blue: spin down); b) FM relative orientation. 
Adsorption energies are defined as the energy difference between the desorbed and the 
adsorbed products. Hence, positive values correspond to favourable adsorption processes. 
 
A.2.2 Magnetic effects on reaction rates 
 The initial step of ORR formally involves the transference of an electron from 
the catalyst to the triplet state of O2. As previously stated, this electron must have the 
opposite spin orientation to electrons in O2, in order to follow the Pauli Exclusion 
Principle. With the aim of evaluating the rate coefficient of this kind of electron-
transfer reactions, we applied eq. 2.4. This approach is similar to others developed by 
Gerischer30 and Marcus.31 In particular, we defined the term ܧ஻ீ௘ି as the energy 
required to place an electron with the appropriate spin orientation to be transferred to 
the O2 molecule from the catalyst valence band to the conduction band. ∆்ܵௌ௘ି 
accounts for the electronic entropic variation and ܧ௔ᇱ  for all the other energy terms that 
have an influence on the activation energy. Pre-exponential factors are included in 
݇௦௧. 
 ܭሺܶሻ ൌ ݇௦௧ ൉ ݁
షಶᇲೌ
ೖಳ೅ ൉ ݁
షಶಳಸ೐ష
ೖಳ೅ ൉ ݁
∆ೄ೅ೄ೐ష
ೖಳ  (2.4) 
2.07 Å 
1.25 Å 
2.76 Å 
1.23 Å 
ΔEADS = 0.30 eV ΔEADS = ‐0.10 eV 
a) AFM b) FM 
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We will first focus on ∆்ܵௌ௘ି, that is, the entropic variation of transferring an 
electron from the catalyst to the O2 molecule. If one compares different ORR 
catalysts, the reaction pathways that correspond to electron-transfer will have roughly 
the same translational, rotational and vibrational entropic changes. Thus, the 
distinctive parameter will be the electronic entropy. 
∆்ܵௌ௘ି can be estimated from the accessible spin states through a Boltzmann 
distribution: ்ܵௌ௘ି ൌ 	݇஻ln	ሺ݃௘ିሻ, where ݃௘ି is the electronic partition function.32 The 
value of ݃௘ି depends on the spin degeneracy, that is, the number of equivalent 
configurations available: the more degenerated a system is, the more spin entropy it 
has. The spin degeneracy in the transition state equals 1, since the electron has to be 
transferred in a specific orientation antiparallel to spins in O2 so as to match Pauli 
Principle, existing only one possibility. On the contrary, higher degeneracy values can 
be observed depending on the nature of the catalyst. In particular, in a FM catalyst 
with long range spin ordering, all spins will have the same orientation. On the 
contrary, paramagnetic materials (PM) present atoms with spins completely 
disordered with respect to each other, and thus the system will be largely degenerated 
(݃௘ି ≫ 1). Consequently, ∆்ܵௌ௘ି will be roughly 0 for FM materials and significantly 
negative for PM ones, since much spin disorder is lost (see Figure 2A.5). AFM 
materials will have negative ∆்ܵௌ௘ି values, between those of FM and PM materials. 
 
 
Figure 2A.5. Scheme of the electronic entropy variations of the first electron-transfer 
step in ORR for LSMO:  a) FM; b) PM. 
 
Then, FM materials undergo minimum electronic entropic losses, thus 
favoring electron-transfer catalytic reactions, as derived from eq. 2.4. This result 
supports the better performance of FM materials towards ORR. This approach to 
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∆்ܵௌ௘ି is only partial, since other effects, such as changes in spin-orbit configurations, 
are not included.  However, it highlights the influence of orbital effects and electronic 
configuration in heterogeneous catalysis. For those materials at the top of the volcano 
plots, electronic entropy variation is likely to constitute a discerning descriptor. 
Another factor that can affect the catalytic performance according to eq. 2.4 is 
ܧ஻ீ௘ି, that is, the energy required to place the electron that is to be transferred in the 
catalyst conducting band. In this regard, catalysts with a FM ground state present 
enhanced electron mobility and thus, a reduced band gap. This translates into lower 
ܧ஻ீ௘ି and therefore higher reaction rates. This factor explains why, in general, catalysts 
with high electron conductivity and reduced bang gap are usually associated with 
good catalytic activities (see Table 2A.1).18  
On balance, these results remark the importance of considering the catalyst 
magnetic state and other derived properties, such as spin entropy and transport, in the 
rational design of novel materials for electron-transfer processes. In the next section, 
a set of guidelines for the design of efficient magnetic oxides for ORR and OER on 
the basis of magnetic principles is provided.  
 
A.3 Activity of magnetic oxides towards ORR and OER 
As explained in the previous section, the understanding of the catalytic 
properties of magnetic metal oxides (MMOs), such as perovskites, can only be 
complete if magnetic properties are taken into account.18-20,33-35 Within these 
materials, quantum exchange interactions (QEI) involving metals with 3d or 4f 
orbitals are typically relevant, and determine the characteristics of valence and 
conduction bands, which may have a relevant influence in their catalytic 
performance.36 In particular, some FM oxides have proven to be very active catalysts 
for OER and ORR, such as A1-xA’xCo1-yFeyO3- and Sm1-xA’xFe1-yB’yO3- 
compositions, respectively.13 
 In MMOs, QEI modulate the charge transfer, higher conductivities being 
observed in FM orderings. On the contrary, spin mobility in AFM phases is more 
hindered.25a This behaviour can be explained by a Heisenberg model Hamiltonian for 
the magnetic interaction between electrons in the valence band of the catalyst (ݏ௖௔௧ෞ ) 
and the one that has to be promoted to the conduction band during the electron 
transference to the reagent (ݏ௘_ෞ) (see eq. 2.5). ∆௠௔௚ is defined as the magnetic 
interaction, and ܬ௘௫௖ is the magnetic coupling. ܬ௘௫௖ takes a positive value for FM 
systems and a negative one for AFM compositions. FM systems have ∆௠௔௚൏ 0, 
indicating that FM exchange interactions reduce electron-electron repulsions 
(Coulomb integrals), thus favouring charge mobility.18,37 As a result, electron 
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transition to the O2 molecules is easier, and FM catalysts are especially active for 
ORR and OER. 
 ∆௠௔௚ൌ 	െܬ௘௫௖ ൉ ሺݏ௖௔௧ෞ ൉ ݏ௘_ෞሻ (2.5) 
On the basis of the previous principles, a set of rules for predicting and 
ranging catalytic activity in MMOs (with special focus on perovskites) are provided 
below. 
  
 Rule 1. “The spin angular momentum is conserved during all the steps of the 
electron transfer processes.” 
 Description. In general, the transition probability of an electron from a 
catalytic interface to the reagents depends on the overlapping between the 
wavefunctions of the initial and final states. In particular, the electron has to be 
transferred from the valence to the conduction band and from the latter to the reagent 
(semi-occupied * orbitals of the O2 molecule) in ORR, and vice versa in OER (see 
eqs. 2.6 and 2.7). 
 ௩ܲ௔௟↔௖௢௡ௗ 	∝ |ۦΦ௩௔௟|Φ௖௢௡ௗۧ ൉ ۦχ௩௔௟|χ௖௢௡ௗۧ|ଶ (2.6) 
 ௖ܲ௢௡ௗ↔௥௘௔௖ 	∝ |ۦΦ௖௢௡ௗ|Φ௥௘௔௖ۧ ൉ ۦχ௖௢௡ௗ|χ௥௘௔௖ۧ|ଶ (2.7) 
Where  and  correspond to the spatial and spin parts of the wavefunction, 
respectively. When there is a change in the spin of the transferred electron, 
ۦχ௩௔௟|χ௖௢௡ௗۧ and ۦχ௖௢௡ௗ|χ௥௘௔௖ۧ are equal to zero, and, as a result, the transmission 
probability is close to zero. This analysis also explains why higher conductivity 
materials typically present enhanced catalytic activity.26 High conductivity is 
indicative of high transition probability, as electrons can be easily promoted from the 
valence to the conduction band. 
The Pauli Exclusion Principle imposes additional restrictions to electron 
transfer reactions, since two electrons with the same spin cannot occupy the same 
molecular orbital. As a result, spin conservation is necessary but not enough, since the 
transferred electron must have a spin angular momentum with an opposite orientation 
than those of the triplet state of the O2 molecule (see Figure 2A.6). In this regard, in 
the previous section we reported that the most active LaMnO3-based catalysts for 
ORR (i. e. LSMO) are FM but interactions with the triplet state of O2 are AFM. As a 
result, the transferred electron has already the correct spin orientation to match that of 
the triple state of O2 Thus, the catalytic activity is enhanced, as the electron transfer-
process is faster. This way, FM materials behave as spin filters, selecting the electron 
that is transferred from the reagent to the catalyst or vice versa (see Figures 2A.4 and 
2A.6).38 
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Figure 2A.6. Schematic representation of the electron-transfer process from the 
catalyst to triplet O2 molecule. 
 
Rule 2. “The intra-atomic and inter-atomic exchange interactions in the 
covalent –B–O–B– framework in the most active catalysts are ferromagnetic.”  
 Description. Orbital interactions in FM conductors favour electron-spin 
mobility, as they reduce the value of Coulomb integrals. As a result, the band gap is 
small (zero in most cases). Thus, electron transference from the valence to the 
conducting band is very fast. Then, the limiting factor will be the charge transport 
between the catalyst conducting band and the reagents. This explains why maximum 
bulk electron conductivity does not always assure optimum catalytic activity: a given 
catalyst may have very high electron conductivity but not being able to couple with 
the reagents in the proper manner. The case of LSMO is also quite illustrative: LSMO 
is FM, hence, electron mobility within the catalyst will be very high. However, AFM 
catalyst–O2 coupling is necessary for optimizing electron transfer from the catalyst to 
O2. If the –B–O–B– framework is AFM, electron mobility within the catalyst will be 
limited, a band gap will probably open and electron transfer reactions will be slower. 
 
Rule 3. “In the active metal atoms on the surface of the catalyst, the d-
orbitals oriented towards the reagents must be partially occupied.” 
 Description. The orbital interactions between the active metal atoms in the 
catalyst surface and the adsorbed species influence the electron transfer rate.39 As 
previously explained, the magnetic interactions between two spin-electrons can be 
described by means of a Heisenberg Hamiltonian (see eq. 2.5). Magnetic interactions 
will be more favourable (more negative) when the spin in the metal centre, ݏ௖௔௧ෞ , is 
maximum, in conjunction with negative ܬ௘௫௖ (FM systems). ݏ௖௔௧ෞ  will be maximum 
when the number of unpaired d electrons in the active metal centre is maximum, that 
is, when there is an intermediate number of d electrons (the d-shell is close to be half-
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filled and the overall spin is maximum). Then, the number of d electrons can be used 
as a descriptor for the catalytic activity: compositions with an intermediate number of 
d electrons, will present higher activities. This descriptor can be represented in a 
Sabatier-like diagram.40 Notice that we must take into account that the most active 
catalysts also present a FM ground state (see Figure 2A.7).   
 
Figure 2A.7. Sabatier diagram for catalytic activity towards ORR and OER with 
respect to the number of d electrons. 
 
Rule 4. “The overall reduction of the Coulomb interactions can facilitate the 
entrance of itinerant charge carriers at working conditions. Defects at the interstitial 
sites (A) or cations with active 4f or 3d electrons help create active FM orderings.”  
 Description. The presence of cation vacancies, as well as interstitial cation 
substitution by metals with semi-occupied 3d or 4f orbitals enhances the system 
preference for FM orderings.  
Recent studies have shown that the activation energy for electron-transfer 
processes on perovskite-based materials strongly depends on the magnetic interaction 
between the catalyst and the reagents.18 In particular, the activation Gibbs energy can 
be defined as shown in eq. 2.8.  
 ∆ܩ# ൌ 	∆ܩ#ᇱ ൅ ∆௠௔௚ (2.8) 
 Where ∆ܩ# is the total activation energy and ∆ܩ#ᇱ is the activation energy 
without considering magnetic effects. As a result, magnetic interactions between the 
catalyst and the reagent can be used to modulate the activation energy. This 
interaction, ∆௠௔௚, will be more favourable (more negative) when the metal d orbitals 
are semi-occupied (higher ݏ௖௔௧ෞ ) and the magnetic ordering is FM (ܬ௘௫௖ is negative); as 
shown in eqs. 2.5 and 2.8. This finding is supported by the experimental studies of 
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Iwakura et al., who showed that spinel ferrites diminished the required overvoltage 
for OER when magnetization increases.41 Then, among the different descriptors for 
ORR and OER proposed in the literature, the occupancy of d orbitals constitutes a 
physically meaningful one,19,36,42 as it is directly related to the origin of QEI and their 
effects on catalysis. These results also support the use of the Sabatier diagram shown 
in Figure 2A.7 for catalyst design. This rule will be further explained in the next 
section by means of a working example.  
 
Rule 5. “At the Transition State, the active metal centres formally receive or 
lose electron density. Nonetheless, good electro-catalysts retain the FM exchange 
ground state.” 
Description. Some p- and n-type semiconductors undergo a large resistance 
increase when they are exposed to electron donors or acceptors, respectively.43 On the 
basis of these results, we state that electron-transfer at the electrocatalyst surface 
should not alter the FM state so as not to reduce spin transfer facility. 
 
Rule 6. “The reaction mechanism adapts to the response of the electronic free 
energy of activation, G#, towards maximum entropic gains.” 
 Description. The activity of a given catalyst towards ORR and OER will 
depend on the value of the total Gibbs activation energy, that is, ∆ܩ# ൌ ∆ܪ# െ ܶ ൉
∆ܵ#. As a result, the most active catalysts have minimum ∆ܪ# and maximum ∆ܵ#. 
∆ܪ# is mainly related to the energy cost of promoting an electron from the catalyst 
valence band to the conduction band and then to O2  orbitals for ORR; the opposite 
process taking place in OER. This way, ∆ܪ# can be expressed as ∆ܪ# ൌ
∆ܪ௩௔௟↔௖௢௡ௗ# ൅ ∆ܪ௖௢௡ௗ↔௥௘௔௖# . In optimum FM catalysts, ∆ܪ௩௔௟↔௖௢௡ௗ#  will be roughly 
zero due to enhanced spin mobility; the limiting factor being ∆ܪ௖௢௡ௗ↔௥௘௔௖# . However, 
it is also necessary to consider the variation of electronic entropy, since it plays an 
important role in the total value of G#, as stated in the previous section. In this 
regard, Nahavavi and co-workers recently reported that electronic entropy 
maximization enhances the performance of water splitting reactions catalysed by 
ceria.44 
  In the following section, these principles will be applied to the design of 
novel perovskite-based catalysts for OER.  
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A.4 Catalyst design for OER 
 According to the previous section, the introduction of defects or A-cation 
substitution by atoms with active d or f orbitals in the interstitial A-sites in 
perovskite-based materials assists in the enhancement of FM delocalization, and thus 
in the increase of the catalytic activity. 
 Recently, A-defective, stable and non-toxic La1-xFeO3- perovskite-based 
catalysts have been reported to be as efficient for OER as the best mixed Cobalt-Iron 
perovskites and “gold standards”.22 In this section, a computational analysis of the 
effect of oxygen and La vacancies, as well as La substitution, on the magnetic 
properties and catalytic activity towards OER of LaFeO3 is performed. 
Interestingly, stoichiometric LaFeO3 is an insulator with an AFM-G ground 
state (see Figure 2A.8). As a result, it shows the lowest activity of the La1-xFeO3- 
series. Similar behaviour is observed for CaMnO3- and LaMnO3-based catalysts: 
while stoichiometric CaMnO3 and LaMnO3, both with AFM ground states, are poor 
catalysts, the presence of oxygen vacancies and substitution of A-cations by others 
with semi-occupied f orbitals (such as Yb, Ca0.9Yb0.1MnO3-), enormously increases 
their catalytic activity.45 
 
Figure 2A.8. Spin density of AFM-G ground state of stoichiometric LaFeO3; yellow: 
up, blue: down. 
 
 In order to analyse how La3+ deficiencies affect the magnetic structure of these 
materials, we considered a super-cell of composition La12Fe12O36 and created La 
vacancies (selecting in each case the most stable possibility). The inclusion of La 
vacancies progressively stabilizes the FM ordering with respect to the AFM one. In 
particular La0.92FeO3 (La11Fe12O36) is still AFM-G. However, the energy difference 
between FM and AFM states significantly decreases with respect to stoichiometric 
LaFeO3, from 251 to 101 meV/Fe. The same tendency is observed when the number 
of La vacancies increases until there is a change in the magnetic structure from AFM-
G to FM, when going from La0.83FeO3 to La0.75FeO3 (see Figure 2A.9). This fact 
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involves an increase in the electron mobility, as shown by density of states (DOS) 
analysis: La0.75FeO3 is a half-metal material without band gap. 
 
 
Figure 2A.9. Right: spin density (yellow: up, blue: down) and left: Total DOS 
(solid), and DOS projected over O (red dashed) and Fe (blue dotted) for a) La0.83FeO3 AFM-
G ground state, b) La0.75FeO3 FM ground state. E corresponds to energy difference between 
FM and AFM-G magnetic phases. 
 
The same analysis was performed considering oxygen vacancies. For that, a 
La12Fe12O34 (LaFeO2.83) supercell was used. Noteworthy, the same behaviour was 
observed: starting with an AFM-G ground state, the FM phase becomes progressively 
more stable until it becomes the most stable one for a composition of La0.58FeO2.83. In 
Figure 2A.10, the last AFM composition (La0.67FeO2.83) and the first one with FM 
ground state (La0.58FeO2.83) are shown.  
This study further supports the helpful effect of A-cation vacancies to create 
FM compositions with enhanced catalytic activity. Interestingly, in both cases, the 
FM active phase, La0.75FeO3 and La0.58FeO2.83, presents Fe atoms with a formal 
oxidation state very close to +4, +3.75 and +3.9, respectively. This finding is in 
agreement with the previous studies reported by Zhu and co-workers, in which they 
correlate catalytic activity in LaFeO3-based materials with the presence of Fe4+.22 
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Figure 2A.10. Right: spin density (yellow: up, blue: down) and left: Total DOS 
(solid), and DOS projected over O (red dashed) and Fe (blue dotted) for a) La0.67FeO2.83 
AFM-G ground state, b) La0.58FeO2.83 FM ground state. E corresponds to energy difference 
between FM and AFM-G magnetic phases. 
 
 As stated in Rule 4, we should be able to improve the catalytic activity by 
substituting La3+ A-cations (without d nor f unpaired electrons) by others such as 
Nd3+ and Yb3+, with active f orbitals. Specifically, La was substituted by Nd in the 
previous LaFeO3-based perovskites. As expected, the substitution of La by Nd 
enhances the stability of the FM phase. In particular, the first magnetic transition 
from AFM-G to FM ground states takes place for Nd0.83FeO3 for the non-oxygen-
vacant system, while the La-based perovskite required more La vacancies 
(La0.75FeO3). The same behaviour is observed for the systems with oxygen vacancies: 
the magnetic transition takes place for Nd0.67FeO2.83 composition, while the La-based 
system requires La0.58FeO2.83 (see Figure 2A.11). This way, we provide further 
evidence that doping materials with f and d A-cations help create FM compositions 
with enhanced catalytic performance.42b,46 According to our calculations, Nd1-xFeO3- 
should be more active towards OER than La1-xFeO3-. Similar magnetic phase 
transitions have been experimentally observed for La0.88MnO3- perovskites when 
changing the concentration of oxygen defects.47 In addition, the substitution of A-
cations by others with f or d active electrons has been reported to increase the 
catalytic activity of La1-xMnO3- catalysts.41b In future studies, we intend to test the 
effect of La substitution by Ru, since other ruthenates have been reported to have 
excellent catalytic activities while being highly stable under acidic conditions.48 
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Figure 2A.11. Right: spin density (yellow: up, blue: down) and left: Total DOS 
(solid), and DOS projected over O (red dashed) and Fe (blue dotted) for a) Nd0.75FeO2.83 
AFM-G ground state, b) Nd0.67FeO2.83 FM ground state.E corresponds to energy difference 
between FM and AFM-G magnetic phases. 
 
A.5 Summary 
In this section of the Doctoral Thesis, the magnetic effects that may have an 
influence on catalytic performance of perovskites and, in general, magnetic metal 
oxides, towards OER and ORR have been studied. The main outcomes are presented 
below: 
(a) The effect of magnetic structure of LaMnO3-based materials on their 
catalytic activity towards ORR has been analysed. Results showed that FM 
catalysts generally have higher catalytic activity.  
 
(b) The importance of spin entropy variations in ORR has been revealed. In 
particular, FM catalysts are associated with lower entropic losses when 
transferring the electrons from the surface catalyst to the O2 molecule. 
 
(c) The relative interaction with adsorbed O2 molecules for the most active 
FM materials studied (LSMO) is AFM. This feature assists the electron 
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transference from the catalyst to O2, since there is no need for spin 
flipping.  
 
(d) A set of principles for determining the relative activity of MMOs towards 
OER and ORR is presented. In particular, FM compositions are proposed 
to be especially active. 
 
(e) On the basis of the aforementioned principles, an analysis of the factors 
that may enhance LaFeO3- performance towards OER was performed. In 
agreement with experimental available data, calculations showed that the 
presence of oxygen vacancies and the substitution of La cations by Nd 
(with active f electrons) enhance catalytic activity by favouring FM phases 
over AFM-G ones. 
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B. Nitrogen fixation 
 
B.1 Introduction and objectives 
As stated in the previous section, fossil fuels depletion in conjunction with the 
increasing concern for reducing greenhouse effect, has translated into a growing 
interest to develop new clean and sustainable energy processes.1 Given this situation, 
the development of novel environmentally respectful routes for ammonia synthesis 
play a key role, since they open the door to the sustainable synthesis of fertilizers, 
plastics, explosives and nitric acid, and allow for the production of energy in 
ammonia-fed fuel cells.49,50 
  From an industrial point of view, ammonia is obtained almost exclusively via 
the reaction of N2 with H2 by means of the Haber-Bosch process. This methodology 
is very expensive, since it requires high temperatures and pressures (400-500 ºC and 
up to 170 bar), as well as very pure steams of hydrogen. As a result, the energy cost is 
very high, about 485 kJ·mol-1 overall. The chemical reaction takes place over iron or 
ruthenium-based heterogeneous catalysts.51 
On the contrary, nitrogen fixation in nature is achieved under mild conditions 
via an enzymatic reaction catalysed by the so called nitrogenases. Among them, 
FeMo-nitrogenases have been reported to be the most active. These enzymes present 
two different subunits that work in tandem: an electron donating iron-protein and a 
catalytic molybdenum-iron-protein.52 The energy cost of this process is much lower 
than that of industrial reactions, about 244 kJ·mol-1.53 Consequently, great research 
efforts have been made on trying to mimic these “natural” reactions. This has resulted 
into very interesting advances, such as the synthesis of molybdenum,54 and iron-
based55 complexes that present high activities towards N2 fixation. 
Important breakthroughs in ammonia synthesis have also been achieved 
thanks to heterogeneous catalysis.56 Among them, photocatalytic reactions inspired 
by the photosynthesis have been remarkably successful.57 Likewise, the ability of 
protons to act as a source of hydrogen in biological systems has inspired the 
electrochemical synthesis of ammonia using solid electrolyte cells. This methodology 
has the advantage of avoiding the direct use of H2, obtained from natural gas.58 
Another relevant approach involves the use of transition metal nitrides (V, Zr, 
Nb, Cr and Mo nitrides), which are promising heterogeneous electrocatalysts.59,60 In 
this regard, ternary nitrides have been reported to present high catalytic performance, 
with activities following the order: FeCo2Mo3N > Co3Mo3N1- > Fe3Mo3 N1- > 
Ni2Mo3N1- Both, experimental results and DFT calculations, have shown that 
nitrogen vacancies of Co3Mo3N-derived materials can adsorb and activate the strong 
triple N–N bond in N2.65,66 As a result, some authors have proposed that nitrogen 
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fixation proceeds through a Mars–van Krevelen (MvK) mechanism, as suggested by 
experimental results67 and calculations68 (see Scheme 2B.1). However, the 
mechanism has not been fully characterised and the electronic structure of active-site 
Mo atoms has barely been explored.  
 
Scheme 2B.1. Schematic representation of the proposed Mars–van Krevelen 
mechanism for ammonia synthesis on M3Mo3N1- catalysts. 
 
In the previous section, we proposed that transition metal oxides with FM 
ground state are excellent catalysts for oxygen electrochemistry.18,19 In addition, we 
stated that the activation energy of this kind of electron transfer reactions decreases 
proportionally to the strength of the magnetic interactions stablished between the 
catalyst an the reagents (see eq. 2.8).35 As a result, catalysts with higher ݏ௖௔௧ෞ  should 
present the lowest energy barriers. Interestingly, N2 reduction to NH3 has many 
similarities with O2 reduction (ORR): in both cases, the chemical bonds are activated 
by incoming electrons that locate in the same kind of * molecular orbitals, prior to 
the immobilization of the protons (see Scheme 2B.2).  
To the best of our knowledge, the influence of QEI has not been applied to 
ammonia synthesis. This lack of information prompted us to apply the same physical 
principles that were applied to OER and ORR to nitrogen fixation. In particular, the 
magnetic structure of the aforementioned series of Mo-based nitrides, FeCo2Mo3N1- 
> Co3Mo3N1- > Fe3Mo3 N1- > Ni2Mo3N1- (see Figure 2B.1) was studied. The 
knowledge of magnetic effects that make a difference in the activity of heterogeneous 
catalysts towards ammonia synthesis would be very helpful in the rational design of 
new catalysts with enhanced activity.69  
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Scheme 2B.2. Schematic comparison of electron transfer from the catalyst to 1g* 
orbitals in N2 and O2. The energies of Molecular Orbitals are not represented at scale for 
visual purposes. 
  
 
 
Figure 2B.1. Crystal structure of a) 3D array of Mo3N and b) 3D array of FeCo2 of 
FeCo2Mo3N; and c) Ni2Mo3N. FeCo2Mo3N is split into two cells for simplicity. Co3Mo3N 
and Fe3Mo3N have same crystal structure as FeCo2Mo3. Crystal structures were extracted 
from references 69 and 70. 
 
The main goals of the performed DFT studies are the following: 
(i) Studying the magnetic structures of Mo-based nitrides with different 
relative activities towards N2 fixation. In particular, the magnetic 
structure of Ni2Mo3N, Fe3Mo3N, Co3Mo3N and FeCo2Mo3N with and 
without N vacancies was analysed. 
(ii) Identifying whether there is a relation between the magnetic ground 
state and the catalytic activity. 
(iii) Unravelling the magnetic phases associated to higher catalytic 
activities. 
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(iv) Finding a descriptor for the catalytic activity on the basis of magnetic 
properties. 
 
B.2 Results and discussion 
 Since the Mo-nitrides under study are known to have nitrogen vacancies under 
the typical reaction conditions,55 the analyses were started by studying the N-
defective structures. After that, the same kind of studies were performed in non-N-
defective systems. 
B.2.1 N-defective structures 
In order to model the nitrogen defective systems, one of the sixteen N atoms 
in the unit cells of Fe3Mo3N, Co3Mo3N and FeCo2Mo3N was substracted.70 Since the 
unit cell of Ni2Mo3N has four times less nitrogen atoms, a (2x2x1) supercell was 
considered in order to maintain the same Mo/N relation.71 This way, compositions of 
the form MxMo3N0.94 were created. 
 
Figure 2B.2. Spin density (yellow: up, purple: down) of the ground state magnetic 
state of a) Ni2Mo3N1-, b) Fe3Mo3N1-, c) Co3Mo3N1-, and d) FeCo2Mo3N1-. 
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Interestingly, Ni2Mo3N1-, the least active material, is not magnetic, and the 
following one in activity, Fe3Mo3N1-, is ferrimagnetic, with Mo and Fe atoms in a 
relative AFM configuration. The most active ones, Co3Mo3N1- and FeCo2Mo3N1-, 
are completely FM (see Figure 2B.2). Remarkably, there is a correlation between the 
relative catalytic activity and the magnetic moment in Mo atoms, which are the 
catalytically active centres. Specifically, the magnetic moments are: Ni2Mo3N1- (0.0 
B) < Fe3Mo3N1- (-0.032 B) Co3Mo3N1-(0.079 B) FeCo2Mo3N1- (0.121 B). 
This result suggests a possible dependence of activation energy on the magnetic 
structure of the material and, especially, on the magnetism accumulated at the active 
centres.  
 
B.2.2 Non N-defective structures 
 The same study was carried out on non-N-defective structures. Interestingly, 
the same magnetic ground states were observed in all cases. Moreover, the spin 
polarization on Mo atoms follows the same sequence: Ni2Mo3N (0.0 B) < Fe3Mo3N 
(0.014 B) Co3Mo3N(0.083 B) FeCo2Mo3N (0.132 B), see Figure 2B.3. 
Overall, these results show that we can directly use the non-vacant systems in our 
study, since the magnetic behaviour is maintained in the N-vacant system. 
In Fe3Mo3N, iron presents a magnetic moment of 3.03 B and a Bader charge 
of 0.03 a.u. Molybdenum atoms have a magnetic moment that is close to zero (-0.014 
B), and a Bader charge of 0.51 a.u. This result is in agreement with the typical low 
spin state of 4d-Mo systems (t2g6, S ~ 0).72 Iron atoms are ferromagnetically coupled 
with each other, and antiferromagnetically with respect to Mo. As previously stated, 
Ni2Mo3N1- and Fe3Mo3N1- are the least active catalysts. They are the only 
compositions in which Mo is non-magnetic (Ni2Mo3N1-, or is AFM coupled with 
the other metal atoms, Fe3Mo3N1-. The magnetic moments accumulated in Mo atoms 
are the lowest of the whole series.  
Co atoms in Co3Mo3N have a magnetic moment of 1.63 B, and a Bader 
charge of -0.22 a.u. The magnetic moment of Co in Co3Mo3N is smaller than that of 
Fe in Fe3Mo3N, since the 3d band is more saturated in Co atoms. Noteworthy, Mo 
centres are more oxidized in Co3Mo3N (Bader charge of 0.73 a.u.) than in Fe3Mo3N 
(0.51 a.u.), as a consequence of the higher electronegativity of Co with respect to Fe. 
Accumulated magnetism in Mo atoms is 0.083 B, almost six times that in Fe3Mo3N. 
In addition, Co3Mo3N is completely FM, that is, all Co–Co, Mo–Mo and Co–Mo 
exchange interactions are FM. The same magnetic structure is observed in 
FeCo2Mo3N, in which all metallic atoms are ferromagnetically coupled. In particular, 
Fe and Co atoms have magnetic moments of 3.25 B and 1.69 B, respectively. As 
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previously specified, the magnetism accumulated in Mo atoms is the greatest of the 
series: 0.132 B.  
 
 
Figure 2B.3. Spin density (yellow: up, purple: down) of the ground state magnetic 
state of a) Ni2Mo3N, b) Fe3Mo3N, c) Co3Mo3N, and d) FeCo2Mo3N. 
 
Interestingly, not only the magnetic moment of Mo, but also the Mo–N 
distance in isostructural materials correlates with the relative activity. Specifically, 
more active catalysts have shorter Mo–N bonds: d(Mo–N) Fe3Mo3N Co3Mo3N 
FeCo2Mo3N (see Table 2B.1). Besides, in a MvK mechanism, the most active 
systems usually have a formation energy for N-vacancies in the middle zone of a 
Sabatier diagram.40 In agreement with this result, in this case, the formation energy of 
N-vacancies for the most active catalyst, FeCo2Mo3N, lies between that of Co3Mo3N 
and Ni2Mo3N (which interact with the reagents too weakly), and Fe3Mo3N (which 
interacts with N2 molecules to strongly), see Table 2B.1. 
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Table 2B.1. Mo magnetic moment and Bader atomic charge, Mo–N distance, N-
vacancies formation energy and energy difference between FM and lowest-in-energy AFM 
phase in the studied nitrides. 
Material   (Mo) (a.u.) 
charge Mo 
(a.u.) 
E (FM-AFM) 
(meV/Mo) 
d (Mo–N) 
(Å) 
E (N vac.) 
(meV/Mo) 
FeCo2Mo3N 0.132 0.65 89 2.081 54 
Co3Mo3N 0.083 0.73 113 2.089 50 
Fe3Mo3N -0.014 0.51 138 2.098 63 
Ni2Mo3N 0.00 0.73 -- 2.068 49 
 
Overall, these results provide strong evidence that ammonia synthesis is less 
optimally catalysed by materials that do not have magnetic Mo atoms (Ni2Mo3N). 
Moreover, the most active catalysts have a complete FM structure, with enhanced 
accumulated magnetism in Mo atoms. This way, the magnetism of active centres can 
be used as a physically meaningful descriptor for predicting the catalytic activity of 
novel materials. Overall, the performed study reveals the importance of magnetic 
interactions in N2 fixation processes, opening the door to further and more detailed 
studies. The good correlation between the bulk results and the experimentally 
determined relative catalytic performance further supports its use for predicting 
catalytic properties.  
 
B.3 Summary 
The main studies performed in this section of the Doctoral Thesis are 
summarized in the following lines: 
(a) The magnetic structure of different heterogeneous catalysis for N2 fixation 
has been computationally studied. In particular, the following Mo-based 
nitrides were considered: Ni2Mo3N, Fe3Mo3N, Co3Mo3N and FeCo2Mo3N. 
 
(b) The magnetic ground state is maintained when including N-vacancies 
within the structures. As a result, it is possible to use fully stoichiometric 
(non N-defective) systems for predictive purposes.  
 
(c) More active systems have a FM ground state. Besides, there is a 
correlation between the magnetic moment accumulated in Mo active 
centres and the relative catalytic activity. 
 
(d) The magnetic moment of Mo atoms can be used as a physically 
meaningful descriptor for the catalytic activity.  
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(e) In this kind of materials, the bulk magnetic properties can be used for 
obtaining predictive catalytic trends. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The conclusions obtained from each section has been explained along the 
dissertation. In the following lines, the main conclusions extracted from this Doctoral 
Thesis are summarized.  
i) The electronic factors that determine the kinetics and thermodynamics of 
the oxidative addition of ammonia into five different Ir(I)-PXP complexes 
have been revealed. 
 
ii) A reaction mechanism for the silylation of aromatic C–H bonds catalysed 
by a well-defined Ir(III)-NHC complex has been proposed. This 
mechanism is in agreement with different stoichiometric experiments. The 
proposed catalytic cycle highlights the importance of the substrate 
directing groups in the reaction selectivity and explains the different yields 
that are observed with and without a hydrogen acceptor. 
 
iii) A plausible reaction mechanism for the dehydrogenation of formic acid to 
produce molecular hydrogen has been proposed. This mechanism is in 
agreement with the activation energy experimentally determined, and with 
the isolation and characterization of the most stable reaction intermediate 
proposed in the catalytic cycle. 
 
iv) The preparation of carbamates via oxidative carbonylation catalysed by a 
Rh(I) commercial complex was studied. The reaction requires the action 
of an oxidant, KHSO5, to proceed. The computational study allowed to 
unravel the reaction mechanism, with special focus on the key role of the 
oxidant. 
 
v) The relation between the magnetism of LaMnO3-based materials and their 
catalytic activity towards ORR has been computationally studied. The 
results revealed the importance of the spin entropy. Moreover, the most 
active catalysts are associated with ferromagnetic phases. 
 
vi) A set of guidelines for improving the relative activity of magnetic metal 
oxides towards OER and ORR has been proposed. These rules were 
applied to the rational design of LaFeO3-based catalysts for OER. 
 
vii) The previous physical principles were extended to N2 fixation catalysed 
by different Mo-nitrides. Our analyses showed that the magnetic moment 
accumulated on Mo atoms can be used as a physically meaningful 
descriptor for the catalytic activity. 
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CONCLUSIONES 
 
Las conclusiones extraídas de cada sección se han explicado a los largo de la 
memoria. A continuación se enumeran las conclusiones más destacables de esta Tesis 
Doctoral. 
i) Se determinaron los factores cinéticos y termodinámicos que gobiernan la 
adición oxidante de amoníaco en cinco complejos organometálicos Ir(I)-
PXP. 
 
ii) Se ha propuesto un mecanismo de reacción para la sililación de enlaces 
C–H aromáticos catalizada por un complejo de Ir(III)-NHC bien definido. 
El mecanismo propuesto está de acuerdo con diferentes experimentos 
estequiométricos. Asimismo, revela la importancia de los grupos 
directores presentes en el sustrato orgánico en la selectividad de la 
reacción y explica los diferentes rendimientos observados con y sin 
aceptor de hidrógeno. 
 
iii) Se ha propuesto un mecanismo de reacción para la generación de H2 por 
deshidrogenación del ácido fórmico. Este mecanismo está de acuerdo con 
la energía de activación determinada experimentalmente. Asimismo, se ha 
aislado y caracterizado el intermedio de reacción propuesto más estable. 
 
iv) Se estudió la preparación de carbamatos mediante carbonilación oxidante 
catalizada por un complejo comercial de Rh(I). La reacción requiere la 
acción de un oxidante, el KHSO5. El estudio computacional permitió 
determinar el mecanismo de reacción y poner de manifiesto el papel clave 
del oxidante. 
 
v) Se ha analizado la relación entre magnetismo y actividad catalítica en la 
reacción de reducción de oxígeno (ORR) catalizada por diferentes 
materiales basados en LaMnO3. Los estudios demostraron la importancia 
de la entropía de espín. Asimismo, los catalizadores más activos se 
asocian a fases magnéticas ferromagnéticas. 
 
vi) Se han propuesto una serie de reglas para mejorar la actividad catalítica 
de los óxidos metálicos magnéticos en ORR y OER. Estas reglas se 
aplicaron al diseño de nuevos catalizadores para OER basados en LaFeO3. 
 
vii) Se extendieron los principios físicos anteriores a la fijación de N2 
catalizada por diferentes nitruros de molibdeno. Los estudios realizados 
mostraron que el momento magnético acumulado en los átomos de Mo 
puede utilizarse como descriptor de la actividad catalítica. 
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Understanding the reaction mechanism of the
oxidative addition of ammonia by (PXP)Ir(I)
complexes: the role of the X group†
J. Munarriz, a E. Velez,b M. A. Casado c and V. Polo *a
An analysis of the electronic rearrangements for the oxidative addition of ammonia to a set of five
representative (PXP)Ir pincer complexes (X = B, CH, O, N, SiH) is performed. We aim to understand the
factors controlling the activation and reaction energies of this process by combining different theoretical
strategies based on DFT calculations. Interestingly, complexes featuring higher activation barriers yield
more exothermic reactions. The analysis of the reaction path using the bonding evolution theory shows
that the main chemical events, N–H bond cleavage and Ir–H bond formation, take place before the
transition structure is reached. Metal oxidation implies an electron density transfer from non-shared
Ir pairs to the Ir–N bond. This decrement in the atomic charge of the metal provokes different effects in
the ionic contribution of the Ir–X bonding depending on the nature of the X atom as shown by the
interacting quantum atoms methodology.
Introduction
N–H activation of ammonia by late metal complexes is a topic
of current interest in chemistry, especially regarding the con-
text of its catalytic functionalization.1 This is a challenging task,
as ammonia tends to coordinate to metallic centers through the
nitrogen lone pair rather than through N–H bond activation,
forming stable Werner-type NH3 adducts which keep away the
hydrogen atom from the metal center (see Scheme 1). Hence,
the number of reported processes involving the reaction of
ammonia with late metallic precursors leading to the formation
of amido late metal reactive species is rather limited.2 Two main
mechanistic pathways may be followed for N–H bond activation:
(i) the heterolytic mechanism based on metal–ligand coopera-
tion without change in the metal oxidation state (ruthenium(II),3
iridium(I)4 and nickel(II)5) and (ii) the homolytic mechanism (or
inner-sphere) following the oxidative addition of the N–H bond
at the metal, among other approaches.6 The latter approach is
particularly attractive since the utilization of robust pincer-like
ligand architectures in combination with iridium allows the
homolytic activation of the N–H bond of ammonia, rendering
hydrido terminal amido species which could open new routes for
catalytic pathways for alkene or alkyne hydroamination.7
Three paradigmatic Ir(PXP) complexes were reported in the
literature by the groups of Hartwig (X = CH and Ph) and
Turculet (X = Si(Me)) showing that suitable ligands may promote
the oxidative addition of the ammonia N–H bond. Encouraged
by these results, Leitner et al.8 have evaluated their potential use
as molecular catalysts for the intermolecular hydroamination of
ethylene with ammonia by means of a detailed theoretical study
on the energy profiles of the possible catalytic cycles. Although
the energy spans are excessively high for complexes A and C,
after ligand and solvent modifications they can be improved
up to turnover frequency (TOF) values of 6.0 h1, making the
process feasible.
Oxidative addition is a characteristic reaction involving transi-
tion metal complexes with subtle electronic rearrangements.9,10
Formally, the metal (M) suffers a two-electron oxidation process
Scheme 1 Oxidative addition of the N–H bond of ammine complexes by
(PXP)Ir complexes reported in the literature (A–C).
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being able to cleave the A–B ligand covalent bond, forming two
new M–A and M–B bonds with a large degree of covalent
character.11 The importance of electron correlation and the inter-
play between donation/back-donation interactions between the
metal and A–B have been stressed for a long time by different
authors.12,13 Crabtree et al. even proposed that oxidative additions
in some systems are best interpreted as reductive additions.14
Usually, the thermodynamics and kinetics of oxidative addi-
tions are favored using ligands with enhanced electron-donating
capability,15–17 whereas reductive eliminations are favored with
ligands presenting electron-withdrawing properties.18–20 How-
ever, other authors have claimed that less electron-donating
ligands also favor oxidative addition.21–24 Cundari reported that
for the C–H bond oxidative addition of methane to trans-
(PH3)2IrX (X = H, Cl) complexes, the most favorable thermo-
dynamics are found with the least electron-donating ligand
considered (Cl).25 The same behavior has been described for
the oxidative addition of H2 to trans-(PH3)2MX complexes (X = Cl,
Ph; M = Rh, Ir), the thermodynamics being more favorable with
the least electron-donating ligand (Ph). Moreover, in a recent
assessment of the electronic factors determining the thermo-
dynamics of oxidative addition of C–H and N–H bonds using a
wide set of substituents, Goldman et al.26 concluded that the
sigma donation of X disfavors N–H (and C–H) oxidative addition
to trans-(PH3)2IrX, although the coordination of NH3 is even
more strongly disfavored. Activation energies for NH3 oxidative
addition have been calculated and analyzed for the Ir and Rh
complexes pointing out that higher barriers arise from the
strong coordination of the ammonia to the metallic center. It
has been indicated by Milstein and Schultz that slippage of the
bound NH3 from Z
1-N to Z2-NH is necessary for N–H bond
activation via the donor acceptor interaction model, this re-
orientation being linked to the activation energies.27 However,
Macgregor in a theoretical study,23 found no correlation between
the strength of the ammine adduct formation and the N–H
activation energy proposing that the NH3 oxidative addition is a
two-stage process consisting of: (i) ammine reorientation and
(ii) N–H bond activation. The energetic variation in both pro-
cesses seems to cancel out each other: stronger Lewis acidic
metallic fragments difficult ammine reorientation while favoring
N–H bond activation.
In the last decade, theoretical methods that offer a clear and
unambiguous view of bond transformation have been success-
fully employed to characterize complete chemical reaction
mechanisms by analyzing the transfers of electron density.28,29
These analyses substantiate the widely and useful ‘‘curly arrows’’
diagrams for the description of reactionmechanisms, which also
provide an understanding and rationalization of the electronic
and steric factors controlling the activation as well as the
reaction energies. In particular, the study of the electron locali-
zation function (ELF)30 allows clear identification of the electron-
pairs and even the electron-pair rearrangements taking place
along a reaction path by means of bonding evolution theory.31
This methodology has been applied to elucidate reaction
mechanisms of a wide range of organic reactions32,33 and for
some specific organometallic reactions, such as the C–H bond
activation ofmethane by atomic Pd34 or hydrogen abstraction by an
iron complex in cytochrome P450 aromatase.35 As the ELF focuses
on electron-pairs, this study is complemented by an energy decom-
position analysis taking into account the ionic character whichmay
be important for metal–ligand interactions. Several approaches
have been developed for doing so.36 One of the most popular
decomposition schemes is the ‘‘Energy Decomposition Analysis’’
(EDA).37 It is an analytical tool that partitions the intermolecular
interaction energy into electrostatic, polarization, charge transfer,
exchange and correlation components. In this study, due to the
pincer structure of the ligand, fragment definition is unclear. As
our goal is to understand the interaction between Ir and X atoms,
the interacting quantum atoms (IQA)38 approach extended to
B3LYP level39 has been selected among other schemes. This
method separates the total molecular energy into different com-
ponents from a topological partition as defined by the quantum
theory of atoms-in-molecules (QTAIM) methodology. Selection
was made on the basis that IQA is a chemically meaningful
parameter-free approach, thus providing the method with a high
computational rigor. In addition, it presents a demonstrated good
performance in the study of a variety of chemical systems. In
particular, it has been successfully applied to different organo-
metallic bonding analyses, such as transition metal carbonyls40
and Zn(II) complexes,41 as well as in other fields such as hydrogen
bonding,42 hyperconjugation43 and steric repulsions.44
The main goal of this work is (i) to unravel the electronic
rearrangements taking place along the reaction path for the N–H
oxidative addition of ammonia to a series of Ir(I) complexes and
(ii) to clarify the role of the X atom (or group) in PXP Ir complexes
in the kinetics and thermodynamics of the process. This infor-
mation is very relevant in the rational design of new and more
efficient organometallic complexes for ammonia N–H bond
activation. In this paper, first, a summary of the activation and
reaction energies, geometrical data, atomic charges and bond
orders for the stationary points of the oxidative addition of N–H
to a series of five pincer PXP Ir(I) complexes (X = B, CH, N, O, SiH,
see Scheme 2) is presented. Then, we performed an analysis of
the electron localization function along the calculated reaction
pathway, identifying the chemical events (bond breaking/forming
steps). Finally, a deeper understanding of the role of the X atom
in the activation energies is provided by using the interacting
quantum atoms method.
Results and discussion
Activation and reaction energies for NH3 activation using
(PXP)Ir (X = B, CH, N, O, SiH) complexes
Inspection of the calculated activation and reaction energies
for the oxidative addition of the N–H bond to the metal for
Scheme 2 Complexes considered in this work.
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complexes 1–5 demonstrates the critical role of X within the PXP
pincer complex for this reaction. The energetic values, some
selected geometric parameters, atomic charges and bond orders
are shown in Table 1 for the stationary points (R, TS and P) and
the isolated species (metallic fragment, F, and ammonia).
The formation of the complex between the metallic fragment
and ammonia is exothermic (positive complexation energies) in
all cases. The most favorable coordination occurs for the cationic
complex 4 (X = O), DEcomplex = 55.8 kcal mol
1, while neutral
complexes present energetic values ranging from 15.1 kcal mol1
for complex 1 (X = B) to 29.2 kcal mol1 for complex 3 (X = N).
The complexation energy of ammonia can be related to the
stronger/weaker Lewis acid character of the (PXP)Ir metallic
fragments.23
Activation energies vary from values affordable at room tem-
perature for X = N (18.2 kcal mol1) and CH (21.9 kcal mol1)
up to non-affordable ones for X = SiH (25.5 kcal mol1),
B (27.4 kcal mol1), and O (29.9 kcal mol1). The different
Lewis acid character of the (PXP)Ir metallic fragments do not
show a consistent correlation with the activation energy. Stronger
Lewis acids such as (PNP) or (POP) ligands may coordinate
better with the ammonia (the complexation energies are 29.2
and 55.8 kcal mol1, respectively), being more resistant to the
slippage and they should activate more easily the s(N–H) bond
but their activation energies are the lowest and highest values
within the series. On the other hand, fragments with a weaker
Lewis acid character such as (PBP) or (PSiHP) interact worse
with ammonia (the complexation energies are 15.1 and
19.1 kcal mol1, respectively) facilitating the slippage but dis-
favoring the s(N–H) bond activation. However, the calculated
activation energies are high: 27.4 and 25.5 kcal mol1 for X = B
and SiH, respectively. Therefore, for the metallic fragments
considered in this work, the cancellation of effects between
the Z1-N and Z2-NH slippage of bound ammonia and N–H bond
activation is clearly incomplete, or other effects should be taken
into account in order to understand the origin of the activation
energies for ammonia oxidative addition.
Not only the kinetics but also the thermodynamics of the
process is strongly influenced by the nature of X. Exothermic
values are found for X = B (9.9 kcal mol1), SiH (6.8 kcal mol1)
and CH (4.8 kcal mol1). For X = N the reaction energy is only
slightly exothermic (1.1 kcal mol1) while for X = O the reaction is
endothermic (5.2 kcal mol1). Noteworthily, complex 4 (X = O), the
only cationic complex considered, yields the highest activation and
reaction energies. Interestingly, among the neutral complexes,
1 (X = B) yields the highest activation energy, being also the
most exothermic. In contrast, complex 3 (X = N) gives the lowest
activation energy but the highest reaction energy. These observa-
tions indicate that the reaction follows an anti-Hammond behavior,
suggesting that the transition structure and the product are very
dissimilar.
In order to understand the effect of X on reaction energies it
is also interesting to analyze the Ir–N distance, which can be
employed as a descriptor of the trans influence exerted by the
X atom, as pointed out by Goldman et al.26 In this case, the
reactant is a square planar Ir(I) complex bearing an ammonia
ligand and longer d(Ir–N) are found for less electronegative
atoms such as B and Si. This explanation is in agreement with
the work of Ziegler et al.45 which, based on a detailed molecular
orbital analysis on square-planar d8-complexes, concludes that
there is an inverse relationship between the trans-directing
ability of X and its electronegativity (see Scheme 3). Then, for
the complexes considered in this work, the Ir–N distances for the
reactants follow the order B4 SiH 4 CH4 N4 O. When the
oxidative addition process takes place, the square planar form is
lost and the trans effect of the X atom no longer applies. Looking
for the dependence of reaction energies with the nature of the X
atom in the PXP complex, it is interesting to correlate the Ir–N
distance at the reactant with the reaction energies as shown in
Fig. 1. The good correlation found (R2 = 0.980) suggests that
weaker coordination of ammonia to the metal, as obtained by the
labilizing trans-influence, exists in order to give more exothermic
values for the oxidative addition.
Table 1 B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-TZVP energetic values (in kcal mol1 relative
to the corresponding reactants), geometric distances, NBO atomic charges
and Wiberg bond order (BO) indexes for isolated fragments (F + NH3),
reactants (R), transition structures (TS) and products (P) for complexes 1–5
Complex Structure E d(IrN) d(IrX) q(Ir) q(X) BO IrN BO IrX
1 F + NH3 15.1 — 1.979 0.73 0.75 — 0.88
(X = B) R 0.0 2.382 2.023 0.76 0.65 0.21 0.88
TS 27.4 2.183 2.059 0.68 0.61 0.57 0.89
P 9.9 2.015 2.027 0.67 0.72 0.80 0.89
2 F + NH3 22.3 — 2.069 0.57 0.27 — 0.58
(X = CH) R 0.0 2.267 2.124 0.62 0.42 0.29 0.56
TS 21.9 2.180 2.134 0.50 0.46 0.57 0.56
P 4.8 1.998 2.145 0.51 0.34 0.87 0.70
3 F + NH3 29.2 — 2.018 0.43 0.57 — 0.56
(X = N) R 0.0 2.185 2.072 0.55 0.68 0.37 0.53
TS 18.2 2.174 2.049 0.46 0.68 0.54 0.54
P 1.1 1.981 2.131 0.39 0.66 0.91 0.62
4 F + NH3 55.8 — 2.058 0.10 0.51 — 0.36
(X = O) R 0.0 2.089 2.164 0.39 0.55 0.52 0.33
TS 29.9 2.036 2.173 0.31 0.56 0.78 0.32
P 5.2 1.922 2.244 0.25 0.56 1.10 0.27
5 F + NH3 19.1 — 2.274 0.86 1.25 — 0.81
(X = SiH) R 0.0 2.309 2.322 0.88 1.10 0.26 0.82
TS 25.5 2.170 2.366 0.78 1.06 0.57 0.76
P 6.8 2.011 2.323 0.83 1.26 0.84 0.75 Scheme 3 Orbital diagram representation for the (PXP)Ir–NH3 interaction.
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Remarkably, in all cases, the Ir–N distance decreases sub-
stantially upon the oxidative addition of the N–H bond. This
change can be attributed to the formation of stronger Ir–N
bonds at the transition state, which are even stronger at the
product, as indicated by the bond order indexes shown in
Table 1. Within the products, the bond orders between Ir and
N present similar values to those corresponding to metal
carbenes.46 Therefore, some degree of the Ir = N double bond
character is expected for the formed Ir(III) metal amido pro-
ducts. Also the bond order indexes between Ir and X for X = B,
SiH indicate some double bond character between the metal
and X. This is explained by the availability of empty orbitals at B
(of p type) and Si (or d type).
Focusing on the Ir–X distance, it is observed that its varia-
tion along the oxidative addition reaction is very small for all
complexes. In addition, the values for all complexes are rather
similar, except for complex 5, due to the larger atomic radius of
silicon compared to second row atoms. The charges on the
metal and X depend strongly on the complex, larger charge
separations being found for the less electronegative X atoms
(B and Si). It should be noted that the Si–H bond is polarized
through the hydride, and then the atomic charge of Si is more
positive than B. For all complexes, the metal increases its atomic
charge upon the oxidative addition reaction, which is expected
for the oxidation of Ir from I to III. Also the X atom increases its
charge along the reaction except for the most electronegative
atoms (N and O), which do not show any variation.
Bonding evolution analysis of the N–H bond oxidative addition
at the (PXP)IrNH3 complexes
Using the ELF, an electronic structure analysis of the stationary
points for the oxidative addition of ammonia with (PXP)Ir com-
plexes 1–5 (see Fig. 2 for the representation and values) is first
carried out in this section followed by the results of the bonding
evolution along the calculated reaction path for complex 2 (X =
CH). It should be noted that for all Ir–X, Ir–N and Ir–H bonds there
are disynaptic (or hydrogenated) basins connecting both atoms
and the integrated electron populations present typical values for
bonds with a large covalent character (41.5e). The complexes
bearing the less electronegative atoms (B and Si) present a smaller
electronic density into the non-shared electron pairs of the metal
V(Ir) and the larger electron populations of the V(Ir,B) and V(Ir,Si)
basins. This fact supports the formation of some amount of
double bond character between Ir and B/Si as suggested by the
bond order indexes. Also in agreement with the previous section,
the electronic density integrated over the basin populations of the
non-shared electron pairs of the metal, V(Ir), decreases signifi-
cantly at the TS and P (around 1 electron) suggesting that the
oxidation of the metal may have already occurred.
It is observed that the V(Ir,NNH3) disynaptic basin nearly
doubles the population when going from R to P. The square
planar Ir(I) complex features a single Ir–NNH3 bond with an
electron population ranging from 1.77e to 1.90e which is char-
acteristic of a single bond while the product is an Ir(III) complex
with a V(Ir,NNH3) basin with a total electron density varying from
3.40e to 3.67e, indicating the existence of the IrQN double bond
character as was pointed out by bond order indices. Therefore,
the product can be better described by the two resonance forms
shown in Scheme 4.
The behavior of the electron pairs bonding the metal and the
atoms of the pincer ligand (PXP) are similar for all complexes.
Fig. 1 Plot of reaction energy DEr (in kcal mol
1) versus distance (Ir–N)
(in Å) for (PXP)IrNH3 complexes (X = B, CH, N, O, SiH).
Fig. 2 ELF representation of the reactant (up), transition structure (middle) and product (down) for the oxidative addition of ammonia to complex 1.
Isocontour value of 0.8. Core basins in purple, hydrogenated in blue and disynaptic in green. Hydrogen basins are omitted for simplicity.
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The electron populations of V(Ir,X), V(Ir,P1) and V(Ir,P2)
decrease on going from R and P. This supports the electron-
donating role of the PXP ligand, although for X = B, CH and SiH
there is an increment of the electronic population of the V(Ir,X)
basin at the TS. N–H bond breaking takes place before the
transition structure is reached for all complexes, no change
being observed in the ELF topology between the TS and P.
Therefore, the bond breaking/forming events do not depend on
the nature of X. However, different trends are appreciated in the
electronic population amounts of the V(Ir,X) and V(Ir,NNH3)
basins which can explain the reported activation and reaction
energies.
For all complexes, the variation of the integrated electron
density for each ELF basin along the reaction path has been
calculated and the changes in the ELF topology have been
characterized. In Fig. 3, the reaction paths for complexes 1–3
are shown, indicating the two turning points in ELF topology
found. The integrated ELF basin populations along the reaction
path for complex 2 is shown in Fig. 4 and the values for the
starting and ending points of each associated structural stabi-
lity domain (SSD) are collected in Table 2 (see ESI† for the other
complexes, 1 and 3–5). The analysis of the basin electron popu-
lations allows establishing the curly arrow diagram also depicted
in Fig. 3.
The first SSD starts at the reactant and finishes at the trans-
formation of the disynaptic V(N,H1) basin to a monosynaptic
V(H1) basin through a fold-type catastrophe, according to cata-
strophe theory. Along this domain, the change is the reorientation
of the bound ammonia from Z1-N to Z2-NH given by the approxi-
mation of the hydrogen to the metal, from 2.778 Å to 1.765 Å.
Therefore, the energetic variation of this SSD can be associated to
partial decoordination of the ammonia lone pair from the metal
and activation of the N–H bond by the metal. As suggested by
Macgregor,23 the stronger/weaker Lewis acid character of the
metallic fragment should not affect the energetics of both
processes. Inspection of the energetic increments along the
first SSD for complexes 1 (17.6 kcal mol1), 3 (16.1 kcal mol1),
and 5 (17.5 kcal mol1) confirms this point. The cationic
complex 4 presents a higher energy (24.6 kcal mol1), which
can be attributed to the much stronger complexation energy of
ammonia to the metal, as compared to the other cases.
The second SSD is very short on the reaction path, being
completed when the monosynaptic V(H1) basin merges with the
V(Ir) basin forming themetal-hydride bond V(Ir,H1). Noteworthily,
the V(H1) basin integrates to slightly more than 2 electrons,
therefore it can be considered formally as a hydride transfer
Scheme 4 Proposed resonance structures for Ir(III) product.
Fig. 3 Energy profiles for the oxidative addition of NH3 to the (PXP)Ir (X =
B, CH, N) fragment calculated at the B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP level. Bifurca-
tion points along the reaction paths are represented by dots. Representa-
tion of the electronic rearrangements according to ELF basin populations.
Fig. 4 Integrated electron density for some ELF basins along the calcu-
lated IRC path for the oxidative addition of NH3 to the (PCHP)Ir fragment.
Bifurcation points separating the SSDs indicated by vertical lines. Basin
populations in electrons. Right axis for V(Ir) basin and left axis for the other
basins (disynaptic).
Table 2 Reaction coordinates (IRC, amu1/2 Bohr), energy relative to the
reactant (E, B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP, in kcal mol1), some geometrical
parameters (in Å) and selected ELF basin populations for the initial and
final points of the SSDs defined on the reaction path for NH3 oxidative
addition at complex 2
Complex 2 (X = CH) SSD-I SSD-II SSD-III
Rx 1.95 0.4 0.35 0.25 0.2 4.95
E 0.1 16.7 18.1 20.7 21.8 1.0
dN–H1 1.022 1.157 1.198 1.294 1.344 3.394
dIr–H1 2.778 1.765 1.738 1.692 1.672 1.597
dIr–N 2.256 2.185 2.183 2.182 2.181 1.996
dIrX 2.123 2.128 2.129 2.131 2.131 2.159
V(Ir,NNH3) 1.97 2.36 2.45 2.58 3.28 3.77
V(Ir,P1) 2.51 2.4 2.43 2.41 2.42 2.36
V(Ir,P2) 2.49 2.42 2.46 2.4 2.41 2.37
V(Ir,C1) 1.68 1.68 1.69 1.69 1.69 1.52
V(H,N) 1.97 1.87 — — — —
V(H1) — — 2.29 2.16 — —
V(Ir,H1) — — — — 1.45 1.8
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process. Inspection of Fig. 4 shows that the electron density of
the V(Ir) basins drops dramatically along this SSD. Therefore,
this step can be associated with the metal oxidation process
from Ir(I) to Ir(III) which should be facilitated when weaker
Lewis acid ligands are employed (B and SiH). Considering the
five complexes, the energetic increments along SSD are 5.8 (B),
2.6 (CH), 1.7 (N), 4.1 (O) and 3.2 (SiH) kcal mol1, which do not
agree with the expected trend. However, one should keep in
mind that the ionic component of Ir–X bond also has to be
taken into account. The analysis of Ir–X bond using a comple-
mentary methodology suitable for such ionic interactions will
be discussed in the next section.
For all complexes, the third SSD starts shortly before the TS
is reached and no more changes in the ELF topology are
observed until the final product is obtained. Then, within this
SSD there are geometrical changes from a square planar dis-
position of the ligands around the metal up to a distorted
trigonal bipyramid which stabilize the final product. A transfer-
ence of the electron population from the non-shared V(Ir) basins
to the V(Ir,NNH3) basin is observed. Comparison between differ-
ent (PXP) ligands reveals that for s-donor ligands such as those
of complexes 1 (X = B) and 5 (X = SiH) another transference from
V(Ir,X) to V(Ir) compensates the electronic population of non-
shared V(Ir). For more electronegative X groups (N and O), such a
transference is not observed.
Analysis of the ionic interactions between Ir and X using IQA
methodology
In order to analyze the possible energetic change in the ionic
interaction between Ir and X, an energy decomposition analysis
is detailed in this section. Within the IQA framework, the
interaction energy between two fragments, defined for an atom
or a group of atoms, is partitioned into a classical component by
adding the Ven, Vne, Vnn, and the Coulombic part of Vee (V
AB
c ) and
a non-classical, quantum mechanical or exchange correlation
term (V ABxc ). These two terms, classical and exchange–correlation,
can be associated with the traditional chemical concepts of
ionicity and covalency.40 The atomic charges, interaction energies
and ionic and covalent terms between Ir and X atoms, calculated
with the IQA scheme are reported in Table 3 while the trends for
the ionic terms are plotted in Fig. 5.
Looking for insights into the dependence of activation
energies on the nature of X on the (PXP)Ir fragment, the inter-
action energies between the Ir and X atoms at R and TS are
analyzed. Interatomic interaction energies cannot be directly
related to the total energies because other terms (such as atomic
deformation) are not included for simplicity. Hence, whenmoving
from R to TS, complex 1 suffers an energetic destabilization of
0.048 a.u. which is due to the weaker ionic interaction between
the Ir and X atoms (0.044 a.u.).
The same behavior, even more pronounced due to the larger
positive charge on the Si atom, is observed for complex 5
(X = SiH), 0.115 a.u. Interestingly, the interaction energies
between the Ir and C atoms at R and the TS are nearly identical
for complex 2, 0.001 a.u. In this case, the bond energetics
are not perturbed by the oxidative addition of the N–H bond.
The other two remaining complexes, 3 and 4, show the opposite
trend to 1 and 5. The energetic interaction between the Ir and
X atoms is stronger at the TS compared to the R, 0.026 a.u.
and 0.020 a.u. for X = N and O, respectively. This energetic
stabilization of the TS for complexes 3 and 4 is of electrostatic
nature. In Fig. 5, the trends of the ionic interaction energy
between Ir and X atoms can be clearly visualized, complexes 1
and 5 increase the activation energy (and the reaction energy).
In contrast, complexes 3 and 4 favour both the kinetics and
thermodynamics due to the stronger ionic interaction between
the Ir and X atoms.
These trends can be rationalized considering the fact that
the atomic charges at X are positive for B and Si while negative
for C, N and O (see Tables 1 and 3) due to its electronegativity.
As revealed by the previous bonding evolution analysis along the
reaction path, the oxidation of the metal takes place before the
TS and the electronic density from its lone pairs are transferred
to the Ir–N and Ir–H bonds. Consequently the atomic charge at
the metal shows less negative (or more positive) values. On
comparison between R and TS, the complexes containing B and
Table 3 QTAIM integrated properties: interaction EIrXint, classical V
IrX
cl and
exchange–correlation VIrXXC energies, in atomic units between Ir and X
atoms for R, TS and P of complexes 1–5. Atomic charges for Ir, q(Ir), and
X, q(X), are also included
Complex Structure EIrXint V
IrX
cl V
IrX
XC q(Ir) q(X)
1 R 0.1965 0.0664 0.1301 0.36 1.39
(X = B) TS 0.1484 0.0228 0.1255 0.05 1.33
P 0.1158 0.0080 0.1078 0.12 1.52
2 R 0.1152 0.0063 0.1088 0.04 0.07
(X = CH) TS 0.1166 0.0128 0.1038 0.21 0.11
P 0.1125 0.0104 0.1021 0.48 0.05
3 R 0.1452 0.0422 0.1030 0.07 1.08
(X = N) TS 0.1724 0.0679 0.1045 0.28 1.10
P 0.1800 0.0886 0.0914 0.58 1.07
4 R 0.1005 0.0409 0.0596 0.13 1.03
(X = O) TS 0.1176 0.0605 0.0571 0.34 1.04
P 0.1293 0.0802 0.0491 0.59 1.04
5 R 0.4553 0.3704 0.0848 0.80 2.57
(X = SiH) TS 0.3404 0.2538 0.0866 0.46 2.47
P 0.3149 0.2427 0.0722 0.24 2.64
Fig. 5 Plots of the interacting quantum atom values for the classical inter-
action energy, VIrXcl , between the QTAIM atomic basins of atoms Ir and
X (X = B, CH, N, O, SiH) at the stationary points.
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Si (positive atomic charges) will decrease the electrostatic
interaction with the metal (less negative atomic charge) and
then the activation barrier will be higher. In the contrast, those
complexes with a more negative atomic charge (N and O) will
increase the ionic interaction with the metal and consequently
the activation barrier will be lowered.
Experimental section
Computational details
All DFT theoretical calculations have been performed using the
Gaussian 09 program package.47 The B3LYP method48 has been
employed including the D3 dispersion correction scheme devel-
oped by Grimme49 using the Becke–Johnson damping50 for
both energies and gradient calculations in conjunction with the
‘‘ultrafine’’ grid. The def2-SVP basis set51 has been selected for
all atoms for geometry optimizations, performing single point
calculations with the def2-TZVP basis set to refine energy
results. The nature of the stationary points has been confirmed
by analytical frequency analysis, and the transition states were
characterized by calculation of the reaction paths following the
intrinsic reaction coordinate. The complexation energies are
defined as:
DEcomplex = E(F) + E(NH3)  E(R) (1)
where R stands for the reactant and F for the metallic fragment.
Atomic charges have been calculated using the natural bond
analysis and the QTAIM methodology, while bond orders have
been found using the Wiberg approach. The ELF study was
performed with the TopMod program52 using the corresponding
monodeterminantal B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-SVP wave functions in a
tridimensional grid of 200 points in each direction. The IQA
analysis was performed using the AIMAll package.53 The ELF plots
ofmolecular structures were represented using Chimera software.54
Conclusions
The successful design of new organometallic complexes with
improved catalytic properties can only be achieved if there is a
detailed understating of the electronic effects determining its
reactivity. In this work, the activation and reaction energies for
the N–H bond activation of ammonia using (PXP)Ir (X = B, CH,
N, O and SiH) pincer complexes are calculated showing the
crucial impact of the X group. The electronic factors determining
the process are explained using theoretical tools based on the
topological analysis of the electron localization function and the
IQA energy decomposition between Ir and X. These methods are
employed in a complementary way; the ELF analyzes in detail
the rearrangements of electron pairs while the IQA allows
quantifying ionic interaction energies at the stationary points.
The following conclusions can be drawn:
(i) The oxidative addition of N–H bond by the (PXP)Ir metallic
fragments do not follow the Hammond postulate, the chemical
events occurring near the TS and the product are dissimilar as
revealed by the bonding evolution theory.
(ii) For the five considered complexes, a correlation is found
between the reaction energy and lability of the coordinated
ammonia ligand, which is controlled by the trans-influence of
the X ligand. Strong trans-influence ligands favor exothermic
reactions.
(iii) Analysis of the electronic rearrangements along the
reaction using bonding evolution theory reveals that the two
chemical events found take place before the TS for all consid-
ered complexes. The first SSD corresponds to the ammonia
reorientation followed by N–H bond activation. In the next SSD,
the hydride is transferred to the metal center which is then
oxidized, and an important transfer of electron density from
the Ir non-shared pairs to the Ir–N bond is detected. The final
SSD, starts at the TS and concludes at the final product. Along
this step, there are geometrical changes and the transfer from
the Ir non-shared pairs to the Ir–N bond continues. For X = B
and SiH, the non-shared electron pairs of Ir receive electron
density from the Ir–X bond.
(iv) Calculated activation energies for NH3 oxidative addition
by (PXP)Ir metallic fragments are strongly dependent on the
nature of the X atom. The activation energy depends on three
main factors: (i) ammonia reorientation from Z1-N to Z2-NH
(involving partial decoordination of ammonia), (ii) N–H bond
activation and (iii) the metal oxidation process. The energetic
cost of factors (i) and (ii) are similar for complexes containing
X = B, CH, N and SiH (around 17 kcal mol1) while it is larger
for X = O (24.6 kcal mol1) due to the stronger ammonia
coordination to a cationic metallic fragment. Metal oxidation
decreases its atomic charge and the ionic interactions between
Ir and X vary differently for the considered (PXP)Ir fragments
depending on the electronegativity of X atom.
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of aromatic C–H bonds: substrate survey and
mechanistic insights†
Laura Rubio-Pe´rez,a Manuel Iglesias, *a Julen Muna´rriz,b Victor Polo,b
Vincenzo Passarelli, ac Jesu´s J. Pe´rez-Torrente a and Luis A. Oro*ad
A well-defined NHC–Ir(III) catalyst, [Ir(H)2(IPr)(py)3][BF4] (IPr ¼ 1,3-bis-(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-2-
ylidene), that provides access to a wide range of aryl- and heteroaryl-silanes by intermolecular
dehydrogenative C–H bond silylation has been prepared and fully characterized. The directed and non-
directed functionalisation of C–H bonds has been accomplished successfully using an arene as the
limiting reagent and a variety of hydrosilanes in excess, including Et3SiH, Ph2MeSiH, PhMe2SiH, Ph3SiH
and (EtO)3SiH. Examples that show unexpected selectivity patterns that stem from the presence of
aromatic substituents in hydrosilanes are also presented. The selective bisarylation of bis(hydrosilane)s by
directed or non-directed silylation of C–H bonds is also reported herein. Theoretical calculations at the
DFT level shed light on the intermediate species in the catalytic cycle and the role played by the ligand
system on the Ir(III)/Ir(I) mechanism.Introduction
Organosilicon compounds are key building blocks in modern
organic synthesis, oen used as intermediates for complex
molecules or monomers for silicone polymers. The synthetic
versatility of organosilanes can be attributed to their straight-
forward functionalisation by various organic transformations,
together with the low cost and non-toxic nature of silicon
reagents.1 Moreover, conjugated organosilicon materials are
attractive targets per se owing to their unique properties, which
permit widespread applicability in the elds of organic elec-
tronics and photonics.2,3
The preparation of organosilanes by catalytic silylation of
C–H bonds represents a more atom- and step-efficient alterna-
tive to stoichiometric processes4 and cross-coupling reactions.5
The silylation of arenes and heteroarenes, in particular, is an
important reaction due to the ubiquitous presence of these
moieties in natural products and materials. These reactions are, Universidad de Zaragoza – CSIC, Pedro
l: miglesia@unizar.es; oro@unizar.es
de Biocomputacio´n y F´ısica de Sistemas
edro Cerbuna 12, 50009 Zaragoza, Spain
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erals (KFUPM), Dhahran 31261, Saudi
(ESI) available: Spectroscopic and
res and computational details. X-ray
CDC 1507888, 1507890 and 1507889,
data in CIF or other electronic format
hemistry 2017typically divided into two main groups: intermolecular and
intramolecular. The former requires prefunctionalisation of the
(hetero)arene with a hydrosilane moiety, whichmay be achieved
by hydrosilylation or dehydrogenative silylation using di(hydro)
silanes.6 Intermolecular silylations may be classied into
directed and undirected reactions. Directed silylations require
the presence of a coordinating group in the substrate that
reversibly binds to the catalyst. This interaction leaves a C–H
bond in the proximity of the active site, which facilitates its
activation and denes the selectivity of the process. These
reactions mostly use disilanes7 or hydrosilanes as silicon sour-
ces. The latter usually requires the presence of a hydrogen
acceptor,8 although acceptor-less reactions have also been
described.9 Undirected silylation reactions, on the other hand,
make use of substrates that lack a coordinating group that is
able to direct the reaction. These are more challenging
substrates due to their ensuing selectivity issues and low reac-
tivity; however, the scope of this reaction has experienced
signicant progress10 since the early reports by Curtis and
Berry.11
In spite of the prodigious advances that the C–H silylation
methodology has experienced in recent years,12 there is still
much room for further development. On the lookout for
expanding the synthetic reach of this catalytic process, various
improvements may be envisaged: (1) the use of more syntheti-
cally useful hydrosilane partners is an unresolved problem.12a
For instance, the preparation of organotrialkoxysilanes by
catalytic C–H bond silylation remains widely unexplored.13–15 (2)
A comprehensive survey of hydro(aryl)silanes would be of
interest owing to the potential applicability of these reactions inChem. Sci., 2017, 8, 4811–4822 | 4811
Chemical Science Edge Articlethe synthesis of new materials. Only a limited number of
examples has been hitherto reported on this topic.16,17 (3) The
use of an arene as the limiting reagent is of remarkable
importance for the synthetic applicability of this reaction since
the arene is frequently the most valuable component in these
transformations. Examples of non-directed silylation of arenes
under this stoichiometry are scarce and a wider substrate scope,
especially regarding unactivated substrates, is highly
desirable.18
Most of the literature on the catalytic dehydrogenative sily-
lation of C–H bonds has focused on the use of “in situ” gener-
ated catalysts from commercial metal precursors and ligands.
However, somewhat less attention has been paid to the devel-
opment of well-dened organometallic complexes.16c,19 In this
regard, the design of catalysts featuring N-heterocyclic carbenes
(NHCs) as ancillary ligands has been surprisingly overlooked,19b
especially when taking into account their success story in
homogeneous catalysis.20
We report herein on the synthesis and characterization of
a well-dened Ir(III)–NHC complex that behaves as an efficient
and versatile catalyst for the dehydrogenative silylation of
aromatic C–H bonds for a wide range of hydrosilanes using an
arene as the limiting reagent. By means of this catalytic process
we have prepared a broad variety of arylsilanes, including
examples of the elusive triarylsilanes and trialkoxysilanes. In
addition, an experimental and theoretical study on the mech-
anism that controls this process is discussed here.
In the search for new catalysts for the silylation of C–H
bonds, we envisaged an NHC–Ir species featuring labile ligands
that would allow for the coordination of substrates and additi-
ves19b,21 while facilitating the C–H and Si–H activation processes
thanks to the unique properties of the NHC ligand.22 On these
grounds, complex [Ir(H)2(IPr)(py)3][BF4] (IPr ¼ 1,3-bis-(2,6-
diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene) (1) would be an excellent
candidate for this study since the pyridine ligands can be
straightforwardly substituted23 and the two hydrides may be
removed with a hydrogen acceptor or expelled as molecular
hydrogen.24Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization of the pre-catalyst
Complex 1 was prepared in good yield in acetone from [Ir(ace-
tone)(COD)(IPr)][BF4] (COD ¼ 1,5-cyclooctadiene) in the pres-
ence of excess pyridine (py) under a hydrogen atmosphere
(Scheme 1).25Scheme 1 Synthesis of complex 1.
4812 | Chem. Sci., 2017, 8, 4811–4822Crystals of complex 1 were obtained by the slow diffusion of
diethyl ether into a saturated dichloromethane solution. Its
global connectivity pattern was conrmed by single crystal X-ray
diffraction (Fig. 1). The molecular structure of 1 shows that the
iridium centre adopts a slightly distorted octahedral geometry
and the two pyridines cis to the IPr ligand are visibly displaced
from the equatorial plane, probably due to the steric interfer-
ence of the bulky wingtip groups of the NHC. Remarkably, the
two pyridines in the equatorial plane, trans to the hydrides,
feature longer Ir–N bond lengths compared to that situated in
the trans position to the IPr ligand.
The 1H NMR spectrum of 1 shows a singlet peak in the high
eld region at d¼22.48 ppm for both hydride ligands. The IPr
ligand presents one singlet peak for the NCH protons at d ¼
7.07 ppm and a septuplet peak for the CHMe2 protons of the
isopropyl groups at d¼ 2.87 ppm, which suggests a fast rotation
of the NHC ligand about the Ir–C bond at room temperature.
Variable temperature NMR analysis shows no line broad-
ening at 193 K, which is consistent with a free energy rotation
barrier lower than ca. 30 kJ mol1. Two different types of pyri-
dine ligands are observed at d ¼ 8.14 and 7.84 ppm in a 2 : 1
ratio respectively and are positioned in a facial arrangement.
The distinct environments observed for the pyridine ligands
(labeled “a” and “b” in Scheme 1) are consistent with pyridine
dissociation being slow on the NMR time scale.
The most representative resonance in the 13C NMR spectrum
is that corresponding to the carbene carbon at d ¼ 154.7 ppm.
The 19F NMR spectrum conrms the cationic nature of 1 with
a peak at d ¼ 155.2 ppm that is assigned to the BF4
counterion.Fig. 1 ORTEP view of the cation [Ir(H)2(IPr)(py)3]
+ in 1 with
a numbering scheme adopted. Most of the hydrogens are omitted for
clarity and thermal ellipsoids are at 50% probability. Selected bond
lengths (A) and angles (): C(1)–N(2) 1.378(4), C(1)–N(5) 1.379(4), C(1)–
Ir(1) 1.996(3), N(30)–Ir(1) 2.180(3), N(36)–Ir(1) 2.231(3), N(42)–Ir(1)
2.126(3), N(2)–C(1)–N(5) 102.2(3), C(1)–Ir(1)–N(42) 172.88(13), C(1)–
Ir(1)–N(30) 95.39(13), N(42)–Ir(1)–N(30) 89.24(12), C(1)–Ir(1)–N(36)
103.04(13), N(42)–Ir(1)–N(36) 81.93(11), N(30)–Ir(1)–N(36) 94.44(11).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Scheme 3 Non-directed dehydrogenative silylation of aromatic and
heteroaromatic rings. Reaction conditions: cat 1 (5 mol%), norbornene
(0.40 mmol), arene (0.13 mmol), R3SiH (0.40 mmol) in THF (2 mL) at
 a
Edge Article Chemical ScienceCatalysis
Initial catalytic tests using 1 as a pre-catalyst and 2-(2-thienyl)
pyridine as a substrate focused on the optimisation of the
reaction conditions and the assessment of whether a hydrogen
acceptor would be required. When norbornene was employed as
a hydrogen acceptor, a nearly quantitative yield was obtained
aer 24 h at 110 C; however, under acceptor-less conditions
only a 45% yield was achieved. Other hydrogen acceptors such
as cyclohexene or 3,3-dimethyl-1-butene were tested, although
somewhat lower yields were obtained.
In order to assess the scope of 1 as a pre-catalyst for the
silylation of C–H bonds with different hydrosilanes, a variety of
aromatic substrates with and without a directing group
(Schemes 2 and 3, respectively) were examined. The catalytic
reactions were performed in THF at 110 C in a sealed ask
using a 5mol% catalyst loading and a hydrosilane/arene ratio of
3 : 1.
The use of 1 as a pre-catalyst permits the silylation of 2-(2-
thienyl)pyridine with a wide range of hydrosilanes, namely,
Et3SiH, Ph2MeSiH, PhMe2SiH, Ph3SiH and (EtO)3SiH. Remark-
ably, to the best of our knowledge, these are the only examples
of the intermolecular catalytic silylation of aryl C–H bonds that
successfully employ triaryl-17 or trialkoxy-silanes (excluding theScheme 2 Directed dehydrogenative silylation of aromatic and het-
eroaromatic rings. Reaction conditions: cat 1 (5 mol%), norbornene
(0.40 mmol), arene (0.13 mmol), R3SiH (0.40 mmol) in THF (2 mL) at
110 C. Isolated yields are shown. a Yield determined by 1H NMR using
THF-d8.
110 C. Isolated yields are shown. Disilylated product was identified in
7% yield.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017boron catalysed silylation of N,N-dimethylaniline reported by
Hou et al.10a and the silatranes reported by Miyaura et al.13).
However, in the case of the latter, no product was recovered
when purication of the crude mixture was attempted by
column chromatography. Other substrates featuring nitrogen-
containing directing groups, namely, 1-phenylpyrazole, 2-phe-
nylpyridine, and 2-(p-tolyl)pyridine, were also successfully con-
verted to the silylated products, except for triethoxysilane
(Scheme 2). To our surprise, the silylation of 2-(p-tolyl)pyridine
showed an unexpected selectivity shi when aromatic silanes
were used instead of triethylsilane. In contrast to the previous
examples, the directing group, i.e. the pyridine moiety,
undergoes exclusive silylation of its C5–H bond. This rare
selectivity has also been reported recently by Oestreich and co-
workers.26
The intermolecular non-directed silylation of aromatic and
heteroaromatic molecules was also achieved by employing an
arene as the limiting reactant (3 equivalents of silane). Among
these reactions, the regioselective silylation of naphthalene at
the C2-position was also achieved. This is, to the extent of our
knowledge, the rst example of naphthalene functionalisation
by catalytic C–H bond silylation. The silylation of m-xylene,
thiophene, benzothiophene and 2-methylthiophene was also
regioselective, which contrasts to the mixture of regioisomers
obtained for uoro-, chloro-, ethylbenzene and sec-butylben-
zene using triethylsilane (Scheme 3). To our delight, the selec-
tive silylation of chlorobenzene to afford the para isomer
exclusively was accomplished with PhMe2SiH.
The relative reactivity of the different silanes may be esti-
mated from the results presented in Schemes 2 and 3. The leastChem. Sci., 2017, 8, 4811–4822 | 4813
Chemical Science Edge Articlereactive silane is (EtO)3SiH since it only works for the most
reactive substrate, 2-thienylpyridine, and requires a reaction
time of 96 h. The following hydrosilanes in an ascending order
of reactivity would be Ph3SiH, as longer reaction times are
required, then Et3SiH, Ph2MeSiH and PhMe2SiH, which usually
show similar reactivity.
A competitive experiment was performed using 1 equivalent
of 2-phenylpyridine and 1 equivalent of ethylbenzene with
Et3SiH under the reaction conditions described in Scheme 2 in
order to assess the relative reactivity of directed and non-
directed reactions. Exclusive silylation of 2-phenylpyridine was
observed, which supports the expected reactivity boost that
stems from the presence of a directing group.
The selective synthesis of bisarylated bis(silanes) was ach-
ieved by the reaction of arenes with the bis(hydrosilane)s,
employing 1 as a pre-catalyst (Scheme 4). It is worth mentioning
that, in contrast to other examples in the literature, no forma-
tion of the monoarylated products10b was observed in spite of
using excess bis(hydrosilane)s. Due to its unique selectivity, this
reaction may nd application as a method for the chemo-
selective synthesis of new conjugated organosilicon materials,
which have been hitherto prepared by means of stoichiometric
reactions3b,e,f,27 or catalytic silylation from aryl halides.28Mechanistic insights
The mechanistic knowledge of this type of reaction is mainly
restricted to the experimental study by Hartwig et al.21 on the
Rh(I)-catalyzed silylation of arenes, and the theoretical calcula-
tions reported by Murata and co-workers on a Ru-catalysed
process.29 A plausible mechanism for an Ir(III)-catalysed silyla-
tion reaction was proposed by Mashima et al.,19b however, no
kinetic or theoretical support for this postulation has been
presented so far.
In order to attain a better understanding of the catalytic cycle
that operates in these reactions, a computational study at the
DFT level was performed using the B3LYP-D3(PCM)/def2TZVP//
B3LYP-D3/def2SVP theoretical level which considered the pre-Scheme 4 Directed and non-directed dehydrogenative silylation of
aromatic and heteroaromatic rings with bis(hydrosilane)s. Reaction
conditions: cat 1 (5 mol%), norbornene (0.40 mmol), arene (0.13
mmol), bis(hydrosilane) (0.40 mmol) in THF (2 mL) at 110 C. Isolated
yields are shown.
4814 | Chem. Sci., 2017, 8, 4811–4822catalyst 1, 2-phenylpyridine, HSiMe3 as a model for the hydro-
silane and NBE (norbornene) as the hydrogen acceptor. The
energetic proles for the directed silylation of 2-phenylpyridine,
with and without NBE as the hydrogen acceptor, are shown in
Fig. 2 and 3.
The rst part of the mechanism involves the dehydrogena-
tion of 1 by the hydrogen acceptor to give a square planar Ir(I)
species capable of undergoing cyclometallation with 2-phenyl-
pyridine. The dehydrogenation of 1 with NBE requires the
exchange of the pyridine ligand by the olen followed by the
migratory insertion of the double bond into one Ir–H bond via
3‡ (‡ denotes a transition state) and surmounting an energy
barrier of 19.0 kcal mol1. The alkyl intermediate is thus formed
and the remaining hydride ligand undergoes reductive elimi-
nation through 5‡ to give norbornane (NBA) and the Ir(I) square-
planar intermediate 6. The overall dehydrogenation process is
exergonic (15.2 kcal mol1) and features an activation energy
of 21.0 kcal mol1. Coordination of 2-phenylpyridine (Phpy) and
dissociation of pyridine affords 7, which subsequently releases
a second py ligand and undergoes oxidative addition of the C–H
bond adjacent to the pyridine moiety through a barrierless
process (ESI†) to yield 8 (27.0 kcal mol1). Alternatively, the
non-directed o-, m- and p- activations of the Ph ring present
remarkably higher activation barriers, and a certain amount of
para or meta product would be expected due to the similar
energies of their transition states (see ESI†). Hence, N-
coordination of Phpy is required to explain the selectivity of
the reaction, which is similar to Morokuma’s study.30
At this point, coordination of py affords the resting state 9,
which can be isolated by reacting 1 with Phpy (vide infra).
Coordination of the silane to 8 yields 10, which undergoes s-
complex assisted metathesis (s-CAM) between the Ir–C bond of
the phenyl moiety and the Si–H bond of the silane via transition
state 11‡, thus yielding the dihydride intermediate 12.
An alternative Ir(V) pathway has been discarded since no
stationary point on the potential energy surface could be found
for the hypothetically conceivable Ir(V) intermediate resulting
from the oxidative addition of the silane to the cyclometalated
species, which agrees with the mechanism proposed by
Mashima and co-workers.19b Finally, the substitution of the
silylated substrate by a pyridine molecule releases the reaction
product and regenerates 1; this process is neatly exergonic by
23.1 kcal mol1. The effective activation energy for the cata-
lytic cycle is 27.2 kcal mol1 based on the energy span concept,31
which is dened in this case by the off-cycle species 9 and
transition state 11‡.
Alternatively, the thermic dehydrogenation of 1 to give 6 is
also affordable under the reaction conditions but the overall
process is thermodynamically much less favourable (Fig. 3). It is
worth noting that no transition structures could be found in the
reductive elimination of H2 from 1 to form 6 plus hydrogen (see
ESI†).32 The thermodynamics for the acceptor and acceptor-less
reaction proles differ by 34.5 kcal mol1, which is approxi-
mately equal to the DH for the hydrogenation of norbornene
(33.2 kcal mol1).33 In addition, the higher energy span found
for this process explains the lower reactivity observed for the
acceptor-less reaction (27.2 kcal mol1 and 34.6 kcal mol1 forThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Fig. 2 DFT calculated Gibbs free energy profile at 110 C and a concentration of 1 M (in kcal mol1 and relative to 1 and the isolated molecules)
for the Ir-catalysed silylation of 2-phenylpyridine with a hydrogen acceptor.
Edge Article Chemical Sciencethe acceptor and acceptor-less processes, respectively). The
possibility of oxidative addition of the silane over the NHC–Ir(I)
intermediate 7 was also studied; however, the resulting species
(70) is 9.3 kcal mol1 less stable than that resulting from the
oxidative addition of the C–H bond (9) and only 7.7 kcal mol1
more stable than 7. Therefore, 70 may be in equilibrium with 7
under the reaction conditions, thus allowing for the trans-
formation of 70 into 9.Reactivity studies
Reactivity of 1. In the search for experimental evidence that
would support the mechanism proposed above, several stoi-
chiometric experiments were performed. The reaction ofFig. 3 DFT calculated Gibbs free energy profile at 110 C and a concentr
for the Ir-catalysed silylation of 2-phenylpyridine without a hydrogen ac
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017complex 1 at room temperature with 1 equivalent of 2-phenyl-
pyridine (Phpy), 2-thienylpyridine (Thpy), 2-(p-tolyl)pyridine (p-
tolylpy) or 1-phenylimidazole (Phpz), with and without norbor-
nene, afforded the corresponding cyclometalated derivatives:
complexes 9 and 13–15 (Scheme 5). In this regard, the sluggish
formation of complexes 9 and 13–15 in the presence of nor-
bornene at room temperature, and the concomitant generation
of norbornane, agrees with the calculated energy barrier (21.0
kcal mol1) for the formation of intermediate 9.
All of the complexes were isolated as air stable solids and
fully characterized by multinuclear NMR spectroscopy. In
addition, the molecular structures of complexes 9 and 13 were
determined by X-ray diffraction analysis on suitable crystals thatation of 1 M (in kcal mol1 and relative to 1 and the isolated molecules)
ceptor.
Chem. Sci., 2017, 8, 4811–4822 | 4815
Scheme 5 Synthesis of complexes 9 and 13–15.
Fig. 5 ORTEP view of the cation [Ir(H)(IPr)(Thpy-1H)(py)2]
+ in
13$1.5$CH2Cl2 with a numbering scheme adopted. Most of the
hydrogens are omitted for clarity and thermal ellipsoids are at 50%
probability. Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (): C(1)–N(2) 1.375(5),
C(1)–N(5) 1.382(5), C(1)–Ir(1) 2.007(4), C(30)–Ir(1) 2.013(4), N(36)–Ir(1)
2.195(4), N(41)–Ir(1) 2.146(4), N(47)–Ir(1) 2.176(4), N(2)–C(1)–N(5)
102.8(3), C(1)–Ir(1)–C(30) 97.21(17), C(1)–Ir(1)–N(41) 170.95(15), C(30)–
Ir(1)–N(41) 83.69(16), C(1)–Ir(1)–N(47) 92.20(15), C(30)–Ir(1)–N(47)
170.58(16), N(41)–Ir(1)–N(47) 86.97(14), C(1)–Ir(1)–N(36) 100.97(15),
C(30)–Ir(1)–N(36) 79.16(17), N(41)–Ir(1)–N(36) 88.05(13), N(47)–Ir(1)–
N(36) 99.36(15).
Chemical Science Edge Articlewere obtained by slow diffusion of diethyl ether into a solution
of the corresponding complex in CH2Cl2 (Fig. 4 and 5).
The most representative resonances in the 1H NMR are those
in the higheld region, corresponding to the hydrido ligands,
which shi upon cyclometallation of the substrate from d ¼
22.48 ppm in 1 to d ¼ 18.14, 19.30, 18.10 and
19.70 ppm in 9, 13, 14 and 15, respectively.
Besides, APT, HSQC and HMBC NMR experiments support
the metallation of the corresponding substrates, thereby con-
rming the directed C–H activation process.
The X-ray diffraction analysis provides valuable information
that may shed light into the selectivity patterns observed in
directed silylation. In both compounds the Ir(III) centre shows
a distorted octahedral geometry with the cyclometalated ligand
accommodated in the equatorial plane, cis to the IPr ligand. The
pyridine moiety in the Phpy-1H and Thpy-1H ligands is situatedFig. 4 ORTEP view of the cation [Ir(H)(IPr)(Phpy-1H)(py)2]
+ in
9$CH2Cl2 with a numbering scheme adopted. Most of the hydrogens
are omitted for clarity and thermal ellipsoids are at 50% probability.
Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (): C(1)–N(2) 1.375(4), C(1)–N(5)
1.376(4), C(1)–Ir(1) 2.019(4), C(30)–Ir(1) 2.017(3), N(37)–Ir(1) 2.186(3),
N(42)–Ir(1) 2.138(3), N(48)–Ir(1) 2.194(3), N(2)–C(1)–N(5) 102.5(3),
C(30)–Ir(1)–C(1) 99.60(14), C(30)–Ir(1)–N(42) 82.93(13), C(1)–Ir(1)–
N(42) 168.91(12), C(30)–Ir(1)–N(37) 79.42(13), C(1)–Ir(1)–N(37)
101.11(13), N(42)–Ir(1)–N(37) 89.96(12), C(30)–Ir(1)–N(48) 164.74(12),
C(1)–Ir(1)–N(48) 95.37(12), N(42)–Ir(1)–N(48) 81.81(11), N(37)–Ir(1)–
N(48) 100.63(12).
4816 | Chem. Sci., 2017, 8, 4811–4822trans to the hydride, thus allowing the two py ligands to sit trans
to the IPr ligand and the metallated carbon atom.
The distorted geometry of 9 and 13 is attributable to the
steric repulsion between the cumbersome side arms of IPr and
the cyclometalated ligand. This causes the NHC ligand to move
away from Phpy-1H (9) or Thpy-1H (13) (C(1)–Ir(1)–N(42)
168.91(12) and C(1)–Ir(1)–N(37) 101.11(13) for 9 or C(1)–Ir(1)–
N(41) 170.95(15) and C(1)–Ir(1)–N(36) 100.97(15) for 13) and
closer to the apical py ligand (C(30)–Ir(1)–N(42) 82.93(13) for 9
or C(30)–Ir(1)–N(41) 83.69(16) for 13). Moreover, the geometry of
the NHC is also affected: (i) the yaw angle (in plane tilting of the
NHC) is ca. 10 for 9 and 13; (ii) the methyl (iPr) group situated
above the py moiety of the cyclometallated ligand shows
a dihedral angle CAr(C–H)/Cipso(C-iPr)/CCH(iPr)/CMe(iPr) of ca.
26, while the other iPr groups feature dihedral angles between
40 and 57. Both structural parameters are indicative of the
steric constraints originating from cyclometallation. On these
grounds, an increase in steric hindrance in the system, as is the
case for p-tolylpy, which would be exacerbated by the use of
aromatic silanes, may lead to the de-coordination of the py
moiety, reductive elimination and, eventually, oxidative addi-
tion of the C–H that affords the least encumbered species. The
metallated intermediate that originates from the oxidative
addition of the C5–H bond is the one that is situated in the
methyl group furthest from the IPr ligand (see the py-silylation
products described in Scheme 2).This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Scheme 7 Synthesis of complex 17.
Edge Article Chemical ScienceThe reaction of 1 with 1 equivalent of 2,20-bipyridine (bipy)
at room temperature in CH2Cl2 affords complex
[Ir(bipy)(H)2(IPr)(py)][BF4] (16) (Scheme 6), which shows no
catalytic activity. This suggests that the presence of the
chelating ligand, bipy, thwarts the activation of the arene,
which consequently inhibits the catalytic activity of the
complex. Moreover, the addition of pyridine (10 equivalents) to
the reaction of Phpy with Et3SiH, under the conditions
described in Scheme 2, resulted in a signicant decrease in
catalytic activity. In this case, the 1H MNR spectrum of the
crude mixture shows only a 57% conversion, which contrasts to
the example reported in Scheme 2 (without added py) where
total conversion was obtained from the crude mixture.
Reactivity of the cyclometalated complexes. The addition of
3 equivalents of triethylsilane to a solution of 9 in CH2Cl2 at
room temperature renders the starting complex unaltered,
which is consistent with the higher temperatures required for
the formation of the organosilane and the calculated energy
barrier for this process (27.2 kcal mol1 from 9 to 11‡). Attempts
to identify reaction intermediates in situ by NMR spectroscopy
in 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane-d2 showed that no reaction takes
place up to 100 C.
With the intention of nding support for the calculated
mechanism, cyclometalated complexes 9 and 14 were employed
as pre-catalysts under the reaction conditions described in
Scheme 2. The reaction of Phpy with Et3SiH catalysed by 9 and
the reaction of p-tolylpy with Ph2MeSiH catalysed by 14 gave the
silylated products in 81% and 54% yield, respectively (almost
identical yields compared to 1). These experiments, together
with the DFT calculations, seem to suggest that 9 may be
a resting state that enters the catalytic cycle upon loss of
a pyridine ligand.
Moreover, a complex related to 1, namely [Ir(CH3-
CN)(H)(IPr)(Phpy-1H)(PPhMe2)][BF4] (17), which presents
a PPhMe2 ligand trans to the NHC ligand and an acetonitrile
ligand cis to the hydride ligand, instead of the apical and
equatorial pyridine ligands in 1, was prepared (Scheme 7).
When complex 17 was used as a catalyst for the reaction of Phpy
with Et3SiH, under the reaction conditions described in Scheme
2, no silylated product was obtained. The fact that 17 is inactive
towards the silylation of Phpy agrees with the proposed mech-
anism, since a labile position trans to the IPr ligand is required
for the end-on coordination of the silane. Complex 17 features
a strongly coordinating ligand trans to the NHC ligand which
blocks this coordination site, while the availability of an easilyScheme 6 Synthesis of complex 16.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017accessible position cis to the hydride ligand does not seem to
play any role in the reaction, which further supports the
calculated mechanism. In this regard, the use of the IPr ligand
probably facilitates the dissociation of the trans positioned py
ligand (NHCs feature stronger trans effects than the ligands
usually employed for these transformations),34 thus generating
an available coordination site that may account for the unex-
pected activity of this system towards less reactive silanes, e.g.
(EtO)3SiH.
In summary, the reactivity shown by complex 1 and the
cyclometalated complexes 9 and 13–15 is in accordance with the
calculated reaction prole for a variety of reasons: (i) the addi-
tion of an arene to 1 gives the corresponding resting states of
the catalytic cycle (complexes 9 and 13–15), which exhibit
virtually identical catalytic activity compared to 1. Furthermore,
these species become inactive if the position trans to the NHC
ligand, where silane coordination should take place, is blocked
with a phosphane ligand; (ii) the reaction rates are signicantly
reduced in the presence of excess py, moreover, when the two
coordination sites trans to the hydrides in 1 are blocked with
bipy, the resulting complex, 16, is not a competent catalyst for
the silylation of Phpy with Et3SiH; (iii) complex 9 only reacts
with the silane at high temperatures to directly afford the sily-
lated product, which is in agreement with the s-CAM reaction
being the rate limiting step followed by a downslope process
toward the organosilane 1.
Additionally, an experiment employing PhMe2SiD and Phpy
showed no deuterium incorporation into the silylated product,
which also agrees with the proposed mechanism.
Conclusions
We have prepared a well-dened Ir(III) complex that acts as an
efficient pre-catalyst for the intermolecular silylation of a wide
variety of arenes and heteroarenes with and without a directing
group. Moreover, in view of expanding the synthetic applica-
bility of this reaction the (hetero)arene was successfully
employed in all cases as the limiting reagent. This process is
compatible with the use of several hydrosilanes, including
examples with Et3SiH, Ph2MeSiH, PhMe2SiH, Ph3SiH and
(EtO)3SiH. It is worth noting that, in certain cases, the presence
of aromatic substituents in the hydrosilanes triggers unprece-
dented selectivity patterns worthy of a more in-depth study in
the future. The use of 1 as a pre-catalyst also permits the effi-
cient bisarylation of bis(hydrosilane)s by directed or non-
directed silylation of C–H bonds, which may be utilised as
a new tool for the synthesis of conjugated organosilicon
materials.Chem. Sci., 2017, 8, 4811–4822 | 4817
Chemical Science Edge ArticleThe mechanistic studies performed in this work point
towards an Ir(III)/Ir(I) mechanism where the dehydrogenation of
the Ir(III) species 1 generates a very electron-rich NHC–Ir(I)
intermediate 6 that allows for the facile activation of the arene
C–H bond.Experimental
General considerations
All experiments were carried out under an inert atmosphere
using standard Schlenk techniques. The solvents were dried by
known procedures and distilled under argon prior to use or
obtained oxygen- and water-free from a Solvent Purication
System (Innovative Technologies). The starting complex was
prepared according to a literature procedure [Ir(COD)(IPr)(ace-
tone)][BF4].25f All other commercially available starting mate-
rials were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Merck and J. T. Baker
and were used without further purication. H2 gas (>99.5%) was
obtained from Infra.
1H, 13C{1H}, 19F, 1H–29Si HMBC, 1H–13C HMBC, 1H–13C
HSQC and 1H–1H COSY NMR spectra were recorded either on
a Bruker ARX 300 MHz or a Bruker Avance 400 MHz instrument.
Chemical shis (expressed in parts per million) are referenced
to residual solvent peaks for 1H and 13C{1H}, and to an external
reference of CFCl3 for
19F. Coupling constants, J, are given
in Hz. Spectral assignments were achieved by combination of
1H–1H COSY, 13C APT and 1H–13C HSQC/HMBC experiments.
C, H, and N analyses were carried out in a Perkin-Elmer 2400
CHNS/O analyser. GC-MS spectra were recorded on a Hewlett-
Packard GC-MS system. Column chromatography was per-
formed using silica gel (70–230 mesh).Synthesis and characterization of complexes 9 and 13–17‡
[Ir(H)2(IPr)(py)3][BF4] (1). A solution of [Ir(COD)(IPr)(ace-
tone)][BF4] (300 mg, 0.36 mmol) in acetone (10 mL) was reacted
with pyridine (0.5 mL) and stirred under a hydrogen atmo-
sphere (1 bar) for 1 h. The resulting pale yellow solution was
concentrated to ca. 0.5 mL, and treated with diethyl ether to
afford a white solid. The solid was separated by decantation,
washed with diethyl ether and dried in vacuo. A CH2Cl2 solution
(0.4 mL) of this solid (12 mg) was layered with diethyl ether (5
mL) and stored in a glove box at room temperature to afford
crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction. Yield: 72% (234 mg, 0.25
mmol). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2, 263 K): d 8.14 ppm (d, JH–H¼
5.0, 4H, Ho-py-a); 7.84 (d, JH–H ¼ 5.7, 2H, Ho-py-b); 7.71 (t, JH–H ¼
7.6, 2H, Hp-py-a); 7.66 (t, JH–H ¼ 7.5, 1H, Hp-py-b); 7.30 (t, JH–H ¼
7.7, 2H, Hp-IPr); 7.11 (d, JH–H ¼ 7.7, 4H, Hm-IPr); 7.09 (dd, JH–H ¼
7.6, 5.0, 4H, Hm-py-a); 7.07 (s, 2H, ]CHN); 6.96 (dd, JH–H ¼ 7.5,
5.7, 4H, Hm-py-b); 2.87 (sept, JH–H ¼ 6.9, 4H, CHMeIPr); 1.16 and
1.11 (both d, JH–H¼ 6.9, 24H, CHMeIPr);22.48 (s, 2H, Ir–H). 13C
{1H}-APT, HSQC and HMBC NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2, 298 K):
d 155.3 ppm (s, Co-py-b); 154.7 (s, Ir–CIPr); 153.5 (s, Co-py-a); 145.6
(s, Cq-IPr); 138.1 (s, CqN); 136.8 (s, Cp-py-b); 136.6 (s, Cp-py-a); 129.9
(s, Cp-IPr); 125.9 (s, Cm-py-a); 125.7 (s, Cm-py-b); 123.8 (s, Cm-IPr);
28.9 (s, CHMeIPr); 25.9 and 21.6 (both s, CHMeIPr).
19F NMR
(400 NMR, CD2Cl2, 298 K): d 155.2 ppm (s, BF4). Anal. calcd.4818 | Chem. Sci., 2017, 8, 4811–4822for C42H54BF4IrN5 (908.40 + CH2Cl2): C, 52.02; H, 5.69; N,
7.05%. Found: C, 51.95; H, 5.85; N, 6.85%.
[Ir(H)(IPr)(Phpy-1H)(py)2][BF4] (9). 2-Phenylpyridine (19 mL,
0.13 mmol) was added to a solution of 1 (120 mg, 0.13 mmol) in
5 mL of dichloromethane and the resulting solution was stirred
for 40 min at room temperature. Aer this time, the resulting
light yellow solution was concentrated to ca. 0.5 mL and diethyl
ether was added to give a white solid. The solid thus formed was
separated by decantation, washed with diethyl ether and dried
in vacuo. Yield: 63% (82 mg, 0.08 mmol). A CH2Cl2 solution (0.3
mL) of the solid (10 mg) was layered with diethyl ether (5 mL)
and stored in a glove box at room temperature to afford crystals
suitable for X-ray diffraction. 1H NMR (300MHz, CD2Cl2, 298 K):
d 8.24 ppm (d, JH–H ¼ 5.1, 2H, Ho-py-a); 7.92 (t, JH–H ¼ 6.6, 1H,
Hp-py-a); 7.91 (d, JH–H ¼ 7.9, 1H, H3-py); 7.72 (dd, JH–H ¼ 7.9, 6.7,
1H, H4-py); 7.55 (d, JH–H ¼ 7.9, 1H, Ho-Ph); 7.49 (t, JH–H ¼ 6.7, 1H,
Hp-py-b); 7.47 (t, JH–H ¼ 6.6, 2H, Hp-IPr); 7.40 (d, JH–H ¼ 5.6, 1H,
H6-py); 7.37 (d, JH–H ¼ 6.0, 2H, Ho-py-b); 7.31 (dd, JH–H ¼ 6.6, 5.1,
2H, Hm-py-a); 7.11 (d, JH–H¼ 6.6, 4H, Hm-IPr); 7.09 (s, 2H,]CHN);
6.78 (dd, JH–H¼ 6.7, 5.6, 1H, H5-py); 6.77 (dd, JH–H¼ 6.7, 6.0, 2H,
Hm-py-b); 6.75 (dd, JH–H ¼ 7.9, 7.7, 1H, Hm1-Ph); 6.46 (dd, JH–H ¼
8.2, 7.7, 1H, Hp-Ph); 5.97 (d, JH–H¼ 8.2, 1H, Hm2-Ph); 2.87 and 2.25
(both sept, JH–H ¼ 6.6, 4H, CHMeIPr); 1.11, 1.05, 1.02, and 0.43
(all d, JH–H ¼ 6.6, CHMeIPr); 18.14 (s, 1H, Ir–H). 13C {1H}-APT,
HSQC andHMBCNMR (75MHz, CD2Cl2, 298 K): d 165.1 ppm (s,
C2-py); 153.5 (s, Co-py-a); 152.7 (s, Co-py-b); 150.8 (s, Ir–CIPr); 148.2
(s, C6-py); 146.6 and 146.4 (both s, Cq-IPr); 145.3 (s, Ir–CPh); 143.6
(s, Cq-Ph); 143.4 (s, Cm2-Ph); 138.0 (s, Cp-py-a); 137.1 (s, CqN); 137.0
(s, Cp-py-b); 136.8 (s, C4-py); 130.2 (s, Cp-IPr); 129.5 (s, Cp-Ph); 126.2
(s, Cm-py-a); 125.7 (s, Cm-py-b); 125.6 (s, ]CHN); 124.4 and 123.7
(both s, Cm-IPr); 123.6 (s, Co-Ph); 123.0 (s, C5-py); 121.4 (s, Cm1-Ph);
119.9 (s, C3-py); 29.0 and 28.9 (s, CHMeIPr); 26.9, 26.2, 21.3, and
20.8 (all, s, CHMeIPr).
19F NMR (400 NMR, CD2Cl2, 298 K):
d 152.5 ppm (s, BF4). Anal. calcd. for C48H55IrN5BF4 (981.41):
C, 58.77; H, 5.65; N, 7.14%. Found: C, 58.70; H, 5.66; N, 7.16%.
[Ir(H)(IPr)(Thpy-1H)(py)2][BF4] (13). 2-Thienylpyridine
(21 mg, 0.13 mmol) was added to a solution of 1 (120 mg, 0.13
mmol) in 5 mL of dichloromethane and the resulting solution
was stirred for 40 min at room temperature. Aer this time, the
resulting light yellow solution was concentrated to ca. 0.5 mL
and diethyl ether was added to give a white solid. The solid thus
formed was separated by decantation, washed with diethyl ether
and dried in vacuo. Yield: 67% (87mg, 0.09mmol). 1H NMR (400
MHz, CD2Cl2, 283 K): d 8.27 ppm (d, JH–H¼ 5.3, 2H, Ho-py-a); 7.92
(t, JH–H ¼ 7.8, 1H, Hp-py-a); 7.63 (dd, JH–H ¼ 7.9, 6.9, 1H, H4-py);
7.49 (t, JH–H¼ 7.6, 2H, Hp-IPr); 7.48 (d, JH–H¼ 7.9, 1H, H3-py); 7.47
(t, JH–H ¼ 7.1, 1H, Hp-py-b); 7.30 (dd, JH–H ¼ 7.8, 5.3, 2H, Hm-py-a);
7.29 (d, JH–H¼ 6.2, 1H, Ho-py-b); 7.25 and 7.13 (both d, JH–H¼ 7.6,
4H, Hm-IPr); 7.20 (d, JH–H ¼ 5.5, 1H, H6-py); 7.11 (s, 2H,]CHN);
6.94 and 5.48 (both d, JH–H ¼ 4.7, 2H, HTh); 6.78 (dd, JH–H ¼ 7.1,
6.2, 2H, Hm-py-b); 6.66 (dd, JH–H ¼ 6.9, 5.5, 1H, H5-py); 2.86 and
2.28 (both sept, JH–H ¼ 6.9, 4H, CHMeIPr); 1.13, 1.06, 1.05, and
0.55 (all d, JH–H ¼ 6.9, 24H, CHMeIPr); 19.30 (s, 1H, Ir–H). 13C
{1H}-APT, HSQC and HMBC NMR (100 MHz, CD2Cl2, 298 K):
d 160.9 ppm (s, C2-py); 154.0 (s, Co-py-a); 152.4 (s, Co-py-b); 150.1 (s,
Ir–CIPr); 148.5 (s, Ir–CTh); 148.4 (s, C6-py); 146.6 and 146.2 (both s,
Cq-IPr); 140.0 and 128.0 (both s, CTh); 138.1 (s, Cp-py-a); 137.3 (s,This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Edge Article Chemical ScienceC4-py); 137.1 (s, CqN); 137.0 (s, Cp-py-b); 136.8 (s, Cq-Th); 130.3 (s,
Cp-IPr); 126.3 (s, Cm-py-a); 125.5 (s, Cm-py-b); 125.4 and 124.3
(both s, Cm-IPr); 123.8 (s,]CHN); 120.4 (s, C5-py); 119.2 (s, C3-py);
29.1 and 28.9 (s, CHMeIPr); 27.0, 26.3, 21.4, and 20.7 (all, s,
CHMeIPr).
19F NMR (400 NMR, CD2Cl2, 298 K): d 153.0 ppm (s,
BF4). Anal. calcd. for C46H53IrN5BF4 (995.40): C, 55.98; H, 5.41;
N, 7.10%. Found: C, 55.93; H, 5.46; N 7.10%.
[Ir(H)(IPr)(py)2(p-tolylpy-1H)][BF4] (14). 2-(p-Tolyl)pyridine
(22 mg, 0.13 mmol) was added to a solution of 1 (120 mg, 0.13
mmol) in 5 mL of dichloromethane and the resulting solution
was stirred for 40 min at room temperature. Aer this time, the
resulting light yellow solution was concentrated to ca. 0.5 mL
and diethyl ether was added to give a light yellow solid. The
solid thus formed was separated by decantation, washed with
diethyl ether and dried in vacuo. Yield: 67% (88 mg, 0.09 mmol).
1H NMR (400 MHz, CD2Cl2, 298 K): d 8.20 ppm (d, JH–H ¼ 5.1,
2H, Ho-py-a); 7.93 (t, JH–H ¼ 6.9, 1H, Hp-py-a); 7.90 (d, JH–H ¼ 7.6,
1H, H3-py); 7.69 (dd, JH–H¼ 7.6, 6.9, 1H, H4-py); 7.49 (t, JH–H¼ 6.9,
1H, Hp-py-b); 7.48 (both t, JH–H ¼ 7.9, 2H, Hp-IPr); 7.46 (d, JH–H ¼
8.2, 1H, Ho-Ph); 7.36 (br, 2H, Ho-py-b); 7.33 (d, JH–H ¼ 5.8, 1H,
H6-py); 7.30 (dd, JH–H ¼ 6.9, 5.1, 2H, Hm-py-a); 7.23 and 7.09 (both
d, JH–H ¼ 7.9, 4H, Hm-IPr); 7.22 (s, 2H,]CHN); 6.79 (dd, JH–H ¼
6.9, 5.3, 2H, Hm-py-b); 6.71 (dd, JH–H¼ 6.9, 5.8, 1H, H5-py); 6.58 (d,
JH–H ¼ 8.2, 1H, Hm1-Ph); 5.75 (s, 1H, Hm2-Ph); 2.91 and 2.20 (both
br, 4H, CHMeIPr); 1.95 (s, 3H, Me), 1.15, 1.04, 1.03, and 0.37 (all
d, JH–H ¼ 6.2, 24H, CHMeIPr); 18.10 (s, Ir–H). 13C {1H}-APT,
HSQC and HMBC NMR (100 MHz, CD2Cl2, 298 K): d 165.0 ppm
(s, C2-py); 153.5 (s, Co-py-a); 152.4 (s, Co-py-b); 151.2 (s, CIPr-Ir); 147.9
(s, C6-py); 146.5 and 146.4 (both s, Cq-IPr); 145.2 (s, Ir–CPh); 143.9
(s, Cm2-Ph); 141.1 (s, Cq-Ph); 139.3 (s, Cq-Me); 138.1 (s, Cp-py-a); 137.0
(s, Cp-py-b); 136.9 (s, CqN); 136.6 (s, C4-py); 130.3 (s, Cp-IPr); 126.1
(s, Cm-py-a); 125.7 (s, Cm-py-b); 125.2 and 124.2 (both s, Cm-IPr);
123.7 (s, ]CHN); 123.6 (s, Co-Ph); 122.8 (s, Cm1-Ph); 122.5 (s,
C5-py); 119.7 (s, C3-py); 29.0 and 28.9 (both s, CHMeIPr); 26.9, 26.2,
21.3, and 20.3 (all s, CHMeIPr); 21.4 (s, Me).
19F NMR (400 NMR,
CD2Cl2, 298 K): d 152.9 ppm (s, BF4). Anal. calcd. for C49H57-
IrN5BF4 (995.43): C, 59.15; H, 5.77; N 7.04%. Found: C, 59.15; H,
5.76; N, 7.10%.
[Ir(H)(IPr)(Phpz-1H)(py)2][BF4] (15). 1-Phenylpyrazole (17 mL,
0.13 mmol) was added to a solution of 1 (120 mg, 0.13 mmol) in
5 mL of dichloromethane and the resulting solution was stirred
for 1 h at room temperature. Aer this time, the resulting light
yellow solution was concentrated to ca. 0.5 mL and diethyl ether
was added to give a white solid. The solid thus formed was
separated by decantation, washed with diethyl ether and dried
in vacuo. Yield: 65% (77 mg, 0.09 mmol). 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CD2Cl2, 283 K): d 8.30 ppm (d, JH–H ¼ 5.1, 2H, Ho-py-a); 7.81 (d,
JH–H ¼ 2.9, 1H, H5-pz); 7.80 (t, JH–H ¼ 6.8, 1H, Hp-py-a); 7.44 (t,
JH–H ¼ 8.0, 2H, Hp-IPr); 7.36 (t, JH–H ¼ 6.9, 1H, Hp-py-b); 7.35 (d,
JH–H ¼ 5.4, 2H, Ho-py-b); 7.21 (dd, JH–H ¼ 6.8, 5.1, 2H, Hm-py-a);
7.14 (d, JH–H ¼ 1.9, 1H, H3-pz); 7.08 (s, 2H, ]CHN); 7.07 (d,
JH–H ¼ 8.0, 4H, Hm-IPr); 6.92 (d, JH–H ¼ 7.6, 1H, Ho-Ph); 6.79 (dd,
JH–H¼ 7.6, 7.1, 1H, Hm1-Ph); 6.76 (d, JH–H¼ 7.4, 1H, Hm2-Ph); 6.71
(dd, JH–H¼ 6.9, 2H, Hm-py-b); 6.69 (dd, JH–H¼ 7.4, 7.1, 1H, Hp-Ph);
6.45 (dd, JH–H ¼ 2.9, 1.9, 1H, H4-pz); 2.85 and 2.49 (both sept,
JH–H¼ 6.9, 4H, CHMeIPr); 1.12, 1.09, 1.02, and 0.76 (all d, JH–H¼
6.9, CHMeIPr); 19.70 (s, 1H, Ir–H). 13C {1H}-APT, HSQC andThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017HMBC NMR (100 MHz, CD2Cl2, 283 K): d 154.6 ppm (s, Co-py-a);
152.0 (s, Co-py-b); 149.1 (s, Ir–CIPr); 146.4 and 146.0 (both s,
Cq-IPr); 143.9 (s, Ir–CPh); 143.0 (s, Cm2-Ph); 138.7 (s, C3-pz); 137.6 (s,
Cp-py-a); 136.9 (s, Cp-py-b); 130.0 (s, Cp-IPr); 128.5 (s, Cq-Ph); 126.4 (s,
C5-pz); 126.3 (s, Cm-py-a); 126.2 (s, Cp-Ph); 125.3 (s, Cm-py-b); 125.2
(s, ]CHN); 123.8 and 123.6 (both s, Cm-IPr); 122.6 (s, Cm1-Ph);
111.1 (s, Co-Ph); 107.6 (s, C4-pz); 29.1 and 28.9 (both s, CHMeIPr);
26.8, 26.3, 21.2, and 21.2 (all s, CHMeIPr). Anal. calcd. for C46-
H55BF4IrN6 (971.41 + 0.5$CH2Cl2): C, 55.11; H, 5.57; N, 8.29%.
Found: C, 55.08; H, 5.85; N, 8.61%.
[Ir(bipy)(H)2(IPr)(py)]BF4 (16). 2,20-Bipyridine (16 mg, 0.10
mmol) was added to a solution of 1 (80 mg, 0.10 mmol) in 5 mL
of dichloromethane. The resulting solution was stirred for
30 min at room temperature. Aer this time, the resulting
yellow solution was concentrated to ca. 0.5 mL and diethyl ether
was added to give a yellow solid. The solid was separated by
decantation, washed with diethyl ether and dried in vacuo.
Yield: 79% (69 mg, 0.0764 mmol). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD2Cl2,
298 K): d 8.67 ppm (d, JH–H ¼ 8.1, 2H, Hm2-dipy); 8.56 (d, JH–H ¼
6.1, 2H, Ho-py); 8.42 (dd, JH–H¼ 8.1, 7.8, 2H, Hp-dipy); 8.29 (t, JH–H¼
7.6, 2H, Hp-IPr); 8.05 (t, JH–H ¼ 7.6, 1H, Hp-py); 7.97 (d, JH–H ¼ 7.6,
4H, Hm-IPr); 7.80 (d, JH–H ¼ 5.1, 2H, Ho-dipy); 7.67 (dd, JH–H ¼ 7.8,
5.1, 2H, Hm1-dipy); 7.54 (s, 2H,]CHN); 7.43 (dd, JH–H ¼ 7.6, 6.1,
2H, Hm-py); 3.28 (sept, JH–H ¼ 6.9, 4H, CHMeIPr); 1.69 and 1.50
(both d, JH–H ¼ 6.9, 24H, CHMeIPr); 19.80 (s, 2H, Ir–H). 13C
{1H}-APT, HSQC and HMBC NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2, 298 K):
d 156.3 ppm (s, Cq-dipy); 155.4 (s, Co-py); 153.0 (s, Co-dipy); 150.5 (s,
Ir–CIPr); 147.4 (s, Cq-IPr); 137.0 (s, Cp-dipy); 136.9 (s, CqN); 136.7 (s,
Cp-py); 130.1 (s, Cp-IPr); 127.0 (s, Cm1-dipy); 125.1 (s, Cm-py); 124.5 (s,
Cm-IPr); 123.5 (s, ]CHN); 123.1 (s, Cm2-dipy); 28.8 (s, CHMeIPr);
25.5 and 21.3 (s, CHMeIPr).
19F NMR (400 NMR, CD2Cl2, 298 K):
d 153.1 ppm (s, BF4). Anal. calcd. for C42H51BF4IrN5 (905.38):
C, 55.75; H, 5.68; N, 7.74%. Found: C, 56.24; H, 5.73; N 7.59%.
[Ir(CH3CN)(H)(IPr)(Phpy-1H)(PPhMe2)][BF4] (17). A solution
of [Ir(COD)(IPr)(acetone)][BF4] (150 mg, 0.18 mmol) in acetoni-
trile (5 mL) was stirred under a hydrogen atmosphere (1 bar) for
1 h. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the
remaining pale yellow residue was redissolved in dichloro-
methane (5 mL). Subsequently, the resulting solution was
treated with dimethylphenylphosphine (0.19 mmol, 27 mL) and
allowed to react at room temperature for 30 min. Then, 1-phe-
nylpyrazole (25 mL, 0.19 mmol) was added to the solution and
stirred at room temperature for 1 h. The resulting pale yellow
solution was ltered through Celite, concentrated to ca. 0.5 mL
and treated with diethyl ether to afford a white solid. The solid
was separated by decantation, washed with diethyl ether, and
dried in vacuo. Yield: 64% (115 mg, 0.11 mmol). 1H NMR (400
MHz, CD2Cl2, 298 K): d 7.86 ppm (d, JH–H ¼ 5.4, 1H, H6-py); 7.53
(d, JH–H ¼ 7.9, 1H, H3-py); 7.47 (dd, JH–H ¼ 7.9, 6.8, 1H, H4-py);
7.46 (d, JH–H ¼ 7.6, 1H, Ho-Phpy); 7.45 (t, JH–H ¼ 7.7, 2H, Hp-IPr);
7.38 and 7.04 (both d, JH–H ¼ 7.7, 4H, Hm-IPr); 7.25 (t, JH–H ¼ 7.2,
1H, Hp-Ph); 7.16 (ddd, JH–H¼ 7.8, 7.2, JH–P¼ 2.1, 2H, Hm-Ph); 7.07
(s, 2H,]CHN); 6.92 (dd, JH–H¼ 7.6, 7.1, Hm1-phpy); 6.81 (dd, JH–H¼
7.4, 7.1, 1H, Hp-Phpy); 6.72 (dd, JH–P ¼ 9.7, JH–H ¼ 7.8, 2H, Ho-Ph);
6.69 (d, JH–H ¼ 7.4, 1H, Ho-Phpy); 6.62 (dd, JH–H ¼ 6.8, 5.4, 1H,
H5-py); 2.55 and 2.41 (both sept, JH–H ¼ 6.8, 4H, CHMeIPr); 2.09
(s, 3H, MeCN); 1.35, 1.14, 1.02, and 0.86 (all d, JH–H ¼ 6.8, 24H,Chem. Sci., 2017, 8, 4811–4822 | 4819
Chemical Science Edge ArticleCHMeIPr); 1.23 and 0.57 (both d, JH–P ¼ 9.7, 6H, PMe); 18.1 (d,
JH–P¼ 17.9, IrH). 13C {1H}-APT, HSQC andHMBCNMR (75MHz,
CD2Cl2, 298 K): d 163.5 ppm (s, C2-py); 163.3 (d, JH–P ¼ 118.7, Ir–
CIPr); 149.4 (s, C6-py); 145.9 and 145.2 (both s, Cq-IPr); 143.9 (d, JH–P¼
2.8, Cq-Phpy); 143.0 (s, Cm2-Phpy); 142.8 (d, JH–P ¼ 11.7, Ir–CPh);
137.4 (s, CqN); 135.5 (s, C4-py); 132.8 (d, JH–P ¼ 48.8, Cq-Ph); 130.3
(s, Cp-IPr); 129.9 (s, Cp-Phpy); 129.1 (d, JH–P ¼ 2.5, Cp-Ph); 129.0 (d,
JH–P ¼ 8.5, Cm-Ph); 128.1 (d, JH-P ¼ 9.2, Co-Ph); 125.2 and 125.1
(both s,]CHN); 123.9 (s, Co-Phpy); 123.9 and 123.4 (both s, Cm-IPr);
122.4 (s, C5-py); 120.7 (s, Cm1-Phpy); 118.7 (s, MeCN); 118.6
(s, C3-py); 28.5 and 28.4 (both s, CHMeIPr); 26.8, 25.3, 22.8, and
21.5 (all s, CHMeIPr); 13.8 and 9.3 (both d, JH–P ¼ 41.5, PMe); 3.4
(s,MeCN). 31P NMR (100 NMR, CD2Cl2, 298 K): d28.0 ppm. 19F
NMR (400 NMR, CD2Cl2, 298 K): d 152.5 ppm (s, BF4). Anal.
calcd. for C48H60BF4IrN4P (1003.42 + CH2Cl2): C, 54.10; H, 5.74;
N, 5.15%. Found: C, 54.89; H, 6.08; N, 5.62%.
General procedure for the catalytic silylation of C–H bonds
A sealed ask was charged with complex 1 (5 mol%), THF (2.0
mL), an arene (1 eq., 0.13 mmol), norbornene (3 eq., 0.40 mmol)
and a hydrosilane (3 eq., 0.40 mmol). The solution was kept at
110 C in a thermostatic bath for the reaction time described in
the article. The progress of the reactions was monitored by 1H
NMR spectroscopy and the conversion was determined by
integration of the peaks of the starting material with the peaks
of the products. At the end of the reaction, the solution was
concentrated under reduced pressure to afford the crude
residue, which was puried by column chromatography on
silica gel using mixtures of hexane/ethyl acetate to isolate the
corresponding product.
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A highly efficient Ir-catalyst for the solventless
dehydrogenation of formic acid: the key role of
an N-heterocyclic olefin†
Amaia Iturmendi, a Manuel Iglesias, *a Julen Munarriz, b Victor Polo, b
Vincenzo Passarelli, c Jesús J. Pérez-Torrente a and Luis A. Oro *a
A sturdy iridium complex that features a PCP ligand based on an
N-heterocyclic olefin shows remarkable activity for the solventless
dehydrogenation of formic acid. Reactivity studies highlight the
importance of NHO in the activity of the catalyst. A plausible inter-
mediate has been isolated and the mechanism was substantiated
by DFT calculations.
The growth of global energy consumption presents urgent chal-
lenges associated with the sustainability and environmental
impact of fossil fuels.1 The energy stored in the chemical bonds
of H2 molecules may be released by electrochemical combustion
in fuel cells affording water as the only reaction product. This
alternative technology would permit the exploitation of sustain-
able energy sources such as biomass or water,2 and the storage
of the excess electrical power that renewable energy sources
generate off-peak by water electrolysis.3 The use of hydrogen gas
as a sustainable energy vector, however, presents several draw-
backs, mainly related to its storage and transportation. The use
of liquid organic hydrogen carriers (LOHCs) has been proposed
as a viable alternative to bypass the issues that liquefaction or
high-pressure storage of H2 present.
4 In this regard, formic acid
(FA) shows several advantages compared to other LOHCs: (i)
CO2 may be hydrogenated to FA to render a carbon-neutral cycle
of hydrogen storage, (ii) fuel-cell-grade hydrogen requires levels
of CO below 10 ppm, which are achievable by FA dehydrogena-
tion, (iii) the energy density of FA is higher than that of most
LOHCs and H2 and (iv) FA presents fewer toxicity hazards
compared to other hydrogen carriers such as ammonia, amine
boranes or methanol.5 The ratio between the amount of H2
released and the volume of the reaction mixture used in FA dehy-
drogenation is crucial to the implementation of FA as a hydrogen
carrier. The solventless dehydrogenation of FA reduces drastically
the volume of the reaction mixture compared to processes that
require a solvent, which results in a higher energy density.
Moreover, the presence of volatile organic solvents may damage
the fuel cell electrode materials. Many outstanding catalysts for
FA dehydrogenation have been described since the seminal work
by Beller6 and Laurenczy,7 the best results being usually obtained
in solution.8 However, examples of homogeneous catalysts that
operate efficiently in neat HCOOH are scarce.9 The iridium
complex recently reported by Williams and co-workers, namely
[Ir(COD)(tBu2PCH2(2-py))]CF3SO3, is the most efficient hitherto
reported for the solventless dehydrogenation of FA. Namely, a
TOF value of 13 320 h−1 (3.7 s−1) and a TON of 12 530 after 13 h
were reported for this catalyst in the presence of catalytic
amounts of HCOONa and water (10 v%).10
Herein we describe a proficient Ir-catalyst for the solvent-
less dehydrogenation of FA, which features a PCP ligand based
on an NHO scaffold (NHO = N-heterocyclic olefin). The catalyst
[Ir(PCP)(COD)]BF4,
11 (PCP = 1,3-bis(2-(diphenylphosphanyl)
ethyl)-2-methyleneimidazoline and cod = 1,5-cyclooctadiene)
brings about excellent activities in neat FA, which can be
improved in the presence of water.
Initial catalytic tests aimed at exploring the activity of
Ir-NHO complexes (1 and 2)11a in the dehydrogenation of neat
FA (Fig. 1). Under unoptimized reaction conditions,
0.016 mol% of the pre-catalyst and 5 mol% of HCOONa at
80 °C, 1 proved to be the most active pre-catalyst. NHO-Ir(III)
complex 2 performed significantly worse than 1, probably due
to the fact that one of the coordination positions is blocked by
a strongly coordinating carbonyl ligand. Ir(I) complexes related
to 1, namely 3 and 4,12 which present a chelating bis-phos-
phine without an NHO moiety, are noticeably less active than
their NHO-containing counterpart.
In order to shed light on the nature of the active species, 1
was dissolved in CH2Cl2 and heated to 50 °C in the presence of
†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Experimental data and
DFT calculation details. CCDC 1858260 and 1858261. For ESI and crystallo-
graphic data in CIF or other electronic format see DOI: 10.1039/c8gc02794c
aDepartamento Química Inorgánica – Instituto Síntesis Química y Catálisis
Homogénea (ISQCH), Universidad de Zaragoza – CSIC, C/Pedro Cerbuna 12,
50009 Zaragoza, Spain. E-mail: miglesia@unizar.es, oro@unizar.es
bDepartamento Química Física – Instituto de Biocomputación y Física de Sistemas
Complejos (BIFI), Universidad de Zaragoza, Pedro Cerbuna 12, 50009 Zaragoza,
Spain
cCentro Universitario de la Defensa, Ctra. Huesca s/n, ES-50090 Zaragoza, Spain
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4 equivalents of HCOOH. Interestingly, the reaction does not
proceed under strictly anhydrous conditions. The addition of
traces of H2O (30 ppm of H2O) triggered the formation of a
new dihydride species that decomposes upon isolation.
Addition of a large excess of pyridine (ca. 20 eq.) to the reac-
tion mixture allows the preparation of the new dihydride
complex [Ir(H)2(PCP)(py)]BF4 (5) (Scheme 1), which appears
always together with small amounts of an unidentified hydride
species. When the reaction was performed in CH3CN, in the
presence of HCOONa at 80 °C, the clean formation of the
dihydride complex 6 was observed. However, the product
decomposed upon purification (ESI†). Addition of excess 3,5-
dimethylpyridine (3,5-Me2py) to a solution of 5 resulted in the
formation of the related complex 6 (Scheme 1), which illus-
trates the facile access to this coordination site.
Crystals of complexes 5 and 6 were obtained by slow
diffusion of pentane into a saturated dichloromethane solu-
tion of the crude mixture. The molecular structures of cations
5 and 6 (Scheme 1) show a slightly distorted octahedral geome-
try around the iridium center, in which the PCP ligand
occupies three meridional coordination sites, showing a
P1–Ir–P2 angle of 166.87(12)° and 166.67(6), respectively. The
other three coordination sites are occupied by two hydride
ligands (one trans to the pyridine ligand pointing towards the
NHO moiety and the other trans to the ylidic carbon atom) and
a py ligand in 5 (Ir–N, 2.196(9) Å) or a 3,5-Me2py in 6 (Ir–N,
2.190(5) Å).
Diagnostic peaks in the 1H NMR spectrum of 5 are the two
doublets of triplets assigned to the two inequivalent hydrides,
which appear at δ −15.30 and −23.64 ppm in CD2Cl2 (2JH–P =
15.3 and 20.4 Hz, respectively; 2JH–H = 6.2 Hz). The
31P{1H}
NMR in CD2Cl2 shows a singlet at δ −7.3 ppm that can be
assigned to the two equivalent phosphorus atoms of the PCP
ligand.
The reaction of 3 or 4 with 4 eq. of HCOOH and 20 eq. of
pyridine in CD2Cl2 (in the presence or absence of H2O) led to
the formation of a hydride complex that immediately decom-
poses to give fine black particles. This suggests that, in the
absence of the additional stabilization provided by the NHO
moiety, the unsaturated species that likely results from the
loss of the COD ligand aggregates to give inactive Ir-particles.
In order to explore the reaction mechanism, the catalysis
was studied by NMR in DMSO-d6 (80 °C, 1 mol% of 1,
10 mol% HCOONa). The 1H NMR spectrum shows the for-
mation of free H2 and two doublets of triplets (
2JH–P = 17.5 Hz,
2JH–H = 5.7 Hz) at δ −15.29 and −17.38 ppm, which correspond
to the only metallic species observed by NMR. Moreover, a
singlet at δ −16.7 ppm is observed in the 31P NMR spectrum.
These peaks are reminiscent of those present in the NMR
spectra of complexes 2 and 5. It is noteworthy that no traces of
NHO-aNHC isomerization11 were observed in the 31P NMR in
stoichiometric or catalytic experiments, which supports the
key role played by the NHO moiety.
Theoretical calculations predict the dissociation of the
1,5-cyclooctadiene ligand (COD) as a pre-activation step,‡ thus
allowing FA coordination (A to B, Fig. 2). Subsequently, the
intramolecular activation of the O–H bond through TSBC leads
to the monohydride-formate species C. The formation of CO2
from the formate ligand has been often proposed to occur via
β-hydride elimination13–15 or hydride abstraction.14,16 In this
case, the β-hydride elimination pathway is more favorable due
to the presence of two accessible coordination sites. The
coordination of a molecule of FA to C yields D, which evolves
to E by deprotonation, thus leading to an energy barrier of
17.8 kcal mol−1 for TSCF. Elimination of CO2 from C yields the
dihydride intermediate F, which, upon coordination of
formate, affords G (−9.7 kcal mol−1). This species can be
stabilized by exchange of the formate ligand by pyridine to
give H (−17.2 kcal mol−1), which agrees with the stoichio-
Fig. 1 Depiction of pre-catalysts 1–4 and reaction profiles for the
dehydrogenation of neat FA (0.016 mol% of the Ir-catalyst, 5 mol% of
HCOONa at 80 °C).
Scheme 1 Synthesis and ORTEP view of 5 and 6 (ellipsoids are drawn
at the 50% probability level). The phenyl rings and PF6
– counterions
were omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°): 5: Ir–
C1 2.258(12), Ir–P1 2.284(3), Ir–P2 2.275(3), Ir–N36 2.196(9), C1–C2
1.434(16), P1–Ir–P2 166.87(12), Ir–C1–C2 100.2(8). 6: Ir–C1 2.247(6), Ir–
P1 2.2751(17), Ir–P2 2.2733(17), Ir–N36 2.190(5), C1–C2 1.430(9), P1–Ir–
P2 166.67(6), and Ir–C1–C2 100.9(4).
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metric experiments that afford 5 and the in operando NMR
experiments described above. Coordination of a molecule of
FA to F yields I, which upon protonation of one of the hydride
ligands regenerates C and produces a molecule of H2.
The intermolecular protonation of a hydride ligand by FA
has been suggested in the literature.14,15,17 However, in this
case, the vacant coordination site in F permits the coordi-
nation of FA and the intramolecular protonation of the
hydride by a low energy process dictated by TSIC.
Pre-activation of the catalysts requires isomerization of the
ligand from facial (A) to meridional (C). Throughout the cata-
lytic cycle the PCP ligand adopts a meridional coordination in
Ir(I) and Ir(III) centers. All these species feature an NHO moiety
that coordinates end-on by the terminal C atom; however, the
Ir–C–C bond angle is, in all cases, ca. 100° (similar angles are
observed in the crystal structures of 5 and 6), far from 114°
observed for A and 109° expected for sp3 hybridization. This
suggests that donation from the π orbital of the olefin is
substantial in these species (ESI†).
The positive effect of the addition of catalytic amounts of
water on the formation of 5 prompted us to evaluate the
impact of H2O concentration on the dehydrogenation of FA. To
our delight, not only was the catalyst stable to water but also
its activity improved. The addition of water, from 0 mol% to
150 mol% (0, 5, 10, 30, 50, 70, 100, 120 and 150 mol% values
were explored), resulted in a progressive improvement of the
activity (Fig. 3). Remarkably, H2O addition increases the reac-
tion rate until it reaches a plateau at 30 mol%. From 50 mol-%
onwards a sharper rise of activity occurs. Above 100 mol% no
significant increase was observed upon H2O addition. This
intricate behavior could be ascribed to a combination of
different effects: the role that H2O molecules play in the dis-
sociation of HCOOH, the stabilization of intermediate species
of the catalytic cycle or the fact that a significant percentage of
the water molecules may engage in hydrogen bonding with
HCOOH. By DFT calculations, we were unable to model an
alternative mechanism triggered by the presence of water that
would lead to a lower energy pathway. In particular, the use of
a water molecule as proton shuttle does not reduce the acti-
vation energy of the rate-limiting step, the β-hydride elimin-
ation (TSCF). However, transition state stabilization through
hydrogen bonding should not be discarded.18 Plausibly, the
combined effect of several H2O molecules, involved in second-
sphere hydrogen bonding, lowers the activation energy of the
process.
In view of the good performance of 1 in the presence of
water, its activity in an aqueous solution of FA was also tested
in order to broaden its scope. The use of 1 mol% of 1 and
10 mol% of HCOONa at 80 °C in water led to a TOF§ value of
9840 h−1. We were able to recycle the catalyst 14 times,
Fig. 2 DFT calculated Gibbs free energy profile (in kcal mol−1) for the dehydrogenation of FA.
Fig. 3 Effect of H2O addition on the FA dehydrogenation rate using
5 mol% of HCOONa and 0.016 mol% of 1.§
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although activity loss was observed throughout the recycling
experiments (ESI†).
Subsequently, we studied the performance of the catalyst at
different formate loadings and, consequently, the effects of
the pH of the reaction media on the TOF of the reaction. In
this regard, a number of reports have proved that the activity
of the catalyst depends on the pH of the solution, with
optimum values being usually observed between 3 and 4.15,19
Fig. 4 shows the TOF values for HCOONa loadings that
range from 5 mol% to 100 mol%, with the optimum base con-
centration being 30 mol% independently of the H2O concen-
tration (5 mol% or 100% of H2O). The temperature was opti-
mized using 100 mol% of H2O and 30 mol% of sodium
formate, displaying the best performance at 90 °C (Fig. 5).
The TOF values§ calculated at 60, 70, 80 and 90 °C were 410,
1390, 2580 and 5170 h−1, respectively. The positive effect of the
increasing temperature on the catalytic performance suggests
that the catalyst is thermally stable in this range of tempera-
tures.20 In this regard, addition of a drop of mercury to the reac-
tion mixture shows no influence on the reaction rate, which sup-
ports the homogeneous nature of the active species.
Remarkably, a TOF§ value of 11 590 h−1 and a TON of 8030
(after 5 h) were obtained upon reduction of the catalyst (1)
loading to 0.001 mol%. Under these conditions, the formation
of carbon monoxide was below the detection limit of the infra-
red spectrum (3 ppm).3a The TOF value of 11 590 h−1 obtained
by us compares well with the highest TOFs so far reported for
the solventless dehydrogenation of FA, namely 13 320 h−1 and
11 760 h−1 reported by Williams et al.10 and Gelman et al.,9b
respectively. At variance with the two excellent catalysts
reported by Williams’ and Gelman’s groups, 1 was proved to
work also using water as solvent. Therefore, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the only catalyst so far reported to work
both in water and under solventless conditions.
The reaction rates measured at temperatures between 60
and 90 °C allowed the experimental estimation of the acti-
vation energy by the Arrhenius plot (Ea = 19.9 ± 0.8 kcal mol
−1
at 100 mol% of H2O, 30 mol% of HCOONa and 0.016 mol%
of 1). The activation energy in the absence of H2O was also
calculated under the same experimental conditions (to give a
value of 24.5 ± 1.8 kcal mol−1). These Ea values are consider-
ably lower than those reported for FA decomposition by means
of a non-catalyzed process.21
Taking into consideration the limitations inherent to DFT
calculations for the quantitative prediction of activation ener-
gies for these types of systems, the theoretical activation
energy (17.8 kcal mol−1) agrees well with the experimental
energy barrier calculated from the Arrhenius plots (ESI†).
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that 1 is an exceptionally
active catalyst for the solventless dehydrogenation of FA. The
fact that 1 performs markedly better than complexes 3 and 4
emphasizes the importance of the NHO moiety, which is key
to the success of the reaction. The DFT calculations presented
here agree with the stoichiometric reactions that lead to com-
pounds 5 and 6, which are closely related to intermediate G.
Moreover, the low activity of 2 agrees with the postulated
mechanism, which requires a vacant coordination site at the
position that the carbonyl ligand occupies. Remarkably, the
addition of water to the reaction mixture significantly
increases the reaction rates. In fact, 1 also works in an
aqueous solution of FA, this being as far as we know the only
example of a catalyst that is active under solventless conditions
and in water. The effect of water may be related to a decrease
of the activation energy by second-sphere hydrogen bonding;
however, further investigation is required to understand the
nature of these interactions.
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Efficient preparation of carbamates by
Rh-catalysed oxidative carbonylation:
unveiling the role of the oxidant†
Amaia Iturmendi,a Manuel Iglesias,*a Julen Muna´rriz,b Victor Polo,b
Jesu´s J. Pe´rez-Torrentea and Luis A. Oro*ac
The synthesis of a wide variety of carbamates from amines, alcohols
and carbon monoxide has been achieved by means of a Rh-catalysed
oxidative carbonylation reaction that uses Oxone as a stoichiometric
oxidant. In-depth studies on the reaction mechanism shed light on
the intimate role of Oxone in the catalytic cycle.
The importance of developing new routes that permit a more
efficient and straightforward access to organic carbamates is
well illustrated by the extensive application of these molecules
as pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals or materials in the chemical
industry.1 In addition, carbamates are commonly used as
amine protecting groups and are, therefore, important inter-
mediates or starting materials in modern synthetic chemistry.2
Classic approaches to the synthesis of carbamates from
amines and alcohols usually entail the use of phosgene or its
derivatives.3 Other relevant stoichiometric methods use azides,4
isocyanates,5 and CO2 or carbonates.
6 Several catalysed processes
that employ CO2 as a C1 source, amines and alcohols have also
been developed.7
The synthesis of carbamates by the oxidative carbonylation
of N–H bonds from readily available amines and alcohols has
been achieved by means of Pd8 and Au9 catalysts under high
pressures of CO, usually above 40 bar. Noteworthy exceptions
that operate under milder conditions are the methods reported
by Orito10 and Guan.11 An alternative method for the synthesis
of carbamates by carbonylation under low CO pressure requires
the use of aromatic and aliphatic azides as starting materials.12
The excellent activity of Rh catalysts towards carbonylation
reactions13 prompted us to investigate the activity of commercially
available rhodium complexes in the synthesis of carbamates from
amines, alcohols and carbon monoxide under mild conditions.
Moreover, in order to broaden the synthetic significance and scope
of this reaction we assessed Oxone (potassium peroxymonosulfate,
KHSO5) as an oxidant, which is an inexpensive, safe and environ-
mentally friendly reagent.13d
Initial catalytic tests aimed at evaluating the activity of various
commercially available rhodium complexes in the oxidative
carbonylation of aniline with 1-hexanol (5 equivalents). The reaction
was completed after stirring at 100 1C in toluene for 18 h under a
carbon monoxide atmosphere (2 bar) using [Rh(m-Cl)(COD)]2,
[Rh(m-MeO)(COD)]2 or [Rh(m-Cl)(Cl)(Cp*)]2 (COD = cyclooctadiene
and Cp* = pentamethylcyclopentadienyl) as catalysts and Oxone as
an oxidant (3 equivalents). The Rh(III) catalyst, [Rh(m-Cl)(Cl)(Cp*)]2,
led to the formation of carbamate/urea mixtures, while [Rh(m-Cl)-
(COD)]2 and [Rh(m-MeO)(COD)]2 afforded exclusively the carbamate
in identical isolated yields (75%). Building on these results we
decided to explore the scope of [Rh(m-Cl)(COD)]2 as a catalyst for
this reaction using a variety of amines and alcohols.
Aniline can be efficiently converted into its corresponding
carbamates employing a variety of primary and secondary alcohols
without the formation of decarboxylation products or ureas
(Scheme 1). The compatibility of this methodology with a
variety of amines was also tested (Scheme 2).
In view of the potential applicability of this methodology in
the synthesis of bioactive molecules, it is significant that the
Scheme 1 Oxidative carbonylation of aniline with various alcohols (isolated
yields after 16 h).aIsolated yield after 5 d.
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presence of carboxylic acids does not seem to thwart the
reaction; in fact, 2h is obtained in excellent yields. In addition,
compounds 2i and 2j were obtained from 2-aminopyridine and
cyclohexylamine, respectively, which demonstrates that the
catalyst performs well even with potentially chelating substrates
and with aliphatic amines.
In order to assess the scope of this methodology, a secondary
alcohol, 2-propanol, was used instead of 1-hexanol (Scheme 3).
Except for 3c, 3e and 3j, the expected carbamates were obtained
successfully, although the use of a secondary alcohol seems to
bring about somewhat lower yields in most cases, probably due
to its increased steric hindrance. In fact, bulky amines such as
ortho-substituted anilines or cyclohexylamine are particularly
affected. Remarkably, this methodology permits the phosgene-
free preparation of chlorpropham (3g), an example of a carbamate-
based marketed drug.3a,12
The use of imines as starting materials also yields directly
the corresponding carbamates without the need for previous
transformation into the related amines. Compounds 1a and 1c
were obtained by the reaction of imines 4 and 5 with 1-hexanol
or 2-propanol (Scheme 4). A plausible explanation for this
reaction would be that, in the presence of adventitious water,
the imines deliver in situ the corresponding amines. Subsequently,
the formation of the carbamate, concomitant generation of a H2O
molecule and the consumption of free amine from the reaction
mixture would drive the hydrolysis equilibrium toward the formation
of more amine.
The mechanistic information on Rh-catalysed oxidative-
coupling reactions is limited, and the role played by the oxidant
is still a source of controversy. Moreover, the studies published
so far have focused mainly on Rh(III) catalysts that make use of
Cu(OAc)2 as a stoichiometric oxidant.
14,15 Recently, various
examples of alkoxycarbonylation of C–H bonds that use Rh(I)
catalysts and persulfates as the oxidant have been reported.16
Two different mechanisms have been postulated for this type of
reactions.17 The first, proposed by Zhang et al. for the directed
alkoxycarbonylation of arenes, entails the abstraction of a
hydrido ligand, formed by previous oxidative addition of the
substrate’s C–H bond, and the proton of a coordinated alcohol
by Oxone (Scheme 5a).17a On the other hand, a report by Li and
co-workers proposes the oxidation of [Rh(m-Cl)(COD)]2 to a Rh(III)
species by K2S2O8 as the first step of the catalytic cycle for the
non-directed alkoxycarbonylation of indenes (Scheme 5b).17b
Prompted by the scarce mechanistic knowledge on this type
of oxidations, we set off to study the role played by Oxone in the
catalytic cycle and the intimate mechanism through which the
complex or substrates interact with the oxidant.
An NMR study showed that a solution of 0.5 equivalents of
[Rh(m-Cl)(COD)]2, 1 equivalent of aniline, 1-hexanol and Oxone
afforded complex [Rh(Cl)(CO)2(aniline)]
18 under a CO atmosphere
at room temperature in CD2Cl2. No further reaction was observed
upon an increase of the temperature to 50 1C. Attempts to detect
CO insertion intermediates via the reaction of [Rh(m-Cl)(COD)]2
with aniline or 1-hexanol under a CO atmosphere in toluene-d8
at 100 1C were unsuccessful. However, when Oxone, 1-hexanol,
aniline and 0.5 equivalents of [Rh(m-Cl)(COD)]2 were reacted
at 100 1C in toluene under a CO atmosphere, the carbamate
and [Rh(Cl)(CO)2(aniline)] were obtained; conversely, at room
temperature no carbamate formation was observed. This suggests
that, in this case, Oxone acts before any metal-mediated substrate
activation takes place.
In order to shed light on the reaction mechanism, a
computational study at the DFT level was performed using
Scheme 2 Oxidative carbonylation of amines with 1-hexanol (isolated
yields after 16 h).
Scheme 3 Oxidative carbonylation of amines with 2-propanol (isolated
yields after 16 h).
Scheme 4 Direct preparation of carbamates form imines (isolated yields).
Scheme 5 Differences between the role played by the oxidant in the
mechanisms proposed by Zhang and Li.
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the B3LYP-D3 functional, considering [Rh(Cl)(CO)2(aniline)] as
the catalyst (A) and MeOH as the alcohol. Fig. 1 shows the most
plausible mechanism of action of Oxone according to the
theoretical calculations and experimental data. Two related
pathways can be postulated. In the first, Oxone interacts
directly with [Rh(Cl)(CO)2(aniline)] (blue lines) while, in the
second, previous substitution of aniline by MeOH is required
(red lines). In both cases, the oxidation of the Rh centre and the
deprotonation of the substrate (alcohol or aniline) take place
according to a concerted mechanism at the beginning of the
catalytic cycle,‡ prior to substrate activation or migratory
insertion.§ Under the reaction conditions both reaction pathways
may occur simultaneously although the second path (red lines)
features a slightly lower activation barrier. This mechanism
entails that, after the formation of A0, the coordinated methanol
molecule interacts with Oxone via a hydrogen bond to give
adduct B0. This triggers the oxidation of Rh(I) to Rh(III) by
means of a concerted transition state (TSB’D) in which Oxone
deprotonates the methanol ligand and transfers the hydroxo
group to the metal. Simultaneously, the release of HSO4
 and
the formation of D upon coordination of aniline take place. The
presence of the OH ligand allows for the deprotonation of the
coordinated amine, thus affording the aquo-complex E via
TSDE, surmounting an energetic barrier of 8.1 kcal mol1.
The carbonylation and isomerisation of E give Rh(III)-amido
complex F. The downslope pathway thereafter (Fig. 2) entails
the migratory insertion of the carbonyl ligand into the M–N bond,
thus forming intermediate G. Finally, the reductive elimination of
the carbamoyl (RNHC(O)–) and alkoxo (RO–) ligands, according to
the transition state TSGH, affords the corresponding carbamate
and regenerates the catalyst (A) after the exchange of the carbonyl
ligand by aniline.
It is noteworthy that the relatively low energy span calculated
for the catalytic cycle (23.0 kcal mol1) from intermediate D to
the transition state TSFG does not seem to justify the high
temperatures required for this reaction. This apparent inconsistency,
however, is in accord with the almost negligible solubility of Oxone
in organic solvents and the ensuing reactivity problems reported in
the literature.19 Therefore, the reaction rate probably depends on the
concentration of Oxone in the solution, which increases at higher
temperatures. In this regard, we performed the synthesis of 1a
(Scheme 1) in the presence of a phase transfer catalyst, namely
4 mol% of tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate, which acts
as a surfactant that solubilises Oxone. In this case, the reaction
takes place at 50 1C; however, ca. 40% of aldehyde was obtained
as a by-product due to alcohol oxidation.
In conclusion, we have disclosed a Rh(I)-catalysed three-
component reaction that allows for the preparation of carbamates
from amines (or imines), alcohols and carbon monoxide under
mild conditions, affording water and KHSO4 as the only reaction
by-products. This process is catalysed by the commercially
available complex [Rh(m-Cl)(COD)]2 in the presence of Oxone.
This methodology shows a good tolerance to several functional
Fig. 1 DFT calculated Gibbs free energy profile (in kcal mol1 and relative to A and isolated molecules) for the Rh-catalysed oxidative carbonylation of
amines.
Fig. 2 DFT calculated Gibbs free energy profile (in kcal mol1 and relative
to A and isolated molecules) for Rh-catalysed oxidative carbonylation of
amines.
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groups and is compatible with primary and secondary alcohols.
Theoretical and experimental data suggest that Oxone plays a
dual role as a base and an oxidant, thus allowing for initial
oxidation of the Rh(I) pre-catalyst to a Rh(III) species—this step
being essential to achieve substrate activation. Remarkably, this
transformation requires previous coordination of the alcohol
because its deprotonation and the oxidation of the metal centre
occur via a concerted mechanism.
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Analysis of the Magnetic Entropy in Oxygen Reduction
Reactions Catalysed by Manganite Perovskites
Jose Gracia,*[a] Julen Munarriz,[b] Victor Polo,[b] Ryan Sharpe,[a] Yunzhe Jiao,[a]
J. W. (Hans) Niemantsverdriet,[a, c] and Tingbin Lim[a]
Introduction
Oxygen reduction reactions (ORR) allow the generation of elec-
tricity in fuel cells to emulate that of organic breathing, that is,
O2 is the acceptor of electrons as shown in Equations (2) and
(3) below. However, the kinetics of ORR are not necessarily fast,
and a very active cathode is needed to reach a practical usable
level in a fuel cell.[1] Numerous studies evaluate manganite per-
ovskites, at ambient temperature and in alkaline solutions, be-
cause of their typically excellent activity.[2] The main drive for
the renaissance of alkaline cells is actually the use of abundant
transition-metal oxides.[3] Work has been performed to under-
stand the ORR mechanism and recognise structure–activity re-
lationships.[4] However, these investigations do not consider
the magnetic state of the most active materials, and the subse-
quent effect on the kinetics of electron-hopping events. The
application of perovskite manganites in spin electronics[5, 6] and
magnetic refrigeration[7] indicates the influence of magnetic
entropy in these materials. Of particular interest for the electro-
chemistry of the triplet state O2 (flO=Ofl) molecule is the ther-
modynamics, namely the enthalpy and entropy, of the orbital
superexchange interactions at the surface of the catalyst. For
the complementary oxygen-evolution reaction (OER), we have
reported, by first principles simulations, a correlation between
delocalised spin passages and activity. However, the best cata-
lysts for H2O oxidation are in a paramagnetic (PM) phase at
working conditions, with dynamical entropic fluctuations of
the spin ordering.[8, 9]
In addition to good charge conductivity, we propose that
magnetic transport promotes the reduction of oriented flO=
Ofl molecules by two antiparallel electrons transferred from
the catalysts. Nonetheless spin fluctuations are beneficial for
the further reduction to H2O in diamagnetic steps. Eventually,
PM conductors such as LaMnO3+d or La0.4Sr0.6MnO3, are the op-
timum catalysts for the complete ORR.[10–12] We formulate, with
an adaptation of that transition state theory (TST), the influ-
ence of the magnetic entropy on the rate of the different re-
duction steps.[13]
Results and Discussion
The specific ORR activities for a range of perovskite mangan-
ites, relative to LaMnO3 are shown in Table 1 as extracted from
the literature. La1@xSrXMnO3 compositions with a half-metallic
ground state (G.S.) have consistently been reported as oxides
with a high intrinsic ORR activity.[11,12,14–16] Intermediate oxida-
tion states must be carefully controlled for the stabilisation of
the appropriate electronic–magnetic phase for good activi-
ty.[17,18] Ultimately, we find that only compositions with a ferro-
magnetic (FM) G.S. are excellent ORR catalysts. Nonetheless,
experimentally, the composition with the highest intrinsic ac-
tivity for the total or partial O2 reduction is still uncertain.
Manganese oxides with a half-metallic ground state are partic-
ularly active for oxygen reduction reactions (ORR).
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO) perovskite is the archetypal example for
compositions with a Curie temperature (TC) above room tem-
perature and with a high intrinsic activity for the partial reduc-
tion of triplet-state O2. The ferromagnetic (FM) character of the
superexchange interactions in LSMO facilitates both charge
and spin transport below 370 K. Other than the enhanced elec-
tronic conductivity, the reduced spin entropy seems to be rele-
vant in oxygen catalysis because the magnetic ordering ex-
tends to the surface. The sign of the exchange interactions de-
termines the adsorption of the triplet oxygen molecule with its
spin antiparallel to the FM catalysts. Based on the transition-
state theory, we report that on LSMO, the hindrance resulting
from the magnetic entropy for the initial reduction of O2 by
two antiparallel electrons to diamagnetic intermediates (such
H2O2) is minimum. On the other hand, the additional reduction
of H2O2 to H2O, diamagnetic steps, prefers paramagnetic cata-
lysts with higher magnetic entropy such as La0.4Sr0.6MnO3 to
avoid spin accumulation.
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Stoichiometric LaMnO3 is moderately active for O2 reduc-
tion,[20] despite its reduced bulk electrical conductivity (&10@5–
10@6 Scm@1). In Figure 1a, the density of states (DOS) shows
that in its G.S. LaMnO3 is an antiferromagnetic (AFM) A-type in-
sulator with a band gap of &1.0 eV.[21] Electronic alterations in
AFM LaMnO3 are easily induced by stoichiometric changes be-
cause the FM phase is only slightly less
stable (no more than 10 meV per formula
unit, (f.u.). For instance, the DOS for
LaMnO3+d in Figure 1b, for which we strictly
use the La11Mn12O36 stoichiometry (Mn
3.25+),
indicates that the preferred orbital ordering
creates a FM half-metal G.S. ; the closest cal-
culated AFM state is less stable by
62 meV f.u.@1, see Table 1 DEFM@AFM. The re-
ported Curie temperature (TC) for the
LaMnO3+d family varies between 200 K and
260 K[22] and the electrical conductivity (at
300 K) of LaMnO3+d is approximately three
orders of magnitude higher than that
LaMnO3, without the material showing pure
metallic characteristics.[23] A LaMnO3+d com-
position has been previously reported as
a superactive ORR catalyst, see Table 1. We
think its relative activity might have been overestimated be-
cause of the non-comparable estimation of the surface area.
However, despite this, we still believe that LaMnO3+d is a good
ORR catalyst because it has the properties discussed above.[24]
For the alkaline-earth-doped La1@xAxMnO3 oxides, the maxi-
mum conductivity at room temperature is obtained for com-
positions close to x=0.33.[25,26] La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO) is an ex-
cellent electronic conductor,[27] with a conductivity of about
102–103 Scm@1. The catalytic activity of LSMO at least for the
initial flO=Ofl reduction seems to be among the best.[2, 14]
LSMO has a half-metallic G.S. (see Figure 2a),[28–30] as does
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 (LCMO, TC&260 K).[31,32] The energy difference
with the closest AFM state is 167 meVf.u.@1 for LSMO, the
highest in our calculations, and the TC is estimated to be be-
tween 370 and 380 K.[33] To the best of our knowledge, there
are no studies that directly compare LCMO with LSMO for ORR.
In any case, the phase diagram of La1@xCaxMnO3 at room tem-
perature always indicates insulator phases in a spin-disordered
paramagnetic (PM) state.[34]
Table 1. Summary of the magnetic properties of the most promising Mn-based oxides for ORR.
Specific ORR activities reported at &0.8 V vs. reference hydrogen electrode relative to LaMnO3.
The appropriate references for conductivities and TC are given in the text.
Material Relative specific activity from Ref. Conductivity TC 3d- DEFM@AFM
[11,12, 14] [11,15,16] [19] [2] [Scm@1] [K] eg [meV f.u.
@1]
LaMnO3+d 100.0
[a] 10@2–10@3 200–260 0.70 62
La0.4Sr0.6MnO3 1.5–1.8 4–5V10
2 250 0.4 0
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 2.1–2.2 1.15–1.25 10
3 370–380 0.67 167
La0.70Pb0.3MnO3 2–3V10
2 361 0.70 163
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 0.9–1.0 1.2–1.3 10
0–101 300 0.80 91
La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 1.1–1.2 10
0 270 0.50 25
LaMn0.5Ni0.5O3 1.0
[a] 10@5–10@6 275 1.00 13
LaMnO3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
[a] 10@5–10@6 140 1.00 @10
La0.6Ca0.4MnO3 0.7–0.8 10
0–101 270 0.60 60
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 25.4
[a] 100–101 225 0.50 29
La0.37Ca0.63MnO3 0.5–0.6 10
0–101 150 0.37 AFM
[a] Surface area was reported from particle size estimation by SEM.
Figure 1. Right: spin density and left : Total DOS (solid lines), O DOS (dotted)
and Mn DOS (dashed) for LaMnO3, a) G.S. AFM type-A and b) FM;
La11Mn12O36, c) G.S. FM, and d) most stable AFM ordering.
Figure 2. Right: spin density and left: total DOS (Solid), O DOS (Dotted), Mn
DOS (Dashed) for La0.67Sr0.33MnO3, a) FM G.S. and b) most stable AFM order-
ing.
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LSMO has a TC higher than room temperature, in correlation
with superior charge mobility, which seems a key difference if
compared to LaMnO3+d or LCMO. If we discuss in detail the or-
bital physics that define the electronic properties of LSMO,[35,36]
we can actually understand and relate the magnetic transport
in the bulk catalysts with O2 reduction mechanisms beyond
the superior charge conductivity. We hope for a better under-
standing of the nature of the Mn active sites, since the best
conductors are not necessarily the most active materials in
oxygen electrocatalysis.[20] The number of 3d electrons in the
Mn@O@Mn framework establishes the strength and sign of ex-
change interactions that govern the magnetic and electronic
properties of manganites.[37] For Mn cations the intra-atomic
exchange stabilisation, Dintra.ex, is superior to the octahedral-
field splitting, DC.F. , of the 3d orbitals in the perovskite struc-
ture; consequently the Mn3+ d electrons are in the high-spin
(HS) configuration t2g
3eg
1. The three t2g orbitals overlap with
the O2pp orbitals creating a p-bond, whilst the two eg orbitals
overlap with the O2s, and O2ps orbitals. The anti-bonding
states of the s-bond (eg) are raised higher in energy than
those of a p-bond (t2g) because the s overlapping is larger. In
LSMO the AFM superexchange interactions in the t2g@O@t2g
band compete with the eg@O@eg FM interactions. Since the
strength of the exchange interactions depends on the overlap-
ping and optimum filling of the orbitals, LSMO has the highest
TC. LCMO shares similar electronic properties with LSMO at low
temperatures, and we do not distinguish many alterations but
the FM state is relatively less stable, see Table 1, which in part
explains the reduced TC of LCMO. We obtain more tilted octa-
hedra in LCMO; a deeper understanding of the spin–orbital–
lattice couplings in this strongly correlated perovskite catalyst
will be needed to determine whether or not fluctuations
among the electron and lattice degrees of freedom affect the
catalytic performance. Besides, the reported relative ORR activi-
ty of compositions such as La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 (PM, TC=225 K)
varies between studies from better than LaMnO3,
[2, 10] to worse,
see Table 1,[19] this may result from La2O3 segregation to the
surface. The electronic properties of La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 are close to
LaMnO3+d and we do expect comparable activities. On the
other hand, the electron transport of LSMO is different be-
cause, whilst the intra-atomic exchange interactions are still
fixed by the magnetic moment of the localised t2g orbitals,
stronger extended superexchange FM interactions in the s-
band, with octahedra tilt angles closer to 1808, maintain the
ferromagnetism and the coherent spin conductivity. In thermo-
dynamic terms, below the TC, a FM half metal has minimum
magnetic entropy, or maximum spin ordering. In addition, on
the surface of LSMO, the exchange interactions between the
Mn eg band and the half-occupied frontier p* orbitals of an ad-
sorbed flO=Ofl molecule prefer an antiferromagnetic arrange-
ment. As indicated in Figure 3, there is a 0.4 eV difference be-
tween O2 adsorbed with spins parallel or antiparallel to the Mn
spin centres. Such a preference suggests that electrons trans-
ferred from the oxide have the correct spin parity to easily
reduce flO=Ofl.
Initially, ORR always involves the transfer of an itinerant elec-
tron from the catalyst with its spin antiparallel to the initial
triplet state of the flO=Ofl molecule to match the Pauli exclu-
sion principle. In this situation of strong electronic coupling of
the initial and final valence states, we use equation Equa-
tion (1), comparable to other approaches mainly developed by
Gerischer,[38] or Marcus,[13, 39,40] to evaluate the rate coefficient,
K Tð Þ@STST , of heterogeneous electron-transfer reactions. A new
term ESPINT :S:Band:Gap is defined as the energy required to place an
electron with the appropriate spin orientation in the conduc-
tion band of the catalyst able to form the transition state (T.S.).
The relative kinetics of the charge transfer for different cata-
lysts depends on several factors, but we particularly focus on
the influence of the spin in the transition-state theory (STST)
because it is not usually considered. Equation (1) also shows
the entropic contribution (DSe@STST ) to the Arrhenius equation.
K Tð Þ@STST ¼ k@st ? e
DSe@
STST
kB ? e@Ea
e@
STST
kBT ? e
@ESPIN
T:S:Band:Gap
kBT ð1Þ
For electrocatalytic reactions, the entropic contribution of
the electronic partition functions from the reactants to the
STST, e
DSe@
STST
kB as in usual transition state theory, is largely related
to the free-energy change in the electronic states of the reac-
tant–catalyst system. Knowing that the entropy per electron is
given by Se@ ¼ kBlnge@, where ge@ ¼ ge@spin ? ge@C is the total
number of possible states for the transported electron, with
ge@spin and ge@C being the spin and configuration degeneracies,
respectively.[41] The transfer of spin entropy at the interphase
between the 3d band and the flO=Ofl p shell is one of the
factors that contribute to regulate K Tð Þ@STST, and that specifically
we want to address in relation to the magnetic state of the
catalyst. Before the charge transfer, Figure 4a and b, the elec-
tron is in the catalyst, and spin ordering immediately benefits
the starting flO=Ofl reduction because of the ordered stable
orbital eg–p* overlapping. In LSMO, spin transport appears
through steady FM exchange interactions; extended long-
range magnetic interactions implies that ge@spinReactants ¼ 1.
In a two-electron pathway in basic solution, the O2 reduction
to the peroxide radical is optimised by the appropriate relative
orientation of the spins, charge carriers and reactants on the
surface, as Equations (2) and (3) show:
Figure 3. Spin density of an O2 molecule adsorbed on the LSMO (001) sur-
face a) AFM or b) FM oriented. The AFM configuration is preferred by 0.4 eV
for a single adsorbed O2 molecule.
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# O ¼ O # þ " e@ þ H2O Ð # O ¼ O "# H þ OH@ ð2Þ
# O ¼ O "# H þ " e@ þ H2O Ð H "# O ¼ O "# H þ OH@
ð3Þ
The entropic contribution to the reaction rate depends on
the relative values of the partition functions of the reactants
and the transition state.[42] DSe@STST is the entropy change of the
adsorbed reactants if they are electronically excited to form
the transition state (TS). If comparing between different ORR
catalysts, the reaction pathways during the charge transfers
will have largely the same entropy change owing to transla-
tional, rotational and vibrational partition functions. We can
therefore look particularly at the change in the electron entro-
py for the electron hopping and at the magnetic contribution,
DSe@spinSTST . DS
e@spin
STST is estimated from the accessible spin states
through the Boltzmann equation, Se@spin ¼ kBlnge@spin:
The exponential part of the spin prefactor, nSPIN ¼ eDS
e@spin
STST
=kB ,
based on Equation (4), simplifies to
nSPIN ¼ ge@spinTS = ge@spinCatalyst ? ge@spinReactants
0 /
. The possible values of ge@spinTS
are given by the spin degeneracy of the electron acceptor in
the electrochemical reaction if we assume that there is no
change in the spin-orbit configuration of the active centre
during the spin transference. Below 370 K, the spin orientation
in LSMO is fixed (ge@spinLSMO ¼ 1), as is the orientation of the ad-
sorbed molecules, flO=Ofl ge@spinOLSMO
2
¼ 1 (DEADS/kBT@1 see
Figure 3), or HOOfl. This also gives ge@spinTS as 1, since adsorbed,
oriented flO=Ofl is the electron acceptor. On the other hand,
for LCMO in the PM state, for the limit case T@TC, we obtain
a value of ge@spinTS ¼ 2 ? 4=3 ? 5 & 1=2. Owing to the spin, the
rate for the initial reduction of O2 with LCMO is half the value
of LSMO, as expected for the loss of the spin entropy of one
electron, spin=1/2,[43] transferred with spin fixed at the TS
ready to proceed towards the products. Similarly, on a diamag-
netic (DM) catalyst we should not expect any magnetic prefer-
ence for the adsorption of triplet state O2*, g
e@spin
ODM
2
¼ 3, or for
reduced OOH*, ge@spin
HODM
2
¼ 2, and overall the spin degeneracies
disfavour O2 reduction by g
e@spin
HODM
2
=ge@spin
ODM
2
¼ 2=3. We expect the
ge@spinCatalyst for diamagnetic catalysts to typically be equal
to 1, since the diamagnetism generally precludes any
unpaired electrons.
The exchange interactions in the bulk and on the
surface of a catalyst might fix the spin orientation of
the charge carriers and of the triplet state oxygen
molecule; a modest correlation that serves to derive
a first specific principle but quite general to consider
in ORR: The limited magnetic entropy of the itinerant
electrons in the catalyst benefits the initial flO=Ofl
reduction to diamagnetic intermediates. Our approxi-
mation to DSe@STST is partial, but points out at effects
due to extended orbital ordering on the overall cur-
rent possible in the electrocatalytic circuit. Naturally,
optimum activation barriers are still needed during
electrocatalysis[44] as the enthalpy component expo-
nentially affects the rate of the single events, but for
those compositions at the top activity of the volcano
plots, the entropy contributes to be a discretising factor.
Another influence of the magnetic state of the catalyst is in
the exponential factor : e
@ESPIN
T :S:Band:Gap
kBT . In addition to initial steps that
do not conserve the angular momentum, the complete ORR
down to H2O requires the further reduction of diamagnetic in-
termediates. As these steps overall conserve the spin, the re-
duced magnetic entropy in half metals means the electro-
chemical reaction will be limited by the transference of the
electrons with the minority spin (DOWN) if EDOWNBand:Gap " kBT . As
verified, LSMO (TC >300 K) will suffer this particular limita-
tion;[12] this constitutes the second general design principle re-
lated with the magnetic state of the catalyst as conclusion of
this work: If H2O is the final desired product, essentially PM
good conductors such as La0.4Sr0.6MnO3 seem optimum for
complete ORR.[11]
Other related charge conductors with FM G.S., such as the
La1@xAgxMnO3 family, appear to be of interest for O2 reduc-
tion.[45] The A-site substitution by Ag gives rise to various com-
petitions between structural, magnetic and electronic phases,
leading to interesting transport properties.[45,46] The charge-car-
rier density rises with increasing Ag dopant concentration, con-
firmed by the increased conductivity of about 100 Scm@1 for
La0.85Ag0.15MnO3 (LAMO);
[46–48] LAMO exhibits half-metallic ferro-
magnetism at TC close to room temperature.
[46,49,50] To the best
of our knowledge, no literature study has compared the ORR
activity of LAMO with LSMO, nor with any of the several FM
manganese conductors with perovskite structure with high TC
reported by Jonker and van Santen.[51] However, La0.7Pb0.3MnO3
(TC=361 K) is ORR active.
[52]
The most important Mn-based perovskites discussed in this
paper are ordered in Table 1 by their reported activity, TC, and
the computed relative stability of the FM state versus the com-
peting AFM phases. For all the catalysts with a FM half-metal
G.S. at comparable experimental conditions, we think that
a high TC correlates with superior initial O2 reduction.
[2] The rel-
ative stability of the FM half-metal phase as an ORR descriptor
presents a phenomenological understanding, and also shares
the predictive advantages of the design principles based on
Figure 4. Schematic of the first electron-hopping step on the ORR. The difference be-
tween a) low- and b) high-spin entropy per electron in reaching the transition state/
products is shown.
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bulk properties. Cobalt-based catalysts are not broadly consid-
ered as highly active for O2 reduction; however, PM
La0.5Sr0.5CoO2.91 perovskite is a high-performance catalyst for
ORR,[53] and actually shares many of the orbital physics of
La0.4Sr0.6MnO3 or LaMnO3+d. We consider based on our analysis
that the oxygen-deficient Sr2CoMoO6@d (SCMO) composition is
an entropically capable catalyst.[54,55] SCMO has FM domains
characterised by a TC up to 370 K, and we believe the compari-
son between LSMO and SCMO is pertinent. Other than perov-
skites, a-MnO2 structures show similar magnetic properties to
LaMnO3+d in alkaline media,
[56] and we consider that the pref-
erential FM interactions in the catalyst correlate with its high
ORR activity.[57]
Conclusions
Although spin separation in certain conducting oxides is well
known,[58] it is still a challenge to prove the effect of magnet-
ism in oxygen electrocatalysis. We have shown that the possi-
bility of a ferromagnetic background can be commonly related
with an improvement in the charge conductivity, and then
electrocatalytic activity. In addition, minimum spin entropy in
the catalysts optimises the kinetics of charge transfer by reduc-
ing the entropy losses during the O2 reduction by just two
electrons. Such spin-entropy gains are maximised for a material
below its Curie temperature TC, if the exchange interactions
that determine the orbital overlapping between species are
well-structured. We have illustrated these principles using the
La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO) perovskite system, a half metal below
its TC of 370 K, at which spin transport provides for more effec-
tive ›e@+flO=Ofl collisions. These considerations, in combi-
nation with our recent work,[8, 9] link two new principles to-
wards the prediction and comparison of the best oxygen cata-
lysts : magnetic state and spin transport. In addition to conduc-
tivity and activation barriers, probably optimum for noble
metals, we believe the consideration of magnetic entropy in
oxygen chemistry will open the way to a more complete un-
derstanding of the thermodynamic basis of the most active
catalysts in this field, as well as other related electrochemically
driven reactions.
Experimental Section
All calculations were performed by using periodic density function-
al theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulations
package (VASP).[59–61] A plane-wave basis set was used to represent
the wave functions. The projected augmented wave (PAW) method
developed by Bloch was used to represent the interactions be-
tween the core electrons and valence electrons.[62,63] The number
of valence electrons are 12, 14, 6, 9 and 12 for La, Ca, Sr, Mn and O
atoms, respectively. The exchange–correlation energy was calculat-
ed within the generalised gradient approximation using the
Perde–Burke–Ernzerhof functional revised for solids.[64] A Mon-
khorst Pack k-point grid and a plane-wave cut-off of 400 eV was
used for all systems. The DFT+U approach was used to account
for on-site Coulomb interactions of localised d electrons.[65] All
drawings are produced with VESTA.[66]
LaMnO3 and CaMnO3 presented the same Pnma orthorhombic
crystallographic cell symmetry.[32] In both cases, a KPOINTS grid of
(7V7V5) was employed in the calculations. A value of U=5.5 re-
produced the experimental features of the Mn3+ octahedrons for
LaMnO3. The calculated lattice parameters in a for LaMnO3 were
a=5.479 (5.536), b=5.649 (5.730) and c=7.638 (7.672), experimen-
tal values in parenthesis. The low-temperature phase had an AFM
spin ordering A-type; the Mn@O bonds in a were unequal because
of the Jahn–Teller distortion, Mn@O 1.92 (1.91), 1.96 (1.96) and 2.12
(2.18), experimental values in parenthesis.
A value of U=3.0 reproduced the experimental features of the
Mn4+ octahedrons. The calculated lattice parameters in a for
CaMnO3 were a=5.231 (5.302), b=7.359 (7.505) and c=5.185
(5.330), experimental values in parenthesis. The low temperature
phase had an AFM spin ordering G-type; the Mn@O bonds were
equal, Mn@O 1.88 (1.90), 1.89 (1.90) and 1.89 (1.90), experimental
values in parenthesis.
For the rest of the compositions we used an in-between value of
U=4.0. This better described intermediate Mn(3+x)+ states,[67] and
allowed us to compare systems. In any case, we checked that the
calculations had no spurious results.
The LaMnO3+d family was modelled from two compositions,
La11Mn12O36 and La11Mn11O36. Vacancies on A sites or A and B both
resulted in the stabilisation of the ferromagnetic phase. We ana-
lysed in detail the La11Mn12O36 calculations because we thought
that La1@DMnO3+d will be the most relevant system.
[22] We con-
structed a supercell with lattice parameters in a: a=10.8, b=10.8
and c=6.6; and a 4V4V6 KPOINTS grid.
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FerromagnetismElectrons in covalent oxides are fermions interacting through overlapping atomic orbitals, and quantum
exchange interactions incorporate influential spin-dependent potentials in their electrocatalytic proper-
ties. The Goodenough-Kanamori rules explain the magnetic coupling between metals connected via
ligands, known as super- (or double-) exchange interactions, which regulate their charge transport prop-
erties. To describe the electrocatalytic activity of magnetic metal oxides, we must extend their spin-
dependent mechanisms of electron tunnelling to catalytic interfaces, because the exchange coupling
between orbitals, in the catalysts and with the chemisorbed reactants, influences the kinetics of electron
transfer reactions. The principles for developing magnetic coupling rules in electrocatalysis must guaran-
tee spin passages, which are optimum for intrinsically degenerate configurations of the frontier orbitals
oriented in the direction of the bonds at both sides of the Fermi level. A continuous energy landscape
between the reactants and the catalyst minimizes the overpotentials during coherent redox electron tun-
nelling. Consequently, in this paper we derive the guidelines of the ferromagnetic (FM) exchange inter-
actions, an extension of the Goodenough-Kanamori rules, to electrocatalytic interfaces, which anticipates
minimum Gibbs energy of activation. We focus on the electronic coordinates, targeting reaction condi-
tions where the electrons are the main energy carriers to trigger the steps; nonetheless they are inter-
related with the atomic movements. We will use the oxygen evolution and reduction reactions as exam-
ples where quantum exchange interactions, a landmark of solid-state magnetism, and the chemistry of
the triplet state O2 molecule, are crucial for optimum kinetics.
One sentence summary: Delocalizing spin potentials facilitate the coherent propagation of electrons at
covalent magnetic interfaces; this is a physical principle that links ferromagnetic exchange interactions,
antibonding orbitals and optimum viable electrocatalysis: spintro-catalysis.
 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Some of the most important catalytic reactions for civilisation
centre around steps that involve the triplet state O2 molecule.
The best catalysts for the oxygen evolution and oxygen reduction
reactions (OER and ORR, respectively), essential for energy tech-
nologies, are magnetic mixed oxides (MMOs), the properties of
which can only be understood with the consideration of inter-
nuclear spin dependent interactions related with electronic mobil-
ity [1–5]. Similarly, mixed-valence magnetic complexes are com-
monly found catalysts in nature for optimum electron-transfer
steps; for instance, the oxygen evolution complex duringphotosynthesis [6], and biological N2 fixation via molybdenum-
iron complexes in proteins, are associated with spin-coupled met-
als [7–9].
When two antiparallel electrons pile up into the energy levels of
Pauli metals, like LaNiO3 or RuO2, the wavefunction is symmetric in
space wsym:spaceFermi:level
 
and optimizes the classical Coulomb potentials.
On the other hand, in MMOs, exchange interactions and strong
spin-orbit (s.-o.) coupling for the heavier transition-metals deter-
mine the state of the valence and conduction bands [10,11]. Non-
magnetic metals maximise the electronic density in between
nuclei, charge mobility being due to the overlap of unfilled neigh-
bouring orbitals. LaNiO3 and RuO2 are excellent charge conductors
and good oxygen electro-catalysts [12–16] while ultimately spin-
polarized FM oxides without a band gap and with abundant holes
1 We use a general nomenclature, like ABO3 perovskite or A2B2O7 pyrochlore
oxides, where A refers to the interstitial metals, B to the transition metals at
octahedral sites and O to the ligands.
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0
XCo1-YFeYO3-d per-
ovskite families [17–19] and NiWCoXFeYO(OH)Z oxyhydroxides
[20], are more active for OER. Equally, FM-metals with conduction
bands richer in electrons (e" ) than h
þ
# give better rates for ORR
[2,21–24]; or even high current efficiency for N2 reduction, like
Sm1-XA0XFe1-YB0YO3-d oxides [25,26].
The Pauli exclusion principle leads to an effective coupling
between the intrinsic angular momentum of the electrons and
the orbital ordering in MMOs, known as quantum exchange
energy. The coherent relocation of a fermion from one orbital to
the neighbour is only possible if there is not already an electron
of the same spin occupying that orbital. Fast ballistic wave-like
propagation occurs in a coherent process, referred to as tun-
nelling, where electrons move from one site to another maintain-
ing a definite phase relationship [27]. On the contrary, hopping is
incoherent, a thermally activated process in which an electron
moves from one site to another but loses information about its
phase. In MMOs, the spin-correlation, exchange or spin-orbit
interactions, created on an atom to its neighbours serves to medi-
ate the charge transfer, revealing a more conductive behaviour for
dominant FM orderings; whereas materials with intra-plane and
inter-plane antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling require higher ther-
mal activation [28]. Stable AFM insulators, at working conditions,
are poor oxygen electrocatalysts; however, activity increases
above conventional metallic oxides with increasing FM conductiv-
ity [5]. The Goodenough-Kanamori rules explain the dominant
magnetic ordering observed in MMOs, see Fig. 1, based on the
orbital physics applied to electron transfer between metal atoms
carrying a net spin and mediated by shared ions [29–31]. Because
e" transfer in MMOs occurs through a magnetic junction, a review
and extension of the FM spin exchange rules in catalysis is
pertinent.
In spin-polarized metals with preferential FM interactions, the
orbitals of the valence electrons at the active sites are anti-
symmetric in space wanti:spaceFermi:level
 
, while the spin function is symmet-
ric. As Fig. 1 shows, the spin density of the ferrimagnetic CaCu3Fe4-
O12-d (Fe 3d-eg1.25) ground state (G.S) occupies more of the
interstitial spaces in between bonds than the AFM type-G LaCu3-
Fe4O12 G.S. (Fe 3d-eg2). The delocalized p-character via orthogonal
orbitals at the oxygen atoms in FM orderings contrasts with the
localized r-character of AFM bonds. In this example, archetypal
of excellent OER activity but bad for ORR [32], between half-
filled 3d-t2g3 eg2 and hole-rich 3d-t2g3 eg1.25 bands, the sign of the
exchange potentials and the free energy of the charge carriers (e"
& hþ# ) fully determines their catalytic differences: no spin-gap n-
type excellent OER catalyst versus an insulator with poor activity
at ambient conditions [5]. La1-XSrXMnO3±d p-type conductors, asso-
ciated with FM e" -rich 3d-t2g
3 eg0.75 bands, serve as the inverse
examples with good ORR activity but poor performance for OER
[14]. An overall positive value of the exchange energy between
the electrons in the valence and conduction band, in the Heisen-
berg model DW

T:S:
magnetic ¼ Jexc:  ðdsCat:  cse Þ > 0, indicates that FM inter-
actions reduce the classical electronic repulsions (Cee ) at the
expense of the Coulomb attractions (Cnþe ) [2]. The less influential
the localizing Coulomb interactions are, the more facile the tun-
nelling of the electrons is.
Founded on previous principles, we extend the rules of quan-
tum FM exchange interactions to catalytic interfaces, where they
will serve as guidelines to realise the best compositions for spin-
dependent electron transfer reactions. The term ‘‘spin-electronics”
refers to the study of the role played by the spin of the electrons in
solid state physics, which specifically exploit spin properties
instead of or in addition to charge degrees of freedom. Then, inan analogous terminology, we differentiate with the term ‘‘spin-
tro-catalysis”, where mainly FM exchange interactions, in
wanti:spaceFermi:level, set the optimum thermodynamic conditions for spin-
assisted electron transfer.
Double-exchange guidelines in spintro-catalysis, see Fig. 21:
Rule 1) The spin angular momentum is conserved during an
electron transfer in the catalyst and with the reactants.
Description. Overall the electronic transport at a catalytic inter-
face depends on the transition probability, kST  eDS
e=hþ
T:S:
=kB , associated
to the wavefunctions between the reactants and the active sites in
the conduction band of the catalyst, Eq. (1), and between atoms in
the conduction and valence band, Eq. (2):
kST:reac:!cond:  eDS
e=hþ
T:S:read:!cond:=kB / Uspacecat:cond:jUspacereac:
   vspincat:cond:jvspinreac:
D E 2;
ð1ÞkST:val:!cond:  eDS
e=hþ
val:!cond:=kB / Uspacecat:cond:jUspacecat:val:
   vspincat:cond:jvspincat:val:
D E 2:
ð2Þ
Within these equations, Uand vrepresents the spatial and spin
parts of the wavefunction, respectively. Subindices reac., cat.cond.
and cat.val refer to the reactants and the catalyst conduction and
valence bands, respectively. The spin integrals are zero when there
is a change in the angular momentum of electrons, that is,
vspincat:cond:jvspinreac:
D E
and vspincat:cond:jvspincat:val:
D E
¼ 0. Spin tunnelling decays
exponentially with potential barriers [33], and via statistical
mechanics we can express the oxidation rate (e" from the reac-
tants) or reduction step (hþ" from the reactants) as KðTÞSTST ¼
kST  eDS
e=hþ
T:S:
=kB eDHe=hþT:S: =kBT . The total electronic energy of activation
for half-reaction is DHe=hþT:S: ¼ DHe=hþT:S:reac:!cond: þ DHe=hþval:!cond:. In this
analysis we are responding from theoretical and physical meaning-
ful principles to the dependence of electrocatalysis on the conduc-
tivity [34]; the band gap, DHe=hþval:!cond:  0was similarly included in
the outstanding work of Gerischer [35]. Electrocatalysis is still
catalysis and the factor DHe=hþT:S:reac:!cond: represents the activation
energies on the catalysts, initiated via the charge transfer.
Accompanying rule 1, the Pauli exclusion principle restricts the
transfer of an electron from one orbital to its neighbour if there is
already an electron of the same spin occupying that orbital. For
instance, during the reduction or evolution of the triplet state oxy-
gen molecule in FM manganites, the tunnelling electrons are
antiparallel to the half-filled O2 p* orbitals [3,36], see Fig. 3. With
this approach we demonstrate the need for consideration of reac-
tion mechanisms including the adsorption of triplet state O2 on
to the active metals .
Rule 2) The intra-atomic and the inter-atomic exchange inter-
action in the covalent -B-O-B-O- framework are ferromagnetic in
oxides with minimum DGe=hþT:S: .
Description. The orbitals of FM conductors create an intrinsi-
cally degenerate spin-polarized metallic state that optimizes the
wavefunction based on the reduction of the electron-electron
repulsions, wanti:spaceFermi:level. Magnetic oxides with intermediate valence
states can have resonating orbital configurations and
DHe=hþval:!cond: ¼ 0, as in conventional metals. This guarantees that
the transfer rate of spin-oriented electrons between the conduc-
tion band in the bulk and the surface states is fast, represented
on the right side of Fig. 2, and the charge transport between the
Fig. 1. Goodenough-Kanamori rules for the orbital ordering in CaCu3Fe4O12-d and LaCu3Fe4O12 perovskites. (a) and (b) the ferrimagnetic ground state of CaCu3Fe4O12 and
CaCu3Fe4O11, respectively: spin transfer from a half-filled to an empty orbital between two metal atoms, each carrying a net spin, over shared orbitals centred in the anion
with a marked p-character; (c) the ground state of LaCu3Fe4O12, AFM type-G: a virtual electron transfer between half-filled orbitals, over a shared r-orbital centred in the
anion, is restricted by the Pauli exclusion principle to be antiferromagnetic; and (d) the ferrimagnetic state of LaCu3Fe4O12: AFM p-interaction between the anion and the
interstitial Cu2+ cations like CaCu3Fe4O12 G.S. In (a)–(d), the bottom of each shows the density of states, the top right shows the spin density and the top left shows a simplified
schematic of the orbitals forming the spin density. The magnetisation of the atoms is shown in italics and expressed in atomic units.
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tion path, DGe=hþT:S:reac:!cond:. This explains why maximum bulk elec-
tronic conductivity does not assure optimum activity. However,
activity will be limited if the shells formed by the frontier d-orbi-
tals are half-filled and AFM interactions open a band gap,
DHe=hþval:!cond: > 0; for instance Mott insulators based on high spin
Cr3+, Fe3+, Ni2+ or Co2+ ions are poor catalysts [4,21].
Rule 3) In the active metal atoms on the surface, the d-orbitals
oriented towards the bonds with the reactants, anti-bonding d-
orbitals (d-ABO) at the fermi level, must be partially occupied.
Description. The degree of covalent anti-bonding interaction
between the orbitals of the active metals at the Fermi level and
of the adsorbed species influence the rate of the electron transfer
[12,13,37]. In FMmetal-oxygen bonds, the d-ABO oriented towards
the reactants maximizes the value of the space transfer integrals,
Uspacecat:cond:jUspacereac:
 
, and creates intermediate adsorption energies.Consequently, also in agreement with the Sabatier principle, the
maximum rate constant occurs at the catalytic interface. FM delo-
calization, DW

T:S:
magnetic ¼ JEx:  ðdsCat:  cse Þ > 0, reduces the Coulomb
interactions versus conventional wsym:spaceFermi:level metallic bands,
DHe=hþT:S:reac:!cond: / DH
wsym:space
Fermi:level
T:S:reac:!cond:  D
WT:S:
magnetic , facilitating charge tun-
nelling [2].
Rule 4) The overall reduction of the Coulomb interactions can
facilitate the entrance of itinerant charge carriers at working con-
ditions. Defects at the interstitial sites (A) or cations with occupied
f- or d- orbitals, increasing the covalence of the MMOs framework,
help to create active FM orderings, DHe=hþT:S:val:!cond: ¼ 0, adaptable to
redox variations and with minimum DHe=hþT:S:reac:!cond:.
Description. In the FM eg = p = eg = reac. bonds with a degener-
ate orthogonal orbital space between ligand ions and reactants, the
Coulomb interactions reduce. The presence of vacancies at A-sites,
Fig. 2. Representation of the double-exchange guidelines in spintro-catalysis. Every G.K.cat. label corresponds to a rule, carefully described in the text below, associated with
the principles of the double-exchange interactions that lead to favourable spin-dependent electron delocalization.
Fig. 3. Schematic representation showing the density of states (left) of FM La1-
XSrXMnO3 oxides and (right) preferential antiparallel spin orientation of an
adsorbed O2 molecule.
Fig. 4. Schematic showing that the FM resonating space of the antibonding orbitals
is optimum in materials with enhanced covalent bonding, limited Coulomb
interactions.
334 J. Gracia et al. / Journal of Catalysis 361 (2018) 331–338Fig. 2 down, or metals with charge affinity in d- or f-orbitals, Fig. 2
up, that improve the FM covalent spin delocalization also enhance
the space transfer integrals, Uspacecat:cond:jUspacereac:
 
, see also Figs. 4 and 6.
Rule 5) At the Transition State (T.S.) the active cations on the
surface at reaction conditions formally receive or lose electronic
density during spin-selective steps with the reactants. Neverthe-
less good electrocatalysts retain the overall FM exchange
delocalization.
Description. In certain p-type (hþ# are the main charge carriers)
and n-type (e" are the majority carriers) semiconductors, theirresistance increases when they are exposed to surrounding elec-
tron donors or acceptors, respectively [38,39]. In response to the
reactants, tunnelling of charge carries (e" or h
þ
# ) at the electrocat-
alyst interface, which presents FM ordering, should not alter the
conductivity, DHe=hþval:!cond:  0.
Rule 6) The reaction mechanism adapts to the response of the
electronic free energy of activation, DGe=hþT:S: , towards maximum
entropic gains.
Description. The selectivity towards OER or ORR and the reac-
tion mechanism depends on the minimum free energy of activa-
tion, DGe=hþT:S: ¼ DHe=hþT:S:  TDSe=hþT:S: . We see optimum
electrocatalysts as dynamic redox materials, where the orbital
physics adapts to the working conditions, especially to favour con-
ductivity, DHe=hþval:!cond:  0, and also the entropy DSe=hþT:S: > 0. These
responses associate with the reaction mechanism to minimize
DGe=hþT:S: and define reaction selectivity.
Once the interactions experienced by the electrons significantly
depend on the spin magnetic moment, wanti:spaceFermi:level; we depart from
J. Gracia et al. / Journal of Catalysis 361 (2018) 331–338 335charge transfer reactions in conventional metals, with optimized
wsym:spaceFermi:level Coulomb forces, towards faster spin(-mediated) electron
tunnelling. As a distinctive point in spintro-catalysis, the rate,
KðTÞSTST ¼ kST  eDG
e=hþ
T:S: =kBT , shows a specific dependence of the acti-
vation free energy, DGe=hþT:S: , on the sign of spin-potentials. We then
differentiate the specific reduction of the energy needed to reach
the T.S. by delocalizing FM spin-potentials: DGe=hþT:S:reac:!cond: /
DG
wsym:space
Fermi:level
T:S:reac:!cond:  D
WT:S:
magnetic , (D
WT:S:
magnetic ¼ D
WT:S:
exchange or D
WT:S:
s:o: ) [2]. Experi-
mentally, Iwakura et al. showed that spinel ferrites diminished
the oxygen overvoltage with the increase in magnetization [40].
The FM overlapping of the partially-occupied degenerate d-
orbitals of the metal cations via the s-p- orbitals of the ligands will
form ideal p-type tunnelling in MMOs spintro-catalysts,
D
WCat:T:S:
magnetic > 0, associated with a redistribution of the spin density,
see Figs. 1 and 6. The transfer of the charge carriers occurs through
energy levels based on degenerate orthogonal atomic orbitals, and
then separated by minimum changes in energy and space [2].
Fig. 5 illustrates that DGe=hþT:S: is the core of the activity in any
transition state model. Other descriptors proposed in the literature
[41] are a partial view of the principles that determine DGe=hþT:S: . The
free energy of activation includes the electronic entropy,
DGe=hþT:S: ¼ DHe=hþT:S:  T  DSe=hþT:S: , usually forgotten. The enthalpy of
activation, DHe=hþT:S: ¼ DHe=hþT:S:reac:!cond: þ DHe=hþval:!cond: embraces the
band gap of the catalyst, necessary for charge transport, also absent
in most theoretical analysis; and the more conventional reaction
barriers are in DHe=hþT:S:reac:!cond:. This last term can be related with
common descriptors in the literature such as p- d- band centers,
bulk formation energies and several others if the exchange interac-
tions are included properly. Of the multiple approaches discussed
in literature, the initial occupancy of the d-orbitals oriented
towards the ligands is the closest to DGe=hþT:S: [12–15], because is
directly related with the origin of the exchange interactions. We
have wanted to provide a complete and interconnected interpreta-
tion of the physics behind high activity; and all the excellent com-
positions we have found follow the FM exchange principles, as the
energy flow in electrocatalysis (if DGe=hþT:S:  kBT) mainly depends
on electronic mechanisms and not on the thermic activation of
the chemical bonds [42].Fig. 5. Excellent oxide electrocatalysts follow the FM exchange principles because
DGe=hþT:S: is minimum, in the centre of the figure. Several of the proposed
requirements for high activity are related with the influence of spin-potentials,
shown in the inner rings. Compositions with properties outside the peripheral red
circle will show low activity.Electrocatalysis follows the Sabatier’s principle from
DHe=hþT:S:reac:!cond:, and ‘‘spintro-catalysis” will guide computational
studies in oxygen chemistry based on adsorption energies to
include: the spin state of the catalyst, all the reactants and the
magnetic nature of the catalytic interphase. Finally, authors can
easily include in their studies the band-gap at the interphase as
an extra term to the activation barriers, DHe=hþT:S: ¼ DHe=hþT:S:reac:!cond:þ
DHe=hþval:!cond:. We trust such scheme will help to reduce the
uncertainties in most of the actual ab-initio literature.2. Interrelation between the electronic free energy of activation
and the reaction mechanisms
In the best FM oxide catalysts for OER, the lattice oxygen atoms
participate in the reaction mechanism, as originally proposed by
the group of Stevenson [43]. The step where the O2 molecule is
released seems to be directly linked to a phase with dynamic oxy-
gen vacancies. Fig. 1b shows that for the CaCu3Fe4O11 stoichiome-
try, the system has higher magnetisation and conductivity due to
the oxygen vacancy. The reduction of the FM B-O-B framework in
the redox active CaCu3Fe4O12 perovskite promotes favourable spin
transport and entropy towards the catalyst for O2 evolution; a sim-
ilar case occurring in the Oxygen Evolution Complex in nature [6].
The reaction mechanism of O2 formation is guided by the elec-
tronic free energy of activation. In fact, once the spin and oxygen
mobility cooperate, the evolution of O2 is not rate limiting [6].
Two electrons of the same spin must be removed from the orthog-
onal components of the adsorbed O-O p* orbitals for OER, and this
oxidation process has implications for the electronic structure of
the catalyst, see Fig. 2-Down. As McGrady and Stranger proposed,
the oxidative formation of the p* orbitals of the triplet state O-O
molecule proceeds via a lower-energy pathway in the presence
of ferromagnetically coupled metal centres [44].
Fig. 2-Up represents the equivalent requirements for ORR, as we
described for LaMnO3+d or La1-XSrXMnO3 catalysts [3]. In any case,
the selectivity of the reaction mechanism adapts towards maxi-
mizing electronic entropic gains, as also occurs during thermo-
chemical water splitting on ceria, beautifully explained by
Nahvavi et al. [45].3. Implication of the spin-dependent interactions for the
composition of catalysts
The introduction of redox active d- or f-orbitals at the intersti-
tial A-sites, in addition to the octahedral B-positions, can assist in
the enhancement of the FM p-bonding delocalization of the e" or h
þ
#
in ABO. The introduction of d- or f-metals as compensating cations
raises the electro-catalytic activity, as long as all the FM exchange
principles described above are maintained [17,23,41,46,47]. Analy-
ses should look at the electron transfer between all the redox met-
als after their adaptation to the working conditions [5].
Catalysts with defects at A-sites, like the stable, non-toxic and
dual La1-XFeO3-d oxides, can be as efficient for OER as the best
mixed cobalt-iron based perovskites and ‘‘gold standards”, e.g.
RuO2 and IrO2 [48]. CaCu3Fe4O12-d has outstanding activity, how-
ever, the extreme synthesis conditions required hampers its appli-
cability [18]. LaFeO3 is an AFM type-G insulator; the High Spin Fe3+
ions have the 3d orbitals half occupied, t2g3 eg2, and the exchange
interactions are consistently AFM [1]. Not surprisingly, the OER
activity of LaFeO3 is the lowest for the A-defective La1-XFeO3-d fam-
ily [48]; as it occurs for the La1-XSrXCoO3-d family [43]. Likewise,
CaMnO3 and LaMnO3 (high spin AFM t2g3 eg0 and t2g3 eg1) have a low
electrocatalytic activity compared with the dual FM t2g3 eg0.5
CaMnO3-d perovskite [49], or the f-doped Ca0.9Yb0.1MnO3-d OER cat-
Fig. 6. Role of the compensating orbitals, cation and anion deficiencies in the stabilization of FM catalysts that will exhibit mixed ion-electron conductivity. The labels on the
spin density plots indicates the volume, in Å3, of the spin density for the iron and oxygen atoms. DE corresponds to energy difference (in meV per iron atom) between FM and
AFM-G phases. Hence, negative values correspond to states where the FM phase is the most stable.
336 J. Gracia et al. / Journal of Catalysis 361 (2018) 331–338alyst [50]. AFM LaFeO3 or LaCoO3 perovskites are orders of magni-
tude worse electrocatalysts than the best FM oxides [23].
La3+ deficiencies destabilize the AFM ordering for La1-XFeO3-d
compositions, or A1-XSrXCoO3-d oxides [36]. Fig. 6 shows that with
an increasing number of holes a FM G.S. evolves for stoichiometries
with 3/4 Fe4+ ions (rule 2), as in La0.75Fe3.75+O3 or La0.58Fe3.9+-
O2.83. The FM exchange interactions, optimum for 3d-t2g3 eg1.3
occupations, create delocalized spin-polarized electrons, see
Fig. 6. An increase in conductivity and OER activity in particular
can be inferred from the electrons/holes ratio, which facilitates
incoming spin-density via exchange interactions. We agree with
Y. Zhu et al. in correlating the OER activity of La1-XFeO3-d per-
ovskites with the presence of Fe4+ ions and oxygen vacancies [48].
According to rule 4, we can further improve the activity by sub-
stituting La3+ with Nd3+ or Yb3+. This way, in combination with
hole-doping and oxygen vacancies, materials will exhibit the
desired mixed ion-electron conductivity [51]. As Fig. 6 indicates,
stable FM phases for the Nd1-XFeO3-d family need less cation
vacancies.
The changes in the electronic states for La1-XFeO3-d oxides
resemble those reported for La0.88Mn3.3+O3-d manganites [52],
but are active for ORR because of the FM ordering corresponding
to high electrons/holes ratios. Likewise, FD1-XMnO3-d compositions
(FD are metals with occupied f or d orbitals) seem to be an alterna-
tive to the excellent ORR La1-XMnO3-d catalysts [15]. Previous
examples will not be stable in acidic conditions, but without
changing the design principles we can improve at the same time
the electronic transport and stability in acidic media by introduc-
ing Ir or preferably Ru. In view of the excellent dual activity and
stability in acidic media of some magnetic mixed-valance ruthen-
ates [53,54], catalysts based on iridium are less stimulating
because they are less active and more expensive. Overall, particu-
larly for acidic media, these genuine electronic principles suggestthat the A1-XRu1-YB0YO3-d or A1-XA0XRu1-YB0YO3-d oxide families (A
= Nd or Yb, A0 is a 2+ or 1+ metal and B0 are Fe and/or Mn) are excel-
lent electrocatalysts.
4. Conclusions
Exchange coupled mixed-valence spin acceptors or donors, with
ferromagnetic delocalization over the orbitals oriented towards the
ligands, are excellent electrocatalysts. This applies to both
extended and molecular systems, regardless of whether an exter-
nal potential or photons provide the energy for the reaction to
the electrons. Spin-dependent FM potentials, extended to embrace
a catalytic interface, allow the understanding of the orbital physics
of excellent magnetic oxides for electron transfer reactions. Within
these principles, the kinetics of the charge transfer is optimized
because the free energy of activations is reduced, applicable at oxi-
dation or reduction potentials. We summarise these effects as
‘‘spintro-catalysis,” as the role played by the spin of the electrons
is fundamental to describe the kinetics, enthalpy and entropy of
electron transfer reactions.
We foresee the need of applying spintro-catalysis in the inspir-
ing work by Fletcher and Van Dijk, ‘‘Supercatalysis by Superex-
change” [55]. Fletcher has also identified superexchange in the
electron flow through an iron(II) d-orbital in photosystem II [56].
The pioneering work in the groups of Naaman and Meijer are
showing that spin states, via chiral-selection, play an important
role in chemical processes [57–59]; in relation, magnetic potentials
are incorporated under the same theoretical principles. Many bio-
logically active molecules are chiral and 10% of the characterized
proteins are redox proteins, i.e. they participate in electron trans-
fer; the realization that natural evolution has exploited spin-
dependent FM exchange interactions to catalyse vital redox reac-
tions suggests a new specialized field of ‘‘spintro-biocatalysis”.
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with unpaired electrons like NO oxidation is related with exchange
interactions [60,61]; or in the high-performance oxides exhibiting
strong electron correlations associated with emergent applications
[62–64].5. Methods
All calculations were performed using periodic density func-
tional theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simula-
tions package (VASP) [65–67]. A plane-wave basis set was used to
represent the wavefunctions. The projected augmented wave
(PAW) method developed by Blochl was used to represent the
interactions between the core electrons and valence electrons
[68,69]. The exchange-correlation energy was calculated within
the generalised gradient approximation using the Perde-Burke-
Ernzerhof functional revised for solids [70]. A plane-wave cut-off
of 400 eV was used for all systems. The DFT+U approach was used
to account for on-site Coulomb interactions of localised d and f
electrons [71]. Unless otherwise mentioned, all elements had a U
value of 0. We have kept the U value constant for each metal to
be able to accurately compare the spin localisation across each sys-
tem. All drawings are produced with VESTA [72].
CCF crystallographic information was obtained from Yamada
et al. [73] ACu3Fe4O12 compounds crystallise in a cubic structure
at room temperature, with a space group, Im3

. A Monkhorst Pack
k-point grid of 6x6x6 was used. A U value of 6.0 and 4.0 was used
for Cu [74] and Fe [75] respectively, as described in the literature.
LaFeO3 has an orthorhombic Pbnm symmetry at ambient temper-
atures [76]. We used U = 8.0 eV for Nd [77].
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On the Role of Ferromagnetic Interactions in Highly Active
Mo-Based Catalysts for Ammonia Synthesis
Julen Munarriz,*[a] Victor Polo,[a] and Jose Gracia*[b]
Reactions involving nitrogen fixation and transfer are of great
industrial interest. In this regard, unveiling all the physical
principles that determine their activity would be enormously
beneficial for the rational design of novel catalysts with
improved performance. Within this context, this work explores
the activity of bulk molybdenum-based transition metal nitrides
in ammonia synthesis. Our results highlight that the most active
compositions show increasing ferromagnetism in the metal–
nitrogen bonds, which constitute the active sites. We observe
that the total spin accumulated in the bonds at the active sites
is a physically meaningful descriptor to discriminate optimum
catalysts. Higher activities are associated with ferromagnetic
phases, and the underlying reason is an enhanced overlapping
of the electronic wavefunctions; which also make the reaction
steps spin-sensitive. These finding provides strong evidence of
the general influence of electrons magnetic moment in
catalysis, being part of the specific field of spintro-catalysis.
Spin-dependent potentials are decisive for the kinetics of
electron transfer reactions at magnetic interphases.[1,2] Catalysts
with preferential ferromagnetic (FM) exchange interactions are
optimized on the basis of energy shells antisymmetric in space,
yantisym, being distinguished as “spintro-catalysts”.
[3] The studies
performed so far on magnetic catalysts have focused on
oxygen electrochemistry, revealing the importance of quantum
exchange interactions (QEI),[4–5] as well as their implications for
the understanding and developing of efficient energy technol-
ogies. However, the interest and applicability of novel concepts
like FM enhanced covalent bonds,[3] reduced Coulomb inter-
actions[1] and spin-sensitive reaction steps in compositions with
yantisym is wider, and might be extended to other relevant
chemical processes, as it is the case of nitrogen fixation to
produce ammonia.[6]
The progressive fossil fuels depletion and the need for
reducing environmental pollution has resulted in a growing
interest to develop new renewable energetic processes, [7]
looking for geopolitically stable alternatives. Within this context,
ammonia plays a key role for the maintenance of a steady
sustainable economy, as it allows the clean synthesis of
fertilizers, having also significant applications in the production
of plastics, nitric acid and in fuel cells.[8,9] On an industrial scale,
ammonia is obtained almost exclusively via the reduction of
nitrogen with hydrogen through the Haber Bosch process. This
synthesis is expensive, requiring high temperatures and
pressures, as well as very pure streams of gases. The reaction
takes place over iron or ruthenium-based heterogeneous
catalysts and requires about 485 kJmol1 overall.[10] On the
other hand, nitrogen fixation in nature is achieved under mild
conditions via an enzymatic reaction catalyzed by the so called
nitrogenases. Among them, FeMo-nitrogenases are reported to
be the most active.[11,12] On balance, the process requires
244 kJmol1, almost half than in industry.[13] Researchers have
tried to mimic this “natural” catalyst; what has resulted into
stimulating advances, as the synthesis of efficient molybde-
num[14] and iron-based[15,16] complexes with high activity.
Another relevant approach uses complex transition metal
nitrides as heterogeneous catalysts;[17–19] with activities for the
ternary nitrides following the order Co3Mo3N1-d>Fe3Mo3N1-d>
Ni2Mo3N1-d.
[17,18] Both, experimental results and ab-initio calcu-
lations, show that the number of nitrogen vacancies present on
Co3Mo3N-based materials can adsorb and activate the strong
NN triple bond.[20,21] As a result, some authors have proposed
that nitrogen fixation occurs via a Mars–van Krevelen (MvK)
mechanism, as shown in Scheme 1.[22,23] However, the influence
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Biocomputacin y Fsica de Sistemas Complejos (BIFI)
Universidad de Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain, 50009
E-mail: julen@unizar.es
[b] Dr. J. Gracia
Magnetocat SL
General Polavieja 9 3I, Alicante, Spain, 03012
E-mail: magnetocat@outlook.com
Scheme 1. Schematic representation of Mars–van Krevelen mechanism for
ammonia synthesis on M3Mo3N1-d catalysts.
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of the electronic and magnetic structure of Mo-based transition
metal nitrides in their catalytic activity have barely been
explored.
Transition metal oxides with preferential FM spin delocaliza-
tion are excellent catalysts for oxygen electrochemistry.[1,6,24] The
explanation lies on the fact that augmented QEI in spin-
polarized conductors assists the electron transfer and spin
selection.[1,5] In addition, oxygen vacancies are also a crucial part
of their reaction mechanisms.[25] Within this context, we aim to
apply the same physical principles that work for oxygen
electrochemistry to understand the importance of spin ex-
change potentials in nitrogen hydrogenation. For that, we have
theoretically studied the magnetic structure of the related
FeCo2Mo3N1-d, Co3Mo3N1-d, Fe3Mo3N1-d and Ni2Mo3N1-d catalysts,
see Figure 1, focusing on the orbital physics responsible of their
activity. The principles presented herein should be general for
catalytic N2 activation and can be used for the “rational design”
of optimum compositions.[26]
The magnetic structure of the nitrides was studied by
means of periodic DFT calculations. Fe and Co-based nitrides
were found to present a FM metallic ground state (G.S.)[27,28]
while Ni2Mo3N is nonmagnetic, as reported by other au-
thors.[29,30] These kind of compositions are also active for oxygen
reduction;[3] and nitrogen fixation has similarities with O2
reduction as the double bond in oxygen molecule must be
activated by incoming electrons in a similar way as the triple
bond of nitrogen molecule. In both cases, electrons are to be
incorporated into p* molecular orbitals prior to the immobiliza-
tion of protons. It is also known that FM potentials reduce the
influence of the Coulomb interactions, and intermediates over-
all present a reaction mechanism with optimum activation
energies for electron transfer in oxygen electrochemistry.[1] In
this regard, one of the fingerprints in spintro-catalysis is the
general reduction of the free activation energies by a quantity
that is proportional to the FM spin-moment of the active sites.
Within this correlation, we have used the Heisenberg Hamil-
tonian to quantify the QEI; that is: HQEI=~JQEI·Scat where, ~JQEI is
a catalytic exchange coupling constant and Scat is the average
spin moment at the active sites.[31]
We start the analysis from nitrogen defective unit cells, as
the active catalysts present nitrogen vacancies at reaction
conditions.[25] For that, we subtracted one of the sixteen
nitrogen atoms in the unit cell of Fe3Mo3N, Co3Mo3N and
FeCo2Mo3N,
[32] as well as in an equivalent (with respect to the
number of nitrogen atoms) Ni2Mo3N supercell (221);
[33] thus
making stoichiometries of the form MxMo3N0.94. As shown in
Table 1, all the structures, but slightly antiferromagnetic (AFM)
Figure 1. Spin density (yellow: up; purple: down; spin majority in the positive
side, isovalue of 0.01 e A˚3), density of states, and magnetic moments (in
a.u.) for the most stable magnetic phase of nitrogen defective: a) Fe3Mo3N1-d,
b) Co3Mo3 N1-d, c) FeCo2Mo3N1-d, and d) Ni2Mo3N1-d.
Table 1. Energy difference between FM G.S. and the most stable AFM one for defective and non-defective structures, in meV per Mo atom. Energy of
formation of the vacancies versus N2 gas in meV per Mo, relative stability per electron in eV and MoN distance in A˚.
N defective Non-N-defective Energy of formation
FM–AFM Ee-/ne- d (MoN) FM-AFM Ee-/ne- d (MoN) N vacancies
FeCo2Mo3N1-d 86 0.864 2.083 89 0.870 2.081 54
Co3Mo3N1-d 115 0.853 2.090 113 0.860 2.089 50
Fe3Mo3N1-d 134 0.877 2.102 138 0.883 2.098 63
Ni2Mo3N1-d – 0.758 2.075 – 0.764 2.068 49
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Ni2Mo3N0.94, have FM G.S.; and they keep the same magnetic
structure as the fully stoichiometric compounds, as will be
explained later on in the text. In the bulk, MoN bonds
represent the active centers for N2 hydrogenation, and, note-
worthy, the overall increase in the magnetic moments on these
bonds agrees with the enhanced catalytic activity (cf. Figure 1):
Ni2Mo3N1-d (0.0 mB)<Fe3Mo3N1-d (0.023 mB)<Co3Mo3N1-d (0.120
mB)<FeCo2Mo3N1-d (0.164 mB); the maximum activity of the
FeCo2Mo3N1-d structure results as a theoretical prediction of our
study. To rationalize this correlation, consider HQEI as a
perturbation that reduces the energy of the system by an
increment in the number of unpaired electrons. As a conse-
quence, there is a change in the spatial symmetry that
decreases Coulomb potentials and enhance covalent interac-
tions. This way, ferromagnetism anticipates at least the
possibility of lowering the activation barriers of the rate limiting
step upon spin polarization.
For non-vacant systems, the spin polarization in the MoN
bonds follows again the sequence: Ni2Mo3N (0.0 mB)<Fe3Mo3N
(0.045 mB)<Co3Mo3N (0.123 mB)<FeCo2Mo3N (0.187 mB), see
Figure 2 and Table 2. The increment in the magnetic moment is
due to the additional oxidation provided by the extra nitrogen
atoms. FM holes located at the MoN bonds, in conjunction
with the magnetization of these bonds, indicate the ability of
the catalysts to polarize spin-density from the 2p-orbitals of the
nitrogen atoms. In other words, the magnetic moment in the
MoN bonds is an indication of the ability of the catalyst to
overlap with the 2p-orbitals of the intermediate nitrogenates
during NH3 synthesis.
In Fe3Mo3N, the iron’s magnetic moment is 3.03 mB, while
the molybdenum atoms have a magnetic moment close to 0,
associated with the typical low spin (L.S.) states of 4d-Mo
systems.[34] The molybdenum magnetic moment, although
small, presents the opposite orientation (negative sign) with
respect to iron atoms, which prefer a FM orientation with
respect to each other, see Table 2. In the iron atoms, the strong
intra-atomic FM exchange interactions in the 3d-orbitals polar-
ize the electronic density, and since there are enough empty
orbitals at the Fermi level, the inter-atomic exchange inter-
actions between the polarized iron atoms become also FM. The
iron atoms are the least electronegative of the 3d-metals and
the bigger 4d-orbitals are only slightly polarized. Ni2Mo3N1-d and
Fe3Mo3N1-d are the least active catalysts and result to be the
compositions in which the Mo atoms have no spin-polarization
or which are somewhat AFM with respect to the rest of the
metallic atoms (in Fe3Mo3N1-d Fe atoms are FM with respect to
themselves, but AFM with respect to slightly magnetic polar-
ized Mo atoms). As a result, the MoN bond distances are
longer, Fermi heaps, the formation energy of nitrogen vacancies
is higher, the system is more rigid as shown by the highest FM–
AFM energy differences, and the d-metal orbitals participate
less in the conduction band near the Fermi level. In Co3Mo3N1-d,
the cobalt cations present an average magnetic moment of
1.63 mB, smaller than those of iron atoms, indicating that the
antibonding 3d-band is more saturated. The cobalt 3d-orbitals
spill-over the magnetic moment towards the Mo cations by
oxidizing them, as indicated by the lower Bader atomic charge
of Mo in Co3Mo3N1-d with respect to Fe3Mo3N1-d, see Table 2; the
magnetism accumulated in the MoN bonds in Co3Mo3N1-d is
about three times the values in Fe3Mo3N1-d. In this case, as well
as in FeCo2Mo3N1-d, all atoms are in an overall FM state. In
FeCo2Mo3N1-d, the iron atoms present a magnetic moment of
3.25 mB, while the value for cobalt ions is 1.69 mB; the spin
polarization of the MoN bonds is significantly the greatest of
the considered materials, as also shown by shortest bond
distance, Fermi holes, see Table 2. There is a crucial transfer of
electron density mediated by QEI from the Fe to the Co ions
that maximizes the spin-moment in both metals.
Figure 2. Spin density (yellow: up; purple: down; spin majority in the positive
side, isovalue of 0.01 e A˚3), density of states, and magnetic moments (in
a.u.) for the most stable magnetic phase of nitrogen defective: a) Fe3Mo3N,
b) Co3Mo3 N, c) FeCo2Mo3N, and d) Ni2Mo3N.
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Overall, we observe that when moving from Ni2Mo3N1-d and
X3Mo3N1-d (X=Fe, Co) to FeCo2Mo3N1-d, there is an increase in
the magnetic moment of all the metal atoms. As shown in
Figure 2 and Table 2, the increasing magnetization of the MoN
bonds shorten them, (non-classical) spin quantum mechanical
effects of bonding, and spin-oscillations are easier, as
FeCo2Mo3N1-d compositions have the smaller energy difference
between FM and AFM phases. The relative electronic stability of
the systems was perused by means of the relation: total
electronic energy/number of electrons, Ee-/ne-. In relation with
the Sabatier’s principle,[35] in a MvK mechanism the energy of
formation of the N-vacancies is in the middle zone for
FeCo2Mo3N1-d; in this respect, Fe3Mo3N1-d is too ionic, while
Co3Mo3N1-d and Ni2Mo3N1-d interact with the ligands more
weakly.
Ammonia synthesis is clearly less optimal for catalysts that
do not present magnetic MoN bonds, which do not present
FM QEI as part of the stabilizing forces in the orbitals. The
magnetic structure seems one amongst many factors control-
ling catalytic activity; the best catalysts present increasing FM
interactions at the active sites, and there is thus a connection
between FM G.S., formation of vacancies and shorter MoN
bonds.
We observe that the enhanced catalytic activity in FM
X3Mo3N1-d compositions is due to similar electronic and
magnetic factors as previously anticipated in strongly correlated
oxides.[3] The principles of spintro-catalysis seem to be valid and
applicable to all catalysts including earth-abundant 3d-mag-
netic metals. In optimum catalysts for ammonia synthesis, there
are spin polarized MoN bonds, where the minority spin is
easier to extract from the partially occupied AB-orbitals and QEI
facilitate nitrogen fixation, as the average distance between AB-
electrons will be larger. The studied systems have no band-gap
for any of the spins, what allows to maintain the total spin
required for ammonia synthesis. Consequently, the increasing
magnetic moment in shorter MoN bonds is a physically
meaningful descriptor for the catalytic activity associated to FM
spin-channels at the Fermi level. We propose again that the
extra freedom provided by the QEI are effectively described by
a Heisenberg Hamiltonian. Finally, we clarified that for these
opening studies in relation with the influence of the spin-
interactions in catalysis, a deep study of the bulk properties is
enough for obtaining predictive trends.
Experimental Section
All calculations were performed using periodic density functional
theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulations
package (VASP).[36–38] The Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) method
developed by Blochl was used to represent interactions between
core and valence electrons.[39,40] A plane wave cutoff of 400 eV was
used for all the elements, in conjunction with Monkhorst-Pack k-
point meshes of 111111. The Perde-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-
correlation DFT functional revised for solids was used for all
calculations.[41] In order to properly describe on-site Coulomb
interactions of localised d electrons, DFT+U methodology was
used,[42] with values of U=2.0 for Co and 4.0 for Fe, as previously
reported.[3,43] Images were produced with VESTA.[44]
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